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INTRODUCTION
The present guide is the second part of the , ,Railway
Guide through Poland". This publication was begun in I926
and will be finished in z932. It contains descriptive material
dealing with the whole of Poland and its most interesting
objects from the tourist's point of view.
The entire work will consist of four parts: the first, which
was issued in I926 ,efers to South-Western Poland, i.e.
to that part of the country that lies l>etween the ,ailway lines
W arszawa-Katowice and W arszawa-D~lin-Sandomierz-Tarnow-Krynica and W arszawa.
Part II deals with North-Western Poland situated between
the railway lines W arszawa-Lodz-Kalisz and W arszawaMlawa-Lubawa.
A supplement includes the description
of the Free City Danzig, whose railways are under the
management of fhe Polish Ministry of Communications.
Part III, which will be published in I9J2 will eml>race
North-Eastern Poland, which extends from the W arszawaMlawa-Lubawa railway line to the Warszawa-LublinRowne line.
Finally Part IV, which will probably be issued i1'
r933, will contain the description of South-Eastern Poland
This guide is being published in Polish, French, EnglisJ
and German.
The descriptive material together with all information is
a"anged according to the main railway lines.
Dr. M ieczyslaw Orlowicz ha.s been intrusted with the
elaboration of the text.
This guide ha.s been printed at the Graphic Establishment
of the Publishing Institute ,,Bibl,joteka Polska" (Polish
Lil>rary) in Bydgoszcz.
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in I92I, when the statistics regarding the popul..tion
were being compiled. The army is not incltded
in the census of I93I.
Historical information. The territories dealt with
in the second volume of the guide embrace ancient
Greater Polan4 (Wielkopolska), Kujawy, Masovia (Mazowsze) and Pomerania (Pomorze) the nucleus of the
Polish state. This especially refers to the above
mentioned Wielkopoiska (Greater Poland) covering
the basin of the river Warta as far as Notec and the
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Lake of Goplo. Poznan (Posen), the capital of Wielkopolska (Greater Poland), was the capital of the Polish
State in the Xth century, and the Poznan diocese,
founded in 968, embraced the whole of Poland.
When Boleslas the Wry-mouthed divided Poland into
Provinces in u38, Greater Poland became the property of his sonMieczyslas III (u38-I202), and in the
hands of the descendants of the latter it was divided in 1247 into the Principalities of Kalisz and Poznan.
The last of the Great Polish line, Przemyslas II, having
died in 1295, the territory of GreaterPoland was annexed
to the Kingdom in 1308 by King Ladislas Lokietek
after ma1J.y battles with the Silesian family of Piast.
The Greater Poland consisted of the voievodies
of Poznan and Kalisz, from which in 1768 was sepa-
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rated the voievody of Gniezno. Its boundaries reach
much further east than the present voievodyof Poznan,
and the most important towns in Greater Poland
were Poznan, Leszno, Wschowa, Kalisz, Gniezno,
Kolo and Konin.
The fertile and densely inhabited province of
Kujawy formed a separate part of Greater Poland,
renowned for its fertile soil, which is specially suitable
for the growing of wheat. It was situated between
the Vistula, the Notec and the lakes of Kujawy.
Its original capital was Kruszwica, which later on
gave place to other towns of Kujawy, such as Inowroclaw, Brzesc Kujawski, Wlocfawek and Bydgoszcz
as capitals. On the partition of Poland into Provinces
in u:38, Kujawy together with Masovia Provinces
was obtained by Casimir the Just and was divided
into several principalities when in the hands of his
descendants. After the death of Ladislas the White
in 1388, the last of the line of the Piasts of Kujawy,
this province was incorporated with Poland and
divided according to the original principalities into
the voievodies of Inowroclaw and Brzesc-Kujawski.
Towards the south of Greater Poland lay the
Land of Wielun (Ziemia Wielunska) with. its capital
Wielun, a town which is now in a ·state of decay.
To the north-east of Greater Poland lay the voievody
of Sieradz, which formed in the Xlllth century the
principality of the Piasts with the capital Sieradz.
To the north of the latter voievody extended the
,, voievody of 4Czyca", which also formed in the
XIIIth century an independent principality of the
Piasts. Both these voievodies ~zyca as well as
Sieradz, were incorporated with the Kingdom by
Ladislas 1.o:kietek at the beginning of the XIVth
century.
The territory of llasOvia situated on both sides
of the middle part of the Vistula with its former
capital Plock and its later one Warsaw, also formed
a separate part of Greater Poland. At the time of
the division into districts Masovia was granted to
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Boleslas the Curly, (d. u73); later on it pas.5ed
into the hands of Casimir the Just, (d. n:94) of the
dynasty of the Piasts, whose descendants divided
it into several . separate principalities. After the
extinction of the respective lines of the Piasts,
their principalities were united to the Crown, the
Rawa principality in I46z and those of Plock and
Warszawa in I495 and I526 respectively. Later on
these principalities were constituted separate voievodies. The voievody of Rawa embraced the Princi,pal.ity of Lowicz with the towns of Lowicz and Skierniewice, where archbishops of Gniezno ruled as
sovereigns from the XIVth century until the partition of Poland.
The present voievody of Pomerania comprises
two parts: the ancient voievodies of Pomerania and
of Chelmno, each of them having quite a different
historical past. The ancient Pomeranian voievody
constituted in the Middle Ages the independant Principality of · Pomera11ia, which was during certain
periods under the Polish rule as, for instance, during
the reigns of Boleslas the Brave and Boleslas the
Wry-mouthed, but in others it also formed an independent unit ruled over by its own princes of the
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Gryfit line. Swantopolk II (1220-66) was the most
eminent prince of this family. His son Mestwin II
(1266-94-) was the last of the Pomeranian Princes.
After a period of strife for the ownership of Pomerania,
thelatterwasoccupied (13o8) bytheTeutonic Knights,
who evacuated it only in 1466 after a treaty of peace
was concluded in Torun (Thom). The recovered
territory was called as a whole .,Royal, P,ussia"
and divided into three voievodies: Pomerania, Chelmno and Marienburg.
That part of the present Pomeranian voievody
situated on the right bank of the Vistula constituted
once the Voievody of Chelmno. This province already
belonged to Poland during the reign of King Boleslas
the Brave; later on it was incorporated with Masovia
and at the beginning of the XIIIth century ruined by
the Prussians, it was ceded to the Teutonic Knights
in 1226 and became the chief territory of their state.
It was recovered by Poland in 1466.

General history of Poland. We give below a short
outline of Polish history as some knowledge of same is
indispensable in order to better understand the particulars and descriptians contained in the detailed.part of the guide.
The territories situated on the middle Warta,
with the towns Poznan, Gniezno and Kruszwica,
were the nucleus of Poland. The first Polish reigning
dynasty (until 1370) was the dynasty of the Pwts.
The first historical Polish sovereign, Prince M ieczyslas I (963-92), residing in Poznan, became a Christian in g65 and founded the first Polish bishopric
in 968 in Poznan. His son Boleslas Chrolwy the B,ave
(992 - 1025) was crowned at the end of his life,
- the most powerful monarch of the Piast dynasty.
Boleslas I extended the eastern frontier of the
State by reaching Kieff; he also seized from the
Crechs, Silesia and Slovakia, conquered Pomerania
in 994 and founded the archbishopric of Gniezno
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The latter city was the metropolis of

all Polish bishoprics.

During the reign of his direct successors the frontiers of Poland to the east and west shrank again,
but Boleslas III Krzywousty (uo2-38) extended
them again by conquering Pomerania with Kolberg
and Stettin. According to his will Poland was divided, after his death, amongst his five sons. Such
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a partition into districts had however a weakening effect upon the State., and was also the cause of the loss
of some of them as., for instance, Pomerania and Silesia. The invasions of the Tarla1's were the greatest
plague of this epoch. After the first invasion {I24I},
which was the most disastrous of them all, little was
left of the towns or of their population. New settlements had to be made again (German colonization).
The territory of Chelmno situated on the right bank
of the Vistula was granted in :r226 to the German
Order of Teutonic Knights. This was done in order to
protect the Polish frontier from the in~ion of the
pagan Prussians. After the last of the dynasty of
Pomeranian Princes at the beginning of the XIVth
century, Pomerania., situated on the left bank of
the Vistula, together with Danzig was also taken
by the Teutonic Knights and formed at that period
an independent state with a capital in Malborg.
Poland was united again only by the last but
one king of the Piast dynasty Ladislas I Lokietek
(:r300-:r333) who stopped the Teutonic encroachment thanks to his victory near Plowce in I3JI.
Casi.mi,. tire Great \I333-I370), extended the boundaries of Poland in an ea.sternly direction by conquering
Rus Czerwona (Red Ruthenia) with the town Lwow
(Lemberg) in 1340, and in I366 the south of Volhynia. By virtue of the treaty of peace concluded
in Visegrad in 1335, he resigned his right of supremacy over Silesia in favour of the kings of Bohemia.
Casimir the Great founded a university in Cracow
(1364), one of the first in <:entral Europe. He took
great care of the development of the towns, a Polish
proverb says that he ,,took over a wooden
Poland and left it stone-built".
After his death Poland was ruled for a short time
by his nephew, King Louis of Hungary (:r372-i382);
later on, thanks to the marriage of his daughter
Hedvige, (:r384- :r399), the most popular among
Polish Queens, with the Great Prince of Lithuania,
Ladisuis II Jagiello (:r386-I434) Poland was
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united to Lithuania by virtue of a personal union
in 1386. Jagiello was the first king of the Jagiellon
dynuty during whose reign (XV and XVI centuries)
Poland reached its height of greatest splendour.
The following tings belonged to the above dynasty:
Lad.is/as III of Warna (1434-1444) who was also
King of Hungary and was killed during a battle
with the Turks near Wama; Ctmmir IV (1444--1492);
John] Albruhl(1492-1501); Alexander I (1501-1505);
finally SigisSigismo11d the Old (1:505-1:548);
important
most
The
(1:548-1:572).
AugusU
mond II
dealt
land
of
portion
the
regarding
events
historical
the
of
defeat
the
with in the present guide were:
German Teutanic Knights in 1:410 near Grunwald
by King Jagiello; the thirlun years war (1454-1466)
led by Casimir IV with the Teutonic Knights, after
which the so called Royal Prussia (now occupied by
the Pomeranian voievody) with the towns Danzig,
Torun, Chehnno, Marienburg, Elbing and the bi,shop
princi.pality of Ermland were given back to Poland
by virtue of the treaty of peace concluded in Torun
in 1466. In 1525 the so called Royal Prussia took
an oath of allegiance to Poland during the reign of
Sigismond I in 1525, after having been secularised.
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During the reign of Sigismond Auguste the PolishLithuanian personal union was made a real union
at the Diet of Lublin.
After the last of the J agiellon dynasty. the
kings of Poland were eleeted, the first king chosen
in this way was the Frenchman, Henri de Valois
(1573-4). After his reign Poland was ruled by one
of its most powerful kings, Stephan Batory, an Hungarian (1576-86) who extended the boundaries of
Poland far away to the east and north. Shortly
before the death of this king Poland had reached the
height of its power. The three kings who reigned
successively after Stephan Batory belonged to the
Swedish dynasty of Wasa. These were Sigismond III
(1587-1632), Ladislas IV (1634-48), and John II
Casimir (1648-1668) whose unhappy reign was
filled with a series of wars, revolts and invasions.
The invasion of Swedes under the command of King
Charles Gustave was especially harmful for Western
and Central Poland (1655-166o), the Swedes mined
the whole country, villages, towns, ca~tles and palaces. This unhappy war ended in the peace of Oliva,
by virtue of which Poland resigned its right of feudal
supremacy over the Royal Prussia.
Then came Michael Wisniowiecki (1668-1672) and
John Ill Sobieski (l673-16g6), the latter being
the most popular among the elected Polish kings;
he gained a victory over the Turks near Vienna
in 1683.
The following kings belonged to the Saxon dynasty:
Auguste II (16g7 to 1733) and Auguste III (1733 to
1763). At the beginning of the reign of the first
of these kings the fourth Swedish War began with
Charles XII (1700-1709), who supported the candidature of the Pole Stanislas Leszczynski for the
throne of Poland.
The last King of Poland, Stanislas Auguste Poniatowski (1764-95) was a Pole and an eminent patron
of art. During his reign the neighbouring powerful
states, such as Prussia, Austria and Russia came
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to an understanding with regard to the partition of

Poland. During the first partition, which took place
in 1772, Prussia tqok away from Poland an area of
about 36 ooo sq. km. situated in the territory described
iby the present guide, i. e. the present Pomeranian
oievody and some small parts of the voievody of
Poznan to the north of the Notec. After the proclamation of the Constitution of May ytl 179:r in Poland,
Prussia and Russia prepared for the second partition,
which took place in 1793. Prussia then annexed
57 ooo sq. km. covering the territories, which constiuted the nucleus of the Polish State with the towns
Poznan, Gniezno, Kruszwica, Kalisz, Lowicz, Piotrk6w and Plock, as well as Danzig and Toran. The
hit-tl partition of Poland took place in January 1795
after the suppression of the struggle for the independence of Poland, of 1794 under the command of
Thaddeus Kosciuszko. Russia then occupied Cenrral Poland with Warszawa; King Poniatowski was
orced to abdicate and removed to Petersburg, where
e died in 17g8.
The wars led by Napoleon brought about new
erritorial changes. According to the treaty of Tylsit
e so called Warszawa Princi,Palityw asformedin 18<>7.
Railway Gu.ide. JI .
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It consisted at first of territories cut off from Prussia
with the towns of Warszawa, Torun, Poznan and Bydgoszcz. In I8og some other territories, which had
been annexed by Austria with Krakow and Lublin
were added to the above Principality.
The defeat of Napoleon and the consequent Congress of Vienna in 1815 led to the fall of the Warszawa
Principality, Prussia obtaining again Poznan, Chehnno,
Torun and Bydgoszcz. The so called Polish Kingdom
lKr6lestwo Polskie) was formed from the remains
of the W arszawa Principality.. This kingdom was
united to Russia by means of a personal union. Owing
to the insurrection which took place in· 1830-1831
these territories were incorporated with R ~ as
a simple province. New territorial changes were only
brought about by the European War and its results.
The aspect of the country. The central part of
the territory dealt with in this second volume of the
guide is a sandy plain to the north of which extends
hilly ground originating from the glacier period.
Starting from the west we first of all find Greater
Poland {the voievody of Poznan and the western
part of the voievody of l.6dz) where several ranges
of low hills traverse the plains and which abounds
in lakes situated amidst forests. To the west of
Greater Poland extends Kufawy, a land devoid of
forests, with a fertile clay soil, where beautiful lakes
including the historical Lake Goplo extending to the
south render the landscape most picturesque.
To the east of Kujawy we find Masov-ia, part of
which situated on the left bank of the Vistula, is flat,
while the other, on the right bank is hilly. Warszawa,
the capital of Poland, and L6dz, its chief industrial
centre, are situated in the flat and sandy plain of
Masovia, and only westward from Warszawa, near
Blonie and Sochaczew a more fertile soil can be
found; whilst in the valleys of the rivers peat bogs
are to be found.
Northern Poland is traversed by a range of hills
called the ,,Pojezierze Baltyckie (Lake Land of the
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Baltic Sea), constituting the whole of the Pomeranian voievody. The hills are sometimes 330 m.
high (Wiezyca near Kartuzy). The scenery of the
Pojezierze derives its character from the Glacier
,period, and the hills, as well as the lakes originate
from that time. The former are covered with gravel
carried down from the north by the above-mentioned
glaciers among which large blocks of Finnish and
Scandinavian granite are often to be found. Sandy
soil predominates. The uplands of Chelmno situated on
the right bank of the Vistula are exceptionally fertile.

Rivers. The middle and lower reaches of the W isla
{Vistula), which is the largest river in Poland, are
dealt with in the second volume of the guide. It
flows across a rather flat region. Plock, Tonm,
Chebnno and Grudziq.dz are considered the most
picturesque among the towns on its banks. That
pa.rt of the river between Swiecie and Grudzi~dz
flowing across the Baltic-Pomeranian Uplands in the
voievody · of Pomerania, is exceedingly beautiful.
Greater Poland is situated in the basin of the
river Warta, on which Poznan stands.
Lakes. The centre and north of Poland abounds
in lakes from the glacier epoch. The lakes situated
in the so-called Cashoubi.an Switzerland, to the northwest of . Poland, are especially beautiful and numerous; Lake Radunia, the largest among them
being :15 km. long. Many lakes are also to be found
to the south of this region, in the Forests of Tuchola;
the largest, Lutomie and Wdzydze, covering an
area of :14 sq. km. each. The north-western part of
the Poznan voievody is very rich in lakes, scattered
in the neighbourhood of Sierak6w and Mi~ych6d.
Between Gniezno, Kruszwica, Slupca and 'Konin

THE CASHOUBIAN SWITZERLAND
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lie the Lakes of Kujawy, of which Lake Goplo is the
largest, while those, situated near Kazimierz Biskupi
and Slesin are the most picturesque. Between Brodnica and Nowe Miasto lies the Lake Land of Brodnica
with about fifty lakes, which are not by any means
inferior in beauty to the Suwalki and Cashoubian
lakes. In Masovia a range of lakes is situated to the
north of Sierpc, of which the Lake of Orszulew is the
largest, numerous lakes are situated amidst forests
on the left bank of the Vistula, between Plock and
Gostynin, and also to the south of Plock.
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Forests. Practically a fourth part of Poland is
covered by forests (23 %). Of the area cov~red by
this second volume the largest is the Forest of Tuchola,
situated in Pomerania, on the left bank of the Vistula,
extending from Tuchola over an area of 2.000 sq. km.
To the north-west of Warszawa we find the remnants
of the ancient Virgin Forest of Kampinos. The small
yew forest on the banks of Lake Mukrz in Pomerania
and the beautiful beech forest near Kartuzy in Cashoubian Switzerland are counted among the most interesting peculiarities of nature and carefully preserved.
The oaks in Rogalin near Poznan are considered to be
the oldest and largest trees in Poland.
Characteristics of ethnograpbical interest. The Principality of Lowicz situated to the south-west of Warszawa
is the most interesting territory, from an ethnographical
point of view, with regard to the area dealt with
in this second volume. Here are to be seen the
most beautiful national costumes still worn by the
peasants of Sieradz which are red in colour and
differ to a certain extent from fhose seen in Lowicz.
The Southern parts of the Cashoubian Land near
the Lake of W dzydze also are of ethnographical
interest; in the village of Wdzydze is maintained
a rural Ethnographic Museum, the only one in Poland.

Architectural relics. The first Polish monuments
of art were erected in the Roman style, few of these
however have been preserved from this epoch owing
to the destruction caused by the first invasion of
the Tartars in 1241. The most notable buildings
in this style.in the area covered by this guide are the
churches in Czerwinsk on the Vistula, in Tum (Collegiate Church) near L;czyca, St. Mary's in Inowrodaw, the parish church in Lubin and St. Prokop's
in Strzelno.
The Gothic style prevailing in Poland is the brick
Gothic of which the Polish type is called the Balthic
Gothic. The most eminent promoter of art during
the Gothic period was King Casimir the Great (1333
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-1370) who erected and endowed a great number of
castles, churches and town halls, and encircled the
towns with walls. Most of the Gothic buildings
situated in the voievody of Pomerania especially
churches and castles originate from the period of
the rule of the Teutonic Knights (1308-1454 ). Most
of the Gothic Buildings restored after having been
ruined by war in various epochs.
The finest specimens among the Gothic churches over
the area of this guide are: the cathedral in Pe1plin, the parish church in Chelmno, the churches of St.
Jacob, St. John and St. Mary in Torun and the
cathedral in \Vloclawek, nearly all of them built
in the XIVth century. The following smaller churches
should also be taken into account: the churches
in Zarnowiec, Kartuzy, Koronowo, Bydgoszcz, the
church of St. Mary in Poznan etc. Amongst the
ancient Gothic monasteries , are those of the Cistercians in Pelplin and the Benedictine s in .iarnowiec,
which are well worth visiting.
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Very few secular buildings in the Gothic style
have been preserved; the most remarkable among
those that remain is the town hall in Tomn
of the XIVth century. Remains of the ancient town
walls and gates of the Gothic period are to be found
in Toran, Chehnno, Brodnica, Chojnice and Starogard; and beautiful ruins of ancient castles are still
to be found in Gniew, Radzyn, Torun and Swiecie.
The Polish Renaissance 5'yle is chiefly an imitation of the Italian Renaissance, but the Renaissance monuments in the voievody of Pomerania
are more like the Dutch Renaissance buildings owing
to the influence of Danzig. King Sigismond I
(1506-1548) and Sigismond Auguste (:1548-1:572)
were the chief promoters of architecture in the Renaissance period, many Italian architects being employed
at their court and those of contemporary bishops and
magnates. Among the special features of the so called
Polish Renaissance style, the most characteristic is the
roofing by means of "attics". The town-hall in Chelmno
belonging to the area covered by this guide, is a good
specimen of a building of this type. The town-hall
of Poznan, which is the finest building of this kind
in Poland (rebuilt in 1555 according to the design
of the architect di Quadro) is at the same time
the most precious Renaissance building mentioned in this guide. Amongst other monuments of the Renaissance epoch, the following
are considered the most beautiful: the palace of the
Princes Czartoryski in Goluch6w, near Kalisz, and
the chapel of the Koscielecki family in Koscielec.
At the end of the XVIth century the Jesuits became the promoters of the Baroque style, which,
like the Renaissance, chiefly imitates the Italian
Baroque. The Baroque period (16oo-1720) is
an era marked by intense building activity in Poland, manifested equally in both ecclesiastical and
secular buildings. The former church of the Jesuits
(parish church) in Poznan, constructed in 1700 according to a design by the Jesuit, Bartholomew W~w-
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ski, the former churches of the Cistercians in Przem~t

(16g6) and 4d (16g6), the parish church in Leszno
as well as the church of the Brothers of St.
Philip in Gostyn (1rr9) designed by Pompeo Ferrari
are counted as the most beautiful Baroque churches.
The ancient palace of the Princes Sulkowski in
Radzyn (1736), designed by Pornpeo Ferrari, is
the most notable Rococo monument in the area covered
by this guide.
(1700)

The monuments of the transitory, as well as Classic
styles of the latter part of the XVIIIth century, frequently met with in the east and north-east of Poland, are comparatively rare in the west. Prominent
amongst these are the palaces in Rogalin near Poznan
and in Lubostrc;>11.
Of the Empire period the most noted example is
the palace in Miloslaw near Wrzesnia.
Among those churches, which were reconstructed,
thus revealing varied styles of architecture, by their
aboundance of monuments of art, the most worthy
of mention are the oldest Polish calhedrals in Poznan
and Gniezno and next in order of interest, the
cathedrals in Plock and Wloclawek and the Collegiate
Church in Lowicz.
South and South-Eastern Poland possess many
examples of wooden architecture, but these are comparatively few in Western and Central Poland. Original churches built of wood are to be found in the
villages north of Chojnice (Pomerania), of very impressive character.
The largest museums in the a;rea of this second volume are situated in Poznan. The museums of Torun,
Bydgoszcz, Wlodawek and Plock are much smaller.
Besides these there are also rich collections of art to
be found in some of the palaces. The richest of these
collections are to be found in Rogalin {Picture Gallery)
near Poznan; in the palaces of the Counts Zamoyski
in K6rnik near Poznan and of the Counts Czartoryski
in Gohich6w. Smaller collections are to be found
in the palaces of the Counts L\,cki in Posadowo,
Counts Sk6rzewski in Czerniejewo near Gniezno,
the Koscielski in Miloslaw, the Mieszkowski in Niedzwiedz, near Wct-brzezno, the Princes Radziwill in
Niebor6w near Lowicz etc.
Health resorts and watering places. The largest
health resort and watering place in this part of Poland
is Ciechocinek situated on the Vistula (salt and mud
baths, 20 ooo visitors annually). At I nowroclaw
there is also a smaller hydropathic establishment
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(salt baths, 5 ooo visitors annually). Practically no
mineral springs are to be found in North-Western
Poland.
The largest summer resorts are situated at the
seaside or in the neighbourhood of large towns. Among
the sea-side summer resorts Gdynia and H el are the
most important; the largest suburban resort is
Puszczykowo near Poznan.
The summer resorts in those localities, rich in lakes,
such as Powidz, Kruszwica, and Kartuzy, are
smaller. The last named resort is situated in the
so called ,,Cashoubian Switzerland".

Industrial centres. We have in the territory described in this volume the largest Polish industrial centre,
namely, Lodz (woollen and cotton industries). Many
factories are also scattered in the neighbouring localities; they form as such the so called "industrial district
of t6di". Worthy of special mention among these factories are Zgierz, Konstantynow, Aleksandr6w, Pabjanice and Ozork6w. Poznan and Grudzi<t-dz are the
industrial centres of the western voievodies. Gdynia,
the principal port of Poland, growing m size from
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year to year, is also developing into a commercial
centre.
Plan of travelling. The tourist desiring to visit
the most interesting localities of the area descri
in Part II of the guide, should make the following
fortnight's tour, takingWarszawa as the starting point
of his journey:. Lowicz, Nieborow and Arkadja
{one day); L6di and its industrial district {on
day); Kalisz and Goluch6w {one day); Leszno
and Rydzyna (one day); Poznan and excursions to
K6rnik and Rogalin (three days); Gniezno and Trzemeszno (one day); Inowroclaw and Kruszwica (one
day); Wloclawek and Ciechocinek (one day); Torwi
and Bydgoszcz (one day); Chelmno and Grudz~dz
(one day) and finally the sea-coast (two days).
The net-work of railways in the voievodies of Poznan
and Pomerania is very close and dense; few places
being situated at more than :ro km. distance from
a railway station. The territory covered by the
Warszawa and l..6dz voievodies is less fortunate in ·
respect and the Polish authorities have much work
to improve the means of communication in these
voievodies which were very much neglected by the
Russian government. More detailed information re-
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garding railway time-tables is to be found in the
olficial railway guide (available at the railway bookstalls "Ruch"); passenger navigation and aerial timetables are also included in the same publication .
Railway tickets are sold at the travel Bureaux ,,Orbis"
in all larger towns. Express trains with restaurant
and sleeping-cars are run on the trains from Warszawa
to Poznan and Zbcl,Szyn either through Lodz, Konin
or through Torun; from Warszawa to Danzig trough
GrudzicJdz or through Tonui; Poznan to Danzig
through Bydgoszcz, and Poznan to Krakow through
Katowice.

Aerial communication is maintained between Warszawa and Danzig; Warszawa and Poznan; Warszawa
and Lodi; and Poznan and L6di. Time tables
are to be found in the official railway guide.
Passenger communication on rivers is regular! y
maintained by steamers down the Vistula, from
Warszawa to Plock, Wlodawek and Torun. Only local
pleasure steamers run on the Warta, plying between
Poznan and the nearest suburban summer resorts,
and on the Brda from Bydgoszcz to the mouth of
the Brda. As regards lakes a regular service is maintained on the of Lake of Goplo, steamers sailing from
Kruszwica. Pleasure steamers are also available on
the sea, from Gdynia to Jastarnia, Hel, Zoppot and
Danzig. The latter service is maintained by the
Company ,,Zegluga Polska" (Polish Navigation Company).
Passenger motorbuses are run by private companies; a great number of these operate especially in
the western voievoclies.
There are first class Hotels in all the larger towns
and sea-side resorts. Comfortable hotels and good
restaurants are also to be found in smaller towns of
the Poznan and Pomeranian voievodies, but in the
towns of similar importance of the voievodies of
Lodz and Warszawa one only finds somewhat primitive inns. The same may also be said with regard
to restaurants. The restaurants and cafes of the
Poznan and Pomeranian voievodies have German
kitchens, but in the voievodies of Warszawa and L6di
one finds excellent Polish cooking similar to. French.
The price of a room in a hotel for one person varies
from 4-IS zlotys daily according to the category
of the room or the hotel and the importance of the
locality (the town). Tips from IO to IS % are generally included in the hotel or restaurant bill.
Cost of sojourn. The cost of a sojourn of a foreigner
in Poland costs from 30 to 6o zloty daily including
hotel expenses, board, entrance to museums etc.
trams, cabs and amusements .
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Boarding houses. All the more important towns,
summer and sea-side resorts have also boarding houses
where rooms together with board can be obtained.
Passports. All foreigners going to Poland must
have a valid passport together with a visa from
the Polish consulate.
CUrrency. The zloty is the polish monetary unit.
One zloty has 100 grosz. Current circulation comprises silver coins of I, 2 and 5 zloty; nickel coins of IO,
20 and 50 grosz, bronze coins of I, 2 and 5 grosz
as well as paper money. In 1931 one dollar· was equal
to 8,90 zlotys.
Language. Foreigners who do not speak Polish
can make themselves best understood in German as
this language is generally known in Poland. It is
much more difficult to get along with French or
English as these languages are very little spoken by
the class with whom the tourist generally comes in
contact. They are however as a rule understood in
the first class hotels. Public-notices are almost exclusively in Polish.
Maps. Only the localities situated near the sea
coast have special maps for tourists {"The Tourists
co~~t ma-p" by Karpowicz). Tourists use as a role
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military maps, published by the Military Geographical co ·
Institute in Warszawa, on a scale: I: 100000; 1 :200000; com
I : 300 ooo and I : 400 ooo. These maps can be obtained he ~
at bookshops; or better still at the Military bookstore presin Warszawa, 6g,Nowy Swiat St. where there isalways cloSt
a large stock. There are special maps for motorists. l..<
bita
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II.
WARSZAWA-K ONINPOZNAN-ZB.t\SZYN
This railway line runs west from Warszawa forming
a part of the international line Warszawa-Berlin.
The part of this line connecting Kutno with Strzalkowo was constructed only in 1922; it is the shortest
connection between Warszawa and Poznan. The surroundings are more or less flat.
Soehaczew (54 km.) a provincial town of 7 ooo inhabitants situated on the Bzura. On a small hill the
ruins of the castle of the Masovian Princes of the
XVth century are to be seen.
The Bzura was the Russian-German front line in
1914- 15 and numerous was cemeteries remind one
of the battles which took place there and which
among others destroyed Sochaczew and neighbouring
localities.
Eight km. to the north-east of Sochaczew, we
come to .2elazowa Wola, where the famous Polish
composer Frederick Chopin was born in 1810 and where
he spent his childhood. His nature home is still
preserved and a monument to Chopin of 1894 stands
close to it in the midst of old trees.
l.owiez (81 km.), a provincial town of 16 ooo inhabitants, and an important railway junction (lines
to U>di and Skierniewice). Hotels: ,,Polonia'' (Antoni
Horde), 3, Rynek (Market Place); ,,Krakowski"
(Birenzweig), 6, Rynek; ,.Victoria" (A. Milgrom),
10, Zdunska Street; Restaurants: in the hotel Polonia,
Dl Railway Guide. II .
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Rynek and ,,z·1em1ansKa
. ' 1 - " , Piotr·
kowska street. Tea rooms: in hotel Polonia and
,, Gerasiewicz Rynek.
Lowicz was famous in Poland as the residence of tlu
G11iezno Archbishops, Primates of Poland, to who
it belonged from the Middle Ages. This area consti·
tuted, from the XIVth century till the partition
Poland, the Princ-ij,a/,ity of Lowicz which was alSG
under the temporal power of the archbishops. Befo
the partition l.owicz was renowned for its horse-fa·
and the manufacture of weapons, being called th
, ,Polish N orymbergia" by foreigners.
Two Baroque towers of the CoUegiate church stan
ding in the Market Place dominate the~ole t
This church was reconstructed in Baroque. style i
the XVIIth century, maintaining, however, its Gothi
formation. As regards historical and artistic monu
ments, this church is one of the richest in Poland
It contains the tombs of I2 primates, amongst whic
the tomb of Uchanski (d. 158o} by Jan Michalowi
from Urzc:d6w, who was called "the Polish Praxy
teles", standing in the right aisle, is the most beau
tiful. The Late Renaissance Chapel of the Tamo
family of 16n, with beautifully carved altar and tom
adjoins the aisle. Besides the Collegiate church man
tombs, beautiful pictures and a rich treasury.
In the neighbourhood of the C.Ollegiate stands t
late Church of the Piarists, a modest Bai:oque building
from the beginning of the XVIIIth century. We a.ls
notice a small museum standing close to it (Rynel
ro) containing archaeological, numismaiic,-and ethno
graphic collections, a picture gallery and a collecti<>1
of engravings.
On the opposite side of the Market Place stand
the former monast,ery of the Missionaries, now use
as a college. This church was endowed by Cardim
Radziejowski in 168g. It contains a large Baroqu
chapel, which, once very richly ornamented,
ruined by the Russians. To the west of the toWJ
standing amidst the meadows on the Bzura, we
'); - . nka" , 10,
,,.LUWlcza
0
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the ruins of the castle of the Gniezno Archbishops
demolished at the beginning of the XIXth century.
German war cemetery is seen in that place.
The beautiful national costumes of the peasants,
li~ing in the surrounding neighbourhood, are the
chief attraction of 1..owicz for both Polish and foreign
tourists. The women wear bright woollen skirts
woven on their hand looms (,,welniaki") . These
costumes may be best seen and admired on Sundays
and feast days, after church. Especially picturesque
is the procession on the feast of Corpus Christi in
Lowicz. Crowds of peasants come to the town also
on market days i. e. Tuesdays and Fridays.
We recommend an excursion to Arkadfa situated
near Lowicz, (4 km.), where a neglected park of the end
of the XVIIIth century may be admired, also to NieborO'IIJ (9 km.) with its Baroque palace belonging to the
Princes Radziwill of the end of the XVIIth century.

Jaekowice (101 km.). Ten km. to the south is
Walewice with its palace, which formerly belonged to
the Counts W alewski, a building in the Classic style
of 1784. In 18og Napoleon stayed in this palace
as the guest of Countess Walewska, renowned for
3•
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her beauty. Old furniture is still to be seen in the
room called ''room of Napoleon''. A French cemetery
of 18og is in the forest.

Kutno (134 km.), a provincial town of 26 ooo inhabitants, and an important railway junction of fiv
railway-lines.
On the line Kutno-l.odz, constructed in 1925, 25 km.
to the south of Kutno, lies 14ezyca, a provincial town
of 10 ooo inhabitants. Hotel: ,,Polski", in the market
place with a restaurant and a cafe. ~zyca is
one of the oldest Polish towns, being in the Middle
Ages the capital of the Principality of the Piast
and the meeting place of the church synods; later
on it became the capital of the voievody. Th
following monuments are preserved: the ruins oft
castle of the XIVth century standing in the neighbour
hood o_f the Market Place; the late College of t
Jesuits (of the beginning of the XVIIIth century),
in the Market Place, now converted .into barracks;
a Parish, Church situated in a side street beyond the
college, erected in 1425 originally in the Gothic style,
but reconstructed in 1722 in the Baroque style;
in the northern part of the town we find the Chu-rel,
of the Bernardines, a Baroque building of 1632
with valuable altar pictures and frescoes. In B6znicza
St. stands a large Renaissance Synagogue of the XVIth
century which was recQnstructed several times.
Before the invasion of the Tartars in 1240 ~zyca
was situated at a distance of 3 km. to the east of th
village Tum, where one can still admire the rampart
of the ancient princely castle and a remarkable Co
legiale Church of the XII th century in the Roman
style, adorned with two towers. It is ornamented
with a Rom~n portal of n61.
To the north of Kutno runs the railway-lim
to Plock, constructed in 1:923.

Ploek, the terminus of the above local line
(45 km.), is a district town of 33 ooo inhabitants
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picturesquely situated on a hill on the right
bank of the Vistula. Hotels: ,,Warszawski'·', 20
Kolegj~a St.; ,,Polski", 8, Kolegjalna St.; ,,Angielski", 9, Tumska St.; ,,Poznanski", I, Bielska St.
Restaurants: in the hotels, besides the restaurant
of Madame Sulkowska, I, Szeroka St. Cafes and tearooms: ,,Skowronski", 5, Kanoniczny Square; and
,,Szalanski", 8, Tumska St.
Plock is one of the oldest towns in Poland. From
the Xth to the XVth century, it was the capital
of the Masovian Principality. During the reigns of
Ladislas Herman and Boleslas the Wry-mouthed
(1o8o-II38) it was the capital of Poland. From the
XIIth century Plock was the capital of the bishops and since the end of the XVth century it has
been the capital of the voievody. In the XIXth
century Plock was abandoned by rail, being cut off
from communication during the Russian regime,
regarned only as late as 1923. One may reach Plock
from Warszawa also by water, ships plying regularly
up the Vistula between Warszawa and Plock twice
a day all the year round.
The most valuable monument of the town is the
Cathedral standing on the so-called Tumska Mountain,
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overlooking the Vistula which may be seen from,
a great distance. It was at first built in the Roman:
style in the XIIth century, but has since then been'
rebuilt several times, having been again restored not
many years ago, according to plans drawn up by
Prof. Szyller. Polychromy by Drapiowski. The
remains of the Polish Kings, Ladislas I Herman,
(1079- uo2), and Boleslas III Wry-mouthed (11021138) who resided in Plock lie in the Royal Chapel
in a marble sarcophagus in the Empire style of 1825.
There are numerous different tombs, the most famous
among them being the Renaissance tombs of Canon
Glogowski (d. 1580), Voievode Krasinski (d. 16r7) an
Bishop Lubienski (d. 1640) in the right hand aisle. The
rich treasury contains the famous Roman chalic
ofthe Xlllth century with the genealogy of the
Piasts.
The cathedral stands where the Royal Castle
formerly stood; of the latter, only one tower now
remains. Close to the Cathedral the Diocesan Museum
is to be found. The Museum of the Scientjfic Societ
of Plock, founded in 1912, stands in the Rynek Kanoniczny which in the year 1920 was the scene of fierce
battles with the Bolsheviks. It is open to visitors
at any time provided notice is given beforehand
to the custodian. Plock also possesses a Parise
Church, which was formerly in the Gothic style
a Church of the Minorites, in Szeroka St., with Rococ
altars from x771; and a church belonging to th
O,tler of Mariavites (a sect which was founded i
1905) in Dobrzynska St., erected in 1911. The ser
vices of this sect resemble the Catholic services, bu
are celebrated entirely in the Polish language. A fin
view of the Vistula is to be obtained from the pathwa
on the Tumska Mountain, and of the town fro
the bridge on the Vistula.
From this point we return to the main railwa
line Warsaw-Poznan.
Kolo (x84 km.), a provincial town of IJ ooo inhabi
tants situated on the W arta, 3 km. sout
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of the railway station. Hotels: ,,Polski", ,,Jazroioski
and Mordowicz", Rynek. Ca/ls and tea-rooms: ,,Jackowski", Rynek and ,,Mrowczyitski", Kaliska St.
It is situated in the former Greater Poland and is
one of the most beautiful small towns of <:entral
Poland. Before the partition of Poland, departamental
councils of the gentry of Greater Poland were held
here. The best view of the town is to be obtained
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from beyond the bridge over the Warta on the highroad leading to Koscielec.
Only one tower of the XVtb Century Ancient
Gothic Town Hall has been preserved, and stands
an the Market Place; which was rebuilt in the Empire
style in 1815. The most notable monument of the
town is the Parish Church, to the south of the
Market Place, a Gothic building in red brick, endowed
in the XIVth century by King Casimir the Great.
In the same neighbourhood we find the Rococo Church
of the Bernardines with two towers, erected in
1773-88. Two km. to the west of the town,
amongst marshes the ruins of a castle, erected by
Casimir the Great in the XIVth century, are to be seen
standing by the Warta on an artif cial hill. This castle
was destroyed by the Swedes in the XVIIth century.
Konin (220 km.), a district town of 12 ooo inhabitants situated on the left bank of the Warta. Hotels:
,,Litewski" and ,,Polski", in the market place. The
Gothic Parish Church of the XVth century contaiins
several Renaissance period tombs and is adorned wi1th
polychromy by Niewiadomski, dating from the early
XXth century. A church of the Reformers of the ye:ar
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1727 stands here. An original Roman sign-post of
1251 stands in the Market Place.
Nineteen km. to the north of Konin (narrow gauge
railway line) lies Kazimien Biskupi, a small town
of 3 ooo inhabitants. There we find a Parish Church,
endowed by Piotr Dunin Wlast built originally in the
Roman style at the beginning of the XIlth century,
rebuilt in 1910, in no definite style; The Church of the
Missionaries (formerly belonging to the Bemardin es),
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endowed in 1520 by the Bishop of Lubran, is a beauti
building with one nave, built in a transitory style
sing from the Gothic to the Renaissance. The mode
stic Palace of the Mankowski family of 1912 stan
in a large park, where a big granite stone m
the spot where Prince Patkul of Courland w
tom asunder by horses in 170'] by the order o
Charles XII.
Kazimierz lies in a hilly locality, rich in forest
and lakes, the latter forming the group of the S<reall
Lakes of Kujawy. This group consists of a cha"
of lakes commencing with the Lake of Glodow
situated among hills and forests to the south o
Kazimierz, and running as far as the Lake of Gopl
(see page 87). The most beautiful of these are th
long narrow lakes of W clSOSze and Slesin. A sm
town, called Slesin situated on the latter,
ses an Empire triumphal arch, erected in 18o6
in honour of Napoleon entering the town at th
head of the French Army.
Slupea (241 km.), a district town of 5 ooo inhabi
tants. 8 km. to the south, we find L21d, a villag
on the Warta with the Monastery of the Cistercia
erected in the Xllth century and closed in 1819
A beautiful Baroque Church surmounted by two towers
and covered with a cupola, completed in the early
XVIIIth century, has been preserved from the monastery. It has an original octangular shape. The interior decorations are of the late Baroque and Rococo
styles. I ts chief adornment consists in stuccoes and
frescoes by Neuherz of Breslau (1721). The former
monastery stands close to the church; it has a Gothic
peristyle a Chapter-house and a chapel with old
frescoes of the XVth century. In 1921 the church and
the monastery were given to the Salesians.

Beyond Slupca the train crosses the former RussianGerman frontier, the next station Strzalkowo (245
km.) having been the German frontier station until
1918, is already in the voievody of Poznan.
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Wrzesnia (264 km.), a provincial town of 7 ooo
inhabitants. Hotels: ,,Pod Bialym Odem'' (Under
the White Eagle), in the Market Place; ,,Dworcowy''.
Poznan.ska St. Wrzesnia has a Gothic Catholic
church of the XVth century, restored at the end of
the XIX century. In the neighbourhood of the
town stands the palace of the Princes Poninski and
the Church of the Holy Gross surrounded by trees.
Poznan (313 km.) see page 45.
Opaleniea: (350 km.), a town of 3 6oo inhabitants
with a Gothic church from the beginning of the
XVIth century.
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25 km. to the north (narrow - gauge railway line)
lies Lw6wek, a small town of 2 700 inhabitants wit
a Gothic Church with one nave and two aisles, als
the palace of the Counts 4cki in the Classical styl
of the end of the XVIII th century. In the neigl;lbour
hood we find Posadowo with a palace of the Count
Lc\.cki of I850 surrounded by a beautiful Frenc
park. It contains a valuable collection of ol
Polish weapons, objects of art and historical souvenirs
Zb~zyn (386 km.), a town of 5 ooo inhabitant
and an important railway junction. It is also a fron
tier station between Germany and Poland, situate
on the line Warszawa-Pozna :n-Berlin-Paris. Hotels.
''Pod Bialym Odem", "Brytanja", "Dworcowy" an
several others. Only one entrance gate (1627) ha
been preserved of the old Castle of the Zbq5ki family
reconstructed in I632 by John Dekan of Leszno fo
Abraham Ciswicki. A Rococo Church of 1756. Garden
and a bathing establishment near the lake. Als
a lovely park which formerly surrounded the ancien
castle.
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III.
POZNAN
(Germ. Posen)
Railway Stations : The Main station (Dworzec
Gl6wny) for all lines (may be reached by means of
the trams Nos. I, 4, 5 and 7), the Station ,,Tama
G41barska" for the eastern railway lines (tram No. 6).
Eleetrie Trams : 10 lines run through the town to
the suburbs. Through tickets are issued.

•umeipal motorbus service in the streets where
there are no tramways. They start from the old
Market Place and from Wolnosci Square. There are
four lines of motorbusse s.
Special motorbus service is also maintained between
Poznan, Lawica, Swarz~dz, Starol~ka, K6rnik, Srem,
Gostyn, Puszczykowo, Gniezno etc.
Travelling Offiee:

,,Orbis", 9, Wolnosci Square·

Th. Cook - Wagons Lits, Gwarna St. 1 z.

Aerodrome in Lawica, may be reached by motorbus
starting from Orbis.
Hotels: First class - ,,Bazar", 10, Marcinkowskiego
Av.; ,,Continenta l", 36, Sw. Marcina St.; ,,Britania",
44, Sw. Marcin St. Second class - ,,Victoria", 17,
27 Grudnia St.; ,Christliches Hospiz", 8, Wjazdowa
St.; ,,Royal". 38, Sw. Marcina St.; ,,Apollo". 17,
Piekary St.; ,,Monopol", 21, Mielzynskiego St.
Boarding-Houses: Ogurkowska, 40. Fr. Ratajaaka St.; Bukowiecka, 7, 3 Maj a St.; Helena Gladysz, 2, Skarbowa St.; Quisisana. 3, Skarbowa St.,
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Sokolnicka, 33, Fr. Ratajczaka St., Uderska, 26/
Seweryna Mielzynskiego St.

Restaurants: First class - in the hotels: Bazar, Mon
pol, C.Ontinental, Britanja and Apollo (the addr
as above}, also ,,Hungaria", I¥, Wolnosci Sq
,,Adria", I9, Wolnosci Sq.; (cabaret, dancing, o
all night), ,,Grand", 18, Wolnosci Sq.; Frascat
I9, 27 Grudnia Sq.; ,,Tivoli", 38, Wroclawska S
a Restaurant of the Teatr Wielki (Great Theatr
Fredry St. Second class - Dawidowscy 17, Gwar
St. ,,Carlton", I7, Wolnosci St., ,,Belweder",
Glogowslra St.; in the basement of the Town-H
at the Main Railway Station. Garden Restaura
in the Zoological Garden (military bands), in
Parks of Solacz and in Szelcig.

cares: First class: - ,,Dobski", I2, Fredry St
,,Grand Cafe, I8, Wolnosci Sq.; ,,Esplanada", 1
Wolnosci Sq.; ,,Fangrat", 37, Ratajczaka St.; ,,Pot
nia",· IJ, Fredry St.; ,,Warszawianka., 8, Av. M
cinkowskiego, Marczynski 15, 27 Grudnia St., W
her 4, Nowa St.; ,,Wielk:opolanka". I7, Woln '
Sq; ,,Nowa", I7, 27 Grudnia St. Second clas
,,Pfitzner", Stary Rynek No. 6; ,,Belweder", 4
Glogowska St.; ,,Bristol", I, Zwierzyniecka St
Garden-Ca/es: in the Wilson Park (dancing) and ii
the Solacz Park.
Bars: (wodka) ,,Kantorowicz", 5, 27 Grudnia St.
,,Kasprowicz", IO, 27 Grudnia St.; ,,Kujawa", 63
Sw. Marcin St.

Consulates: Austrian, i:8, Wolnosci Sq.; Belgian
25, Slowackiego St.; Brazilian, 7, Kantaka St.
British, Wjazdowa St. (Castle); Czechoslovakian

8, Sapiezynski Sq.; Danish, 57, Slowackiego St
Dutch, 2, RzecZ¥P05politej St.; French, I, BerwiD
skiego St.; German, 1:5, Zwierzyniecka St.; Guate
malian, 28, Marcinkowski Ave; Italian, IO, Jaso
St.; Latvian, 2, 27 Grudnia St.; Peruvian, 3, DzialoW!
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Sq.; Roumanian, I8, Wolnosci Sq.; Swedish, 26,
St.
Theatres: Teatr Wielki {Great Theatre), Fredry
St. (Opera), Teatr Polski (Polish Theatre}, 27 Grudnia
St. (Drama). Teatr Nowy (The New Theatre) 5,
Th\browski St. ~eatr ,,Usmiech" (Operette), 4,
Foch St.
Cinema., : the largest are: ,,Apollo", I7, Piekary
St.; ,,Slonce", 6, Wolnosci Sq.; ,,Colosseum'\ 63, Sw.
Marcina St.; ,,Metropolis", 17, Piekary St.; ,,Nowosci" 21, Ratajczaka St.
cabarets: ,,Apollo", 17, Piekary; ,,Carlton", I7,
Wolnosci Sq.; Mouli~ Rouge", 8-9 Kantaka St.;
,,Savoy", 9, R;eczypospolita St.; ,,Splendid", 27
Grudnia St.

Sw. Marcin
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Musieal Entertainments : Sympho nic concerts and
performa nces by eminent artists take place every
week, during the season in the great hall of
the universi ty and in the Great Theatre . The
best church music is that of the cathedra l (choir
of seminari sts). · A Military Band plays every
Sunday at noon in the Wolnosc i Sq. Various bands
play in the Zoological Garden, in the Wilson Park
and in the Solacz Park.
General Post Office: Marcinkowski Ave. No. 4.
There are many Branche s.
Baths: Bathing establish ments on the river Warta
near the ~binsk a road (tram No. 3). Municip al
Turkish Bath Establishments, Nowy Rynek, 6, Sienna
St. and 43 Slowack iego St. Bathing Establishments
of Richter, 15, Ratajcz aka St.
Auiomob ilklub Wielkop olski, (The Automo bile Club
of Greater Poland), 50, Matejki St.
Garages:
,,Brzesk i", 29, Dq.browskiego St.;
and 8, Drw~skiego Sq.;
Internat ional garage,
13 Raczyns ka St.; and others.
Sport,. Municip al Sports Stadium , with seating
accomm odation for 25 ooo seats, in Blonia Wildeck ie
(Trams Nos. 8 and 9). Sports Stadium of the Warta
Club, Rolna St. (Trams Nos. 4 and 8); Stadium of
,, Sokol" near the D~binsk a Road. Sports stadium of
the Students Grounds Associat ion in Blonia Wildeckie:
Tennis Courts of the Students tennis courts Association at Libelta St. There are Landing Stages for
boats on the Warta, in the southern part of the town.
Boats may be hi-red in the Solaci Park and on the
Warta, near the Bridge of St. Roch. A skating rink
in the Solacz Park and in the Przepad ek. HorseRacing in Lawica.
Hours for \rJSiting Museum etc. The Tuwn Hall
(Old Market Place) every day from n-13 (30 groszy).
The Wi.elkopolskie Museum : a) Artistic Section,
9, Marcinkowski Ave.; b) Archaeological Section, the
so ·called Mielzyns ki Museum, 26, Mielzyns kich St.;
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c) Section of Natural Science, in the Zoological Garden .
Open to visitor s every week-d ay except Monda ys
from 10-16 ; Sunda ys and holiday s from 10-14 ;
entran ce fee 50 groszy.
Late Imperial Castle (Wjazd owa St., entran ce
from Batory Ave.) every day from 10-15 ; Sunda ys
from 10.30 - 14, entran ce fee 50 groszy .
Milita ry Museum, 1, Artyle ryjska St. Every day,
Monda ys except ed, from 10-14 . Entran ce fee 30
groszy.
Zoological Garden, Zwierz ynieck a St., every day
till dusk. Entran ce fee 1 zl. Concer ts by Milita ry
Hands on summe r afterno ons.
Clmrch Museum (diocesan), in the castle,
every day from 10-15 ; on Sunda ys from 10.30- 14.
Entran ce fee 50 groszy.
Plan of Visiting : If the visitor 's time in Pozna n
is limited , he should first of all visit the Town Hall,
the Cathed ral, the Parish Church , the artistic section
of the Wielko polskie Museum, the Late Imperi al
Castle, the Zoological Garden , the Wilson Park and
the Solacz Park. Sights worth seeing in the surrou ndings of Pozna n are, first of all, the palace s in Kcrnik
and Rogali n and the summe r resort in Puszcz ykowo .
Ill. Railway Guide. JI.
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History of the Town : Poznan is one of the oldest
towns in Poland , and it was its first capital in the
Xth and XIth c. In g65 Mieczyslas I became a Christian, and several years later the first Polish Bishopr ic
was founded in Poznan , which embrac ed, at the
beginning, the whole State. In the Xllth and XIIIth
centurie s, during the period when Poland was divided into provinces, Poznan was the capital of the
Princip ality, which passed, in 12g6, after the death
of Przemy slas II, under the direct rule of the Polish
kings. From that time, Poznan became only the
capital of a voievody.
Original Poznan was formerl y situate d in that part
of the town, where the cathedr al now stands. After
the invasio n of the Tartars , who destroy ed the town
in 1241, it was rebuilt in 1257 by Prince Przemyslas I, on its present -site. The princel y Castle
has been preserv ed to the present day, althoug h
rebuilt. It stands in the neighbo urhood of the remains
of the old t9wn walls, which are partly preserv ed.
In 1656, and again in 1704, Poznan was
plunder ed and burnt down by Swedes and Germans
and remain ed in a state of neglect for a considerable
time.
In 1793, by the second partitio n of Poland,
Poznan was occupie d by the Prussians. During the
years from 18o6 to 1815 it was united with the Warsaw Princip ality by the Treaty of Tylsit. After the
defeat of Napoleon, it again passed into the hands of
the Prussians, and was under their rule until 1918.
· In the XIX c., Poznan was the chief centre of
the Polish national, politica l, economic and cultural
movements in those parts of the country then under
Prussia n rule. In the beginni ng the Poles were allowed a fair amount of liberty in state affairs, and
Poznan togethe r with W a.iszawa , took the lead in
struggl e for indepen dence. It was only after
failure of the insurre ction of 183T, that the Germa
began to remove the Poles from official posi ·
and the use of the Polish languag e was forbidd en in
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schools, etc. The German oppression increased greatly
during the Bismarck rule and especially after the
Franco-Prussian war, in 187I. The use of the Polish
language in offices and schools was then distinctly
forbidden, and to Polish places were given German
names. In I874. Archbishop Led6chowski was kidnapped and imprisoned. In 1886, 40 ooo Poles of Russian
and Austrian citizenship, were obliged to leave the
province of Poznan, a ,.Colonisation Commission",
was created, whose function was to buy off Polish
territory for the settlingdown of German colonists.
In the year 1903 it was even forbidden to teach religion in the Polish language in schools. In 19()8 a decree
was issued forbidding Polish to be spoken at meetings,
conferences, etc. in the places with less than 6o %
Polish inhabitants, Poznan being counted among
such places according to the Prussian statistics issued
at that time.
Notwithstanding this severe oppression Poznan
remained a Polish town, and on December 27th
1918, on the return of Paderewski, the local population took advantage of the first opportunity of disarming the German troops, and again raised the Polish

flag above the city. During the German regime,
Poznan possessed a strong garriso n and was renown ed
as being the stronge st fortress in German y.
Staiisties. Poznan has 250 ooo inhabit ants: of these
II ooo are German s, 2 500 Jews, and the remain der
Poles. The percent age of Poles (95 %) is the highest
among the Polish Univer sity towns.
Poznan is situate d on the Warta, 70 m. above
sea-level, in a hilly region. It is the seat of the Archbishop · of Gniezno and Poznan who holds the title
of Primat e of Poland (at present Cardina l Hlond
occupies this position). Poznan is also the capital
tof the voievody of Poznan , and possesses a fine university.
Poznan acquire d its positio n as an importa nt centre
during the last few years precedi ng the Great War,
when the fortific ations surroun ding it, which prevented its develop ment were demolis hed and in their
place many suburbs with fine buildin gs now stand:
such as Jezyce, Solacz, Lazarz and Wilda.
On the way from the railway station to the town,
passing near the bridge leading over the railway
truck and called ,,Kapon iera", we see the University,
occupy ing a buildin g which formerly belonged to
the German Academy, erected in 1910 in the Danzig
Renaiss ance style. Concerts are often given in the
large auditor y of the Univers ity.
Near the square on which the monum ent of Bismarck formerly stood, we find the immens e heavy
looking buildin g of the old Imperial ~tie, sw mounted by a high imposing tower. This castle was erected
betwee n the years 1900 and 1910, by Wilhelm II, as
a signific ant symbol of the Prussia n rule over the town,
the tower, 73 m. high, domina ting. Poznan is the
culmin ating point of this symbol of the power of
Prussia . The castle was built in the Neo-Roman
style, accordi ng to plans by Schwechten, the decoration of the halls being an imitatio n of that of authen·
tic buildin gs of the Roman epoch: for instanc e, th,
Oiapel of the castle is decorat ed in the same style
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as the Capella Palatina in Palermo. The interior of
the castle is rich and full of ornaments. After the
Chapel the finest among the halls are the reception
rooms, adorned with rich carpets, mosaics, bas-reliefs,
etc. The building is at present used partly as the
University (ground-floor), and partly reception rooms.
The second floor is used as the Diocesan Museum, which will however soon be transferred to another building. Here we find many pictures, sculptures,
pontifical vestments, holy vessels etc. of the Middle
Ages.
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On the opposite side of W jazdowa St. we see
the imposing buildings of the Society of Rural Credit (Ziemstwo Kredytowe), of the Management of
"Post and Te'legraph", and the State Management of
Railways, which were all erected at the same period
as the castle. Not far from here is the Marcinkowski
Park, where monuments of the Polish musicians,
Chopin and Moniuszko, are to be found.
In Fredry St., which runs parallel with Wjazdowa St., we notice the building of the Great Theatre
(Teatr Wielki) erected in x910, (planned by
at No. 10, we see the edifice that formerly belonged
to the ,,C.Olonization C.Ommission" surmounted by
a cupola. The medical section of the University
and the Evangelical Church stand in the neighbour-

hood.
Fredry street is crossed by Mielzynski street, where
at No. 26 in the court yard, we find the Arcbaeologieal-Muse~ founded in x857 by the Counts Mielzynscy. During the Prussian rule, this building was
the centre of the scientific life of Poland. It was
the centre of the scientific life of that part of Poland.
It was then the seat of the ,,T()'IJ}arzystwo Przyjaciol
Nauk" (Society of Friends of Science), which was,
to the Poles in the Prussian regime, the Academy
of Science.
Mielzynski Street is connected with the centre of
the town by ?:I Grudnia Street, (27th of December St.)
the most busy thoroughfare in Poznan, where we see
the biggest shops, it is also the place of walk of shops,
cafes, restaurants, etc.
Here one sees the most select and fashionable
people of Poznan.
27 Gmdnia St. runs into the Plac Wolnosei
(Liberty Square) the centre of modern Poznan.
It is surrounded by large hotels, scientific and
educational institutions, banks and · offices. We
notice at the comer of Nowa St. (No. 9), the
Wlelkopolslde Museum (Museum of Greater Poland),
erected in 1904, (according to a design by Hickeldeyn).
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ding of the Library of the Counts Raczynski erected
in 1828, and presented to the town by the promineµt
patron of Arts and Sciences, Count Edouard Raczynski
(d. 1845). The library contains 90 ooo volumes.
The largest library in Poznan is the University
Library situated in 4, Ratajczaka St. possessing over
200 ooo volumes.
In Artyleryjska St. (No. I) stands the Military
Museum open to visitors every day, except Mondays,
from 10-12; [30 groszy]). It contains weapons and
other souvenirs dating from the Polish insurrections,
the European war and the Polish battles of 1918-1920.
In Sw. Marcina Street, running parallel to with 27
Grudnia St. and Wolnosci Square, we find the small
Gothic Church of St. Martin, with a modern polychrome and a tower built in 1928. The polychrome
was execute'd by Gosieniecki, Jackowski and Lamo.
Beside the church stands the Monument to the Polish
Poet, Adam Mickiewicz, (d. 1855), the first one erected in Poland in 1859, made by Oleszczynski. The
supplementary figures of a boy and a girl, by Ladislas
Marcinkowski, were added at a later period. On our
way to Wolnosci Square, we pass the Monument
to Hegea, erected in 1840 by the generosity of Count
Edouard Raczynski.
Nowa Street slopes downwards from Wolnosci
Square to the Market Place of the old town. To the
left, on a slight elevation, we perceive the late Castle,
founded by Prince Przemyslas in the Xlllth century,
which, having been restored, is used as the depository
of the State Archives. Close to this some remains of the
old town walls are to be seen. In the same neighbourhood
stands also the Baroque Church of the Franciscans,
from the late XVIIth century. In this church we can
admire frescoes from 1720 by Adam Swach, and richly
carved stalls and altars. Near the church, in Ludgardy
Street a monument to the memory of the Uhlans
killed during the war with the Bolsheviks, the work
of Mieczyslaw Lubelski.
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The imposing Market Place forms the centre of
the Old Town, surrounded by original old buildings.
The finest of these is the former Palace of the Dzialy,nski jamily (No. 78) erected in 1800 in Empire style.
Opposite to this, in the middle of the Market Place,
stands the guard-house, in the Classical style of 1787,
erected by the generosity of Count Casimir Raczynski.
The Town Hall, the finest in Poland, constitutes the
chief ornament of the Market Place. It was erected
in the XIVth century in the Gothic style, and,
having been destroyed by fire in the middle of the
XVIth century was rebuilt in the Renaissance style,
under the supervision of the Italian John di Quadro.
The picturesque loggia, attic and tower, and the
ornamentation of. the reception halls were all executed by the same artist. The Town Hall was again
restored in 1783 and again in 1913, under the direction of Teubner, and was at that time painted black .
The finest reception halls are situated on the first floor,
where many artistic and historical relics may be
admired. A fine view may be obtained from the
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top of the tower (70 m.) of the town and its surround ings. The tower is surmo unted by a Polish
Eagle in coppe r, which was place d there in 1783.
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Josep h, which formerly belonged to the Canne lites
(a Baroq ue buildi ng of the XVII th centur y) is to be seen.
When going to the Cathe dral from the town, we
pass the Evangeµcal Cbureh of the Holy Cross, standing in Grobl a Street , and erecte d at the end of the
XVII Ith centu ry in a transi tory style, passing from
Rococo to the Classical. The.. decora tion of the interior, which was renewed a short time ago, is very fine.
The Cathedral stands at the easter n limits of, the
town (tram No. 2), beyon d the Warta and its tribu-
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tary, the Cybina, constituting the most valuable
historical monument of Poznan. According to legend,
the Cathedral stands on the very spot, where the first
Catholic church of Poznan, erected by Mieczyslas I
in the year 965, formerly stood. Old Poznan was
also situated in this quarter. The Cathedral, which
was first built in Roman style, has been reconstructed
in Gothic style. It suffered damage from war and
fire at various epochs and consequently had to be
restored many times. Its last restoration dates from
late in the XVIIIth century, when it was reconstructed in the Classical style, aft~r plans by
Schreger, of Warszawa and Solari, of Milan. Owing,
to the numerous reconsti;uctions as cited above
this building does not reveal any definite architectural style.
The Cathedral consists of one nave and two aisles,
and a . choir encircled by several chapels. The Chapel
of the Gorka Family is the richest in artistic monuments, with its Renaissance tomb by Canavesi lI574)In the upper part of the church, beyond the big altar,
is situated the Royal Chapel, reconstructed in 1840
tthanks to the generosity of Count Edward Raczynski).
in the Byzantine style, according to the plan of Lanci,
The remains of the first founders of the Polish State,
Mieczyslas I (d. 992) and Boleslas I Chrobry (Brave)
(d. 1025), are preserved in a beautiful sarcophagus;
opposite to this, we find bronze figures, by Rauch of
Berlin (1840) representing both rulers, and rendering
conspicuous the peaceful character of Mieczyslas I ,
contrasted with that of the martial Boleslas I Chrobry.
In the crypts of the chapel lie the remains of other
rulers of the Piasts Dynasty: Casimir I, the Restorer,
1304- 70; Mieczyslas II (1025 - 34) and King Przemyslas II (d. 1296). Opposite this chapel in the
corridor beyond the altar one is attracted by the
beautiful Renaissance tomb of Bishop Izbienski,
(d. 1553), the work of the Polish sculptor, John Michalowicz, of Ur~dow.
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A remarkable feature of the cathedral is the great
organ purchased in Paris in 1929 which is said to
be the greatest in Europe, possessing 75 stops.
Of special interest are the Gothic plates in bronze
by Peter Vischer of Nuremberg, let into the pillars
of the principal nave, of Bishop Opalinski (d. 1478),
the tomb of Voievode Gorka (d. 1495), and that of
Canon Lubranski (d. :1499).
In front of the Cathedral we find the small Gothic
Church of St. Mary, a brick building (i:444) with
very quaint steps leading up to it . The Gothic chapel,
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standing near by, is in similar style. On the opposite
side of the street, an Obelisk, erected in honour of
John Kochanowski, the most celebrated Polish poet
of XVIth c. (d. 1584), a layman and Canon of Poznan,
is to be found.
To the east of the cathedral, near the former Warszawska Gate. (Gate of Warsaw), at the end of the
town, stands the Chureh or St John dating from
the XIIth century, the only one which retains traces
of the Roman style in its exterior aspect and ornamentation (the portal).
The western part of the town is occupied by the
pretty suburb of Jeiyee, which constitutes the villa
district of Poznan. Along the Zwierzyniecka St.
runs the Zoological Garden (tram No. 3), with a restaurant. A separate pavilion is used as a Museum of
N atu,al Science, being part of the Wielkopolskie Museum (Paleontological, Botanical, Geological and
Zoological collections) and is of special interest for
young people.
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To the west of the central railway station, we perceive a group of buildings standing on a hill; this
is, where every spring the Poznan Fair is held
(since 1921). The Towe, of Upper Silesia, erected
in I9n (designed by Polzig) dominates the above
buildings, and is used partly as a Watertower .
It is a most original-looking Rotunda, 50 m.
high. In this neighbourhood, a row of new pavilions have been erected, - such as the Commer-
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cial Pavilion, standing to the left and the Industrial
Pavilion and Machinery Hall to the right.
These buildings were used in 1929 for the General
Exhibition, which took place in Poznan (May 15th
till October 15th) in honour of the 10th Anniversary
of the Independence of Poland and to show what
has been accomplished. during that time (a review).
Part of the exhibits were placed in a large group of
buildings in Grunwaldzka St., some buildings of the
University were also been made use of for this purpose.
The building of the Management of the Poznan
Fairs, 18, Focha St., contains the Municipal Museum
opened in 1930. There we find ancient objects of
interest, which belonged to different guilds: a model
of Poznan of 1613 in plaster, views of Poznan (photographs and transparent pictures), engravings, old
pictures of Poznan, portraits of its renowned inhabitants and a fine model of the town-hall in plaster.
The Museum is open to visitors every day, from 10
to 1, and on Sundays, from 12 to 3. (Entrance: 50
groszy).
The exhibition was held in the suburb Lazarz,
which chiefly comprises villas inhabited by
officials. At the corner of Matejki St., and Glo-
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gowska St. lies the beautiful Wilson Park, which
was formerly the Botanical Garden, covering
an area of about I3 hectares. Here we find a fine
statue of ,,Eve", by Klinger, and an immense
stone, engraved with an inscription to the memory
of President Wilson. There is a palm-house and also
a restaurant. Dancing'is arranged in the glass pavilion.
On July 4, 193I, the national holiday of the United States of America, a monument of the late President Wilson, by a famous American sculptor Gutson
Borglum, was unveiled in the Wilson Park.
This monument was presented by Ignacy Paderewski, the famous Polish musician, as a token of
hommage to the memory of Woodrow Wilson the
friend of Poland. The creation of an independent Poland with access to the sea was included in President
Wilson's famous ,,fourteen points" outlining the
purposes of the war activities of the Allied nations.
The President of the Republic of Poland, Prof.
Ignacy Mo~icki, Mrs. Wilson, and an audience of
more than one hundred thousand people witnessed
tlie. unveiling of the monument.
Ill. Railway Guide. II,
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Beyond Jetyce lies the residential district of
Solacz (tram No. 9) with a large park and pond (covering an area of 30 hectares). At the further end of
this suburb (at the terminus of tram No. 8), in D~browskiego Street, we find the new Botanical Ga,dens.
The Citadel of Winlary, standing on a hill, not
far from the bank of the Warta, dominates the north
side of the town. Before the war it was considered
to be one of the strongest fortresses in Germany.
It is encircled by a walk, open to the general public.
At the southern end of the town lies the suburb,
Wilda : the women inhabiting this district, the socalled "Bamberki" still wear their beautiful national
costumes. Here we find the Municipal Sports Stadium, .built in 1929, made to accommodate 25 ooo spectators; and the machine facto,y of Cegielski. · In the
neighbourhood of Wilda, in n,bina and Szelqg (10 minutes by railway train or by tram No. 6) stretch
large woods, belonging to the Municipality, which
have been arranged as public gardens.
The following excursions are recommended: to the
summer-resort, Puszczykowo situated on the Warta
(12 km.) and to Ludwikowo (18 km.); both of these
are situated in a large forest to the south of the town.
Puszczykowo contains many villas, several boarding-houses and restaurants; also the bathing
in this part of the river is very good. In Ludwikowo, we find theGorka Lake, 2 km. long, the finest in
the neighbourhood of Poznan, surrounded by afforested wooded hills. During the summer, excursions
can be made by boat on the Warta to the suburban
summerresorts. Steamers ply only on Sundays and
holidays, starting from Czartotja.
Whilst staying in Poznan, one should certainly
visit the beautiful palaces of RogaU.-n (see page 101)
and Kornik (see page 80), which are very rich in
artistic monuments.
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IV.
W ARSZAWA-L6DZ-

POZNAN
The train runs from Warszaw a to Lask in a southwesternly direction , and northwe stward to Ostrow,
thence to the north-we st. Before reaching Kalisz
we are in the territory formerly occupied by Russia
(voievodships of Warszaw a and L>dz); farther on we
pass through that part of Poland, which was formerly
under Prussian rule (voievodship of Poznan). The
railway line Warszaw a-Kalisz was construc ted by the
Russians as late as I905.
Before entering Zielkowice (8r km.) the train follows
. the line described in Chapter II. Zielkowice is a
railway station lying in the suburbs of Lowicz (see
page 33).
Zgierz (130 km.), a town of 26 ooo inhabita nts,
the first industria l settleme nt of the industria l
district of Lodz which we meet on our way and
the second centre of the wool industry in Poland
after Lodz. Hotel: ,,Polski". Zgierz is connected
with L6dz and Ozork6w by tramway s. A local
train runs to L~czyca (see page 36).

Udz (140 km.), an industria l town of 600 ooo

inhabita nts. (Poles 40 %; Jews 40 % and Germans
20 %) . The capital of the voievodship of L6dz and
the seat of the bishop.
Railway stations: Kalisz Station (Dworzec Kaliski)
for the line Warsaw -Kalisz, in Towarowa Street,
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(trams Nos 5, 8), and Station Fabryc zna Street
. (Dworzec F abryczn y, tram No. 8) in the centre
of the town.
IO lines of trams run through the town and its
suburbs and in additio n several tram lines connect
the town with the neighbouring industr ial settlements, such as Zgierz, Pabjani ce, Konsta ntyn6w ,
Aleksandr6w, Ozork6w, Rzg6w and Tuszyn.
Hotels: first class -,,Gra nd Hotel". 72, Piotrko wska
St.; second class: ,,Savoy ". 6, Traugu tt St. ,,Wikto rja".
6'], Piotrko wska St.; .,Polski", 3, Piotrko wska St.;
,,Palast Hotel", 36, Narutow icza St.; ,,Manteufel",
45, Zachodnia St.
Restaurants: in the hotels and ,,Louvr e", 86, Piotrkowska St.; ,. Tivoli" , 1, Przejaz d St.; ,,Wisniewski",
7, Moniuszki St.
Ca/es and conjectionaries: first class: , ,Esplan ada'',
100, Piotrko wska St. (dancing) and in Grand Hotel;
seCMUl class: ,,Piqtkowski", comer of Piotrko wska and
Nawrot St.; ,, Gostomski", comer of Piotrko wska and
Moniuszki Streets; ,, Ulrich", 142, Piotrko wska St.;
,,Wesolowski", 13, Piotrko wska St.
Automo bile Club of Lodz: 104, Piotrko wska St.
Theatres: Municipal, 63, Cegielniana St.; Popular
Theatre , 18, Ogrodowa St.
Concert Hall: .,Filhar monja" , 20, Narutow icza St.
Cinemas: Casino, 67, Piotrko wska St.; Luna, I,
Przejaz d St.; Odeo~ 2, Przejaz d St.; Grand Kino.
72, Piotrko wska St.; Corso, 2, Zielona St.; Splendid,
18, Narutow icza St.; ,,Scala" . 18, Cegielniana St.
Consulates: Belgian, 5, Zawadz ka St.; British, I,
Ewange licka St.; Dutch, 40, Kopern ika St.; French
Consular Agency, 177, Piotrko wska St.; German Passport Office, 85, Kosciuszki St.
Turkish btuhs: 120, Kilinskiego St.; 66, Zachodnia
St.; 17. Piotrko wska St.; 38, Zachod nia St.: 53,
Panska St.; 95, Sienkiewicza St.
Post Oflice: 38, Przejaz d St.
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Railway Booking Oflices: ,,Orbis" 5. Andrzeja St.
Wagons Lits - Cook. 64. Piotrkowska St.
Address Oflice: I3, Pusta St.
The history of the towt,. Before the partition of
Poland, L6di was only a small town situated in the
voievodship of 4czyca. It began to develop into an
industrial centre only after I820 when the government
of the Congress Kingdom brought to L6cli Bohemian
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and Saxon weavers. The first weaving mills were founded soon after this. From the middle of the XIXth
century Lodz developed into a centre of the cotton
industry. The town grew in size somewhat after the
American fashion, the number of its inhabitants
increasing from 800 to 500 ooo in the years between
1820 and 1914. During the war the neighbourhood
of L6dz was the scene of terrible battles in 1914,
and most of the factories fell into a state of decline
in the course of the next few years owing to the
requisitions and destruction by the Germans.
In spite of the fact that L6dz occupies the second
place in Poland with regard to the number of its
population (600 ooo inhabitants), it ranks among second class Polish towns owing to its neglected aspect
and the lack of modern city installations. The exterior
appearance of L6di sufficiently proves the fact that
the town grew and developed under Russian rule. The
Russians made practically no effort to improve the
state of the towns in Poland. Owing to this L6di developed into a typically ugly industrial town constructed
without any definite plan. It is entirely devoid of
artistic and historical monuments; cultural town
institutions (such as the Municipal Picture Gallery)
have only been founded in recent years.
Lodi is called the ,,Polish Manchester", being the
principal centre of the Polish textile industry. The
horizon is practically darkened from the smoke of the
many factory chimneys, which dominate the town. The
factory of Geyer, the oldest in the town was founded
in 1835 and employs 4 ooo workmen. The largest
factory in Lodi belongs to Scheibler (12 ooo workmen);
the second in size is the factory of Poznanski (9 ooo
workmen); the third of Geyer and Grohman (6 ooo
workmen); the fourth ,,Mant1,/actura W idzewska"
(5 ooo workmen). Groups of excursionists are occasionally, as a special privilege, permitted to visit the
factories.
The life of L6di concentrates in Piotrkowska Street
4 km. long, an absolutely straight street which divides
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the northern and southern parts of the town. The
northern part of this street runs through the ] ewi.sh
district. Most of the numerous Catholic and Protestant
churches, entirely devoid of monuments, were built
at the end of the XIXth century. The Poniatowski
Park, which is the largest in the town is situated in
Pan.ska St.; the Helen6w Park is smaller. Rich tombs
of the millionaires of L6dz, such as the Scheibler,
Poznan.ski and Silberstein families are to be found in
the Evangelical and Jewish cemeteries.
In the park of Sienkiewicz a small municipal Picture
Gallery is to be seen; the huge picture "The Revolution
in Petersburg in 1905'' by Kossak attracts the
attention of the visitor.
In the former Nowy Rynek (New Market Place),
now called Plac W olnosci {Liberty Square) stands
a small Empire town-haU with a tower dating from
the epoch of the Congress Kingdom. Opposite to
it is the Evangelical Church of the Holy Trinity;
the style of the latter was formerly similar to
the style of the town-hall, but in 1890 the church
was enlarged and rebuilt without taking into account
any special architectural style. At the side of same
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(No. 1) we find the great Munici pal Building erected
at the beginni ng of the XXth century , which houses
also the Munici pal Museum named after the Bartoszewicz family, opened in :r930. It possesses a picture
gallery of Polish painter s.
Just in the middle of the square stands an imposin g
monument of Tadeusz · Kosciuszko, a hero of the fights
for the indepen dence of the United States of Americ a
and of Poland, who died in 1815. This monum ent
was execute d by the sculpto r Mieczyslaw Lubelsk i,
and was erected in :r930. One of the bas-reliefs represents Kosciuszko and George Washin gton.
The churches of l..6di, which have been erected
during the last fifty years, are utterly devoid of
artistic monum ents. The largest of the Catholi c
churche s is the Cathedral of St. Stanislas in Piotrko wska St. Its constru ction was started in 1901 accordi ng
to plans by Stem of Vienna. Near it is the Evange lical Church of St. Matthew finished in :r928 (plans
by Wende). In Baluty stands the Church of St.
M4Yy, a Neo-Gothic buildin g with two towers, built
in :r888 accordi ng to the plan of Wojciechowski.
In Ewange licka St. we find the Neo- Roman
Evange lical Church of St. John; in Przejaz d St. the
Catholic Church of the Holy Cross of :r870.
Pabjaniee (:r55 km.), an industr ial town of 50 ooo
inhabit ants. Hotel Hegenb art at No. I, Zamkow a
St., possessing also a restaurant; also the restaur ants
of Doradz inski in Zamkow a St., and of Bether in :r,
Electric trams run to the
Swi~tojanska St.
railway station and to l.6dz (every 20 minutes ).
Pabjani ce possesses several linen factories employ ing
6 ooo workme n, the largest of which is the factory of
Krusche and Ender, founded in :r839. Pabjani ce
was formerl y the propert y of the Cracow Chapter ;
the town-hall, in Renaiss ance style, built in the XVlth
century and the Parish Church, in a transito ry style
passing from the Gothic to the Renaissance,
finished in 1587, plans by Jak6b Fuski of Krakow,
were endowe d by the Chapte r.
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IMk (x7:r km.), a district town of 7000 inhabitants .
The Hotel ,,Polski" in the market place (Rynek 2)
together with a restaurant and cafe. The only monument of the town is the Colkgiate Church built in
the XVIth century through the
a transitory style
of Gniezno, John Laski.
Archbishop
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Zduiiska Wola (183 km.), an industrial town of
50 ooo inhabitants . Hotel of Rathe. .
Kalisz (253 km.), the 'failway-station is 3 km. distant from the town (motorbuses). Hotels: Europejski, 5, J6zefiny St.; Wiedenski, r, Garbarska St.;
Francuski, Grodzka St.; Warszawski, IO, Grodzka St.
Restaurants: J. Keller, IS, J6zefiny Avenue; in the
Europejski Hotel (S. Art), · 5, J6zefiny Avenue;
A. Szaub, 13, Warszawska St.; ,,Pod Gwiazrul,''
(Under the Star), 2, Sukiennicza St.; Ca/es: A. Szaub,
13, Warszawska St.; Meyer, 21, Pilsudskiego St.;
Udzialowa, 5, J6zefiny Avenue.

in
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The Theatre in the park at the end of Jozefiny
Avenue. There are also landing stages for boats on
the Prosna. Kalisz has municip al sports-grounds.
The history of the town. Kalisz existed already
in the Roman epoch, and was mention ed by Ptolomeus as a town named ,,Calissia" situated on the
river ,,Prona " in a country inhabit ed by the Ligei.
In the Middle Ages Kalisz was the capital of one
of the district princip alities of the Piasts, be coming
at the beginni ng of the XIVth century the capital
of the voievodship. In the XIXth century the town,
being situated far away from a railway, fell into
decline, a line connecting it with other towns being
constru cted only in 1905. The town was bombarded by
the Germans and suffered much damage at the beginning of the Great War, on August 2nd 1914, being situated close to the then Russian -Germa n frontier. Its
reconst ruction has· not yet been entirely completed.

Kalisz is a district town of SS ooo inhabita nts.
It is situated in the valley of the Prosna, which divides here. Very few monum ents have been preserved owing to fires and damage caused by the war.
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The centre of Kalisz which was reconstructed after
the war, with its spacious Market-place (Rynek).
surrounded by three-stor ied houses, gives quite a modern impression. It is adorned with a fine town hall
surmounted by a high tower, which has also been
erected in the course of the last few years. Ruins
left from the Great War are still to be found here
and there. New three-stor ied houses recently built
are also to be seen in the streets in the vicinity of the
Market-Place. Among the new buildings the most
notable are: the theatre (1922, designed by Przybylski) standing at the gates of the park in the Avenue
J6zefiny and beside same the Polish Bank in Avenue
J6zefiny, No. 27.
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A picture by Rubens "The Descent from the Cross"
is to be found over high altar of the Gothic church
of St. Nicholas, which has been rebuilt several times.
The chapel of the Holy Mother in the same
Church is adorned with polychrome by Tetmaje r
(1909). The most beautifu l church in Kalisz is the
former Collegiate Church, which was originally in
Gothic style, but reconstr ucted in Baroque style in
the XVIII th century, it possesses a high frontal tower.
A beautifu l and rich Baroque altar embellishes the
chapel of St. Joseph. An old Gothic triptych stands
in the left aisle. The Evangelical Church situated
close to the Collegiate Church formerly belonged
to the Jesuits. It is an Early Baroque building with
one nave, erected at the end of the XVIth century
according to the design by Bernardoni. It still contains the large Renaissance tomb of Archbishop
Karnkowski (d. 16o3), the founder of the church.
After the suppression of the Order of the Jesuits the
Prussian s gave this church to the Protesta nts.
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On Kili.nskiego Square, No. 4, stands the Museum
of Kalisz with a rich ethnographical collection (pictures by Piekarski).
The Municipal Park extending along the side of
the Prosna (entrance near the Collegiate Church, or at
the end of Josephine's Avenue) is the largest and
most beautiful in the provincial Polish towns, in
spite of the fact that many of its old trees were cut
down by the Germans. There are landing stages
for boats in the park.
When staying in Kalisz the tourist should make
an excursion to Goluch6w situated to the northwest at a distance of 13 km. from Kalisz. There
in a large park stands a Renaissance palace, belonging
to the Princes Czartoryski, erected in the XVI th cent ~ by the Leszczynski family. The palace contains
a rich collection of works of arl forming a valuable museum. It is open to the public every.day except Mondays, provided permission is obtained from the management of the estate. A huge boulder of the glacier
a:ge, the largest in Poland, called ,,the stone of St.
Hedwige" (5 m. high) lies in a forest near the village.
On leaving Kalisz the train crosses the boundary
of the voievodships of L6dz and Poznan .

K6RNJK: PALACE
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K6mik (372 km.), a small town of 2 6oo inhabitants with a church of the XVth century and a palace
reconstructed in the middle of the XIXth century
according to the plans by Schinkel of Berlin in the
Gothic style of the Tudor period. This palace belonged
formerly to the Counts Dzialynski, and later on to
Count Ladislas Zamoyski (d. 1924) who, when dying,
bequeathed it to the Polish State. We find there rich
artistic and hist01'ical collections open to the tourist
on presentation by personal request. The palace
stands in a large park (about 45 hectares).

Poznan (391 km.) see page 45.
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V.
WARSZAWA-TORUNPOZNAN
The above line runs from Warszawa to Kutno in
a westernly direction, from there to Torun in a northwesternly, and finally from Toruil to Poznan to the
south-west. Not long ago this was the chief rail..
way connection between Warszawa and Poznan,
that is, before the construction of the line passing
through Kalisz in 1905, and was formerly the main
rail\\:ay connection between the Polish territory
annexed by Russia and that annexed by Prussia.
As far as.K.utno (134 km.) the train follows the line
described in chapter II (see page 33).
Wloclawek (189 km), a district town of 60 ooo
inhabitants, situated on the left ban~ of the Vistula,
and the seat of the bishop. Hotels: ,,Victoria",
1, Przechoonia St.; ,,Polski", in Nowy Rynek Market
Place; ,,Zacisze" ,·1, Kosciuszki St. Ca/es: ,,Imperial",
34, 3 M~ja St.; Czech 4, Kosciuszki St.; Bednarski,
3 Maja St.
The cathedral situated near the Vistula is the
most notable monument of the town. It is a Gothic
building of one nave and two aisles with two frontal
towers. It was constructed in the XIVth century
and completely restored at the end of the XIXth
century. The roof-work of the t m ers and a part
of the interior arrangement as well as the polychrome
date from that period of restoration. Here we find
a marble tomb, in the Late Gothic style, of Bishop Peter
Moszynski (d. 1493) by the renowned Krakow sculptor
lll. Railway Guide. II.

6
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Wit Stwosz and a Renaissance tomb of Bishop
Karnkowski (d. r538) cast in bronze in Nurem berg,
in the chapel of St. Joseph at the side of the left
aisle.
Besides the cathed ral Wloclawek possesses a Baroque Church of the Minorites of r640, a Gothic
church of St. Witalis of the XIVth centur y and a Gothic Parish church. There is a diocesan museu m in the
semina ry and the Museu m of Kwjaw y (Ia, Slowackiego
St.), belonging to the Polish Society to promote
a knowledge of the countr y. Wloclawek is situate d
on the left bank of the Vistula where is also the Bishof s Palace overlooking the river, recent ly restored
after having been partly ruined by the Bolsheviks in
1920. An Obelisk stands on the grave of the soldiers
killed during the battles betwee n the Poles and the
Bolsheviks, on the opposite side of the Vistula. One
can obtain a beautif ul view of the town and the
river from this site. Wloda wek possesses a monument
by Lenartowicz of Becchi, an Italian colonel who
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took part in the insurrection of 1863 and was shot
in Wlodawek by the Russians.
Aleksandr6w {226 km.), a district town of 9 ooo
inhabitants, until 1914 the Russian frontier station.
7 km. to the north (local train) lies Ciechocinek,
the largest Watering place of central and northern
Poland. Hotel: ,,Miller" with a restaurant and a cafe,
besides several dozens of boarding-houses such as
Zach~ta", ,,Ormuzd", ,,Home", and ,,Poraj" and
over a hundred villas. In the principal park
there is a restaurant and cafe (Bristol). The local bathing establishment possesses about a dozen salt springs.
It was founded in 1836 and belongs to the State.
The average number of visitors during the season
is about 20.000. Ciechocinek has about a dozen of
iodine-bromine salt springs, which are the most productive mineral springs in Poland (500 ooo litres of
salt per hour). In 1920 hot salt water (about
50° of heat) was discovered in a well, at a depth of
1200 m., this water is supplied to the bathing cabins
11
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and to the common tank for children. The bathing
establish ment comprises four buildings with more
than 200 cabins where one can have mineral and
mud baths. · It was partly ruined during the war by the
Germans, but reconstr ucted recently. The establish ment
is surround ed by three parks: the Main Park (covering
an area of 16 hectares ), the Pine Garden (12 hectares)
and the ..T~zniowy" (10 hectares ); the last named has
been laid out in the neighbourhood of an original-looking
plant for the extractio n of salt called ,,t~inie". Concerts
in the park during the season (every day). Various
attractio ns for visitors. A military band and an
orchestra , sport competit ions, horse races, tennis,
theatre, excursions to the neighbouring towns by
motorbus. A sandy shore on the Vistula.

Toruii (245 km.), a town of 6o ooo inhabita nts

situated on the right bank of the Vistula, capital
of the voievods hip of Pomeran ia. There are several
railway stations among which is the Chief Railway Station situated on the left bank of the Vistula called
Torun-S uburban (Torun-Przedmiescie). The latter
may be reached by means of a small ferry across the
Vistula. Electric Trams run between the tram terminus
,,Toru.6. Miasto" (Torun Town) and the Bydgoskie
Pnedmie scie (Suburb of Bydgoszcz), and between the
Market Place, the Chelminskie Przedmiescie (Suburb
of Chelmno) and the railway station Mokre'.
Hotels: ,,Polonia ", 30, Chelminska St.; ,,Pod
Odem", 19, Mostowa St. Resta11rants in the hotels,
and in the ,,Dw6r Artusa" in the Market Place and
in the basemen t of the Town Hall. A summer restaurant is in the Municipal Park. Ca/es: ,,Pomorz anka"
and ,,Bristol ", Szeroka St.; ,,Bagate la", Chelminska
St. Post Office: Market Place. Theatre: Chelminska
St. Maps of the town can be obtained at the local
book-shops.
The history of the town. The offensive of the German
Order of the Teutonic Knights against the Pagan
Prussian s in 1230 began from this town. Owing
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to the fact that it was the chief centre of the com
trade, the com being transported by means of the
river Vistula to the sea; it soon became one of the
most wealthy towns situated on the above river,
formerly belonging to the Hanza league. In 1454 the
towns-people of Torun rose in revolt against the
Teutonic Knights, and having destroyed their Castle,
declared Torun as a possession of Poland. Torun is
known in Polish history by reason of the peace "treaties
concluded here with the Teutonic Knights in 14II and
1466. During the time of the Polish rule, Torun
grew rapidly, gaining privileges as a free trade city.
The renowned Polish Astronomer, Nicolas Copernicus,
was born in this town (1473-1543). (A commemorative tablet has been placed on· the house o. 28, in
Kopernika Street). During the Prussian rule Torun
became a strong· fortress.
Torun is the finest town in the voievodship of Pomerania. Still· surrounded by its old walls, it has
preserved a medieval appearance, but its centre
consisting of fine monuments of lay and ecclesiastic architecture forms an harmonious whole with
i ts modern comfortable villa-districts. The middle of
the beautiful market place is occupied by a Gothic
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Town Hall, the oldest in Poland, the construction
of which was begun in 1259. It is built in red brick
and surmounted by a tower. The magnificent interior
arrangement was damaged by fire in 1703 during
the bombardment of Torun by the Swedes. The
second floor is used for the Municipal Museum
(open to visitors between II and I). In front of the
town hall, stands a Monument to Copernicus from 1857
by Tieck.
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Torun possesses three large Medieval Gothic churches.
The richest in old monuments is the Church of St.
John, in the vicinity of the market place, formerly
a Jesuit church with an imposing tower. It is a Gothic
church built in red brick, with one nave and two
aisles, a typical specimen of the so called ,, Teutonic
Gothic style". The tomb of the Mayor von Soest
(d. 1361) in bronze, which stands in the presbytery
is the most valuable monument of the church. In
front of it we find a beautiful Gothic Madonna (XIVth
century) sculptured by a Frenchman.
On the opposite side of the market place stands
St. Mary's Church, which formerly belonged to the
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Franciscans. It is also a brick Gothic build ing with
one nave and two aisles comp leted in the XIVt h century. It has beaut iful Gothic stalls of the XVth centu ry,
which stand in the presb ytery , and the marb le tomb
of Anne de Waza (d. 1635), a Swedish princess and the
sister of King Sigismond III, is an objec t worth y
of notice. We also find in this churc h a richly carve d
Renaissance organ, which is a mast~rpiece by John
Helwig (16og).
The third churc h is St. Jacob's, which is situat ed
in the mark et place of the New Town, and which
formerly belonged to the Bened ictine Sisters. It was
erected between 1309 and 1340 and is distin guish able
amon g other churc hes of the Teuto nic epoch by the
exceedingly minu te finish of the detail s of its
ornam entati on. It is embellished with a very original
tower of which the upper part is broad er than
the lower. The interi or arran geme nts are in Baroq ue
style.
The remai ns of the old town walls in Podg 6rna
street beside the Vistula, with several gates, have
been prese rved to this day. At the end of Pieka rska street we find the chara cteris tic Slopin g Tower
(Krzywa Wieza), which is 15 m. high and has a de-
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flection of 1.40 m. In the part of Toruti nearer to the
Vistula stand the remains of the old Teutonic
Castle of the XIIIth century that was destroyed
by the inhabitants of Torun on February 7th, 1454;
thus starting the revolt of the Prussian towns against
the Teutonic rule. Many old granaries, several storeys
high have been preserved in the main streets, the
Gothic ones dating from the Middle Ages. The corn
and other goods that were sent to Poland, via the
river Vistula, were stored in these granaries.
Among the new buildings worth seeing are: the
Municipal Theatre (1904, planned by Fellner and Helmer). In the same square stands the huge building
occupied by the voievodship offices built in 1930
(planned by Fr. Krzywda-Polkowski).
To the west of the town beyond the old fortifications, in the suburb of Bydgoszcz, extends a pretty
villa district near which lies the large beautiful Municipal Park with a monument to the composer Moniuszko, also the Exhibition Hall of 1928.
A beautiful iron bridge, I km. long, built in 1853
connects both sides of the Vistula. On the opposite
side of the Vistula, rising from the plains, appear
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the lonely ruins of the castle Dyb6w , which defended
the bor~ers of Polan d durin g the Teuto nic epoch.
It was destro yed by the Swedes in 1656. Communication is facili tated by a second bridge, the const ruction of which was commenced in 1928.
Inowroclaw (269 km.), a distri ct town of 30 ooo
inhab itants situat ed on the fertile uplan d of Kujaw y.
The railway statio n is conne cted with the town
(2 km.) by means of an electric tram line.
Hotels: , ,Bast ", 16 Kr6low~j J adwigi St.; ,,Pod
Lwem", 1, Kr6lowej Jadw igi St.; ,,Hote l de Rome" ,
",
34, Krolowej J adwigi St.; ,,Hote l N owy Swiat
hotels
three
first
the
Pakos ka St. Resta urant s: in
menti oned above, also ,,Wie lkopo lanka ", Kr6lowej
Jadwi gi St. and in the Municipal Park. Cafes:
,,Rommel", 16, Kr6lowej J adwigi St.; ,,Metropolis",
St.
5, Toran.ska St.; ,,Wroblewski", 28, Torun ska
;
St.
za
iewic
Boarding-Houses: ,,War ta", 1, Sienk
koSolan
.,Wielkopolanka" (of Dr. Klosowska), · 41,
wa St.
Inow rodaw was the capita l of one of the two voievodies which made up the Kujaw y before the
partit ion of Poland. Few of the old monu ments
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have been preserved from that time. The oldest
among them is the granite Roman Church of the
Holy Virgin, which is used at present as the cemetery chapel. Earthenware pots have been set
in its walls in order to improve the acoustics. Close
to it stands the new Neo-Roman Parish Church (1901)
with a high tower. In the neighbourhood of the
market place is found St. Nicolas' Church, a Gothic
building with one nave and two aisles of the XIVth c.
without a tower. On the opposite side of the market
place is the Evangelical Church.
The monument to John Kasprowicz, unveiled in
1930, commerorates the birth of this poet near
Inowroclaw.
The western part of the town forms the villa district which consists of the parallel streets, Solankowa,
The large buildings
Sienkiewicza and Pakoska.
of the Synagogue (Solankowa St.) the County office,
the Departmental School, the Courts of Justice and
the Training-school for Teachers in Pakoska St.,
scattered among more than a hundred villas, draw
the attention of the tourist. A new Garrison Church,
surmounted by a coupola, built in 1929 stands near
the Courts of Justice, in Pakoska St. It was planned
by Adam Ballenstedt.
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The M unici,pal Bathing Establishment with salt
springs and mineral and mud baths is situated in the
above district near the railway line. The salt springs
of Inowroclaw were discovered in 1835 and their
exploitation began in 1875, thanks to the initiative
of Dr. Z. Wilkonski, for medical purposes. In :r88x
the bathing establishment became the property of
the town. The Germans were not interested in its
development and it only pegan to develop into its
present importance as a watering place when Poland
regained its independence. Visitors here only numbered 450 in 1914 but this figure was increased to
3.000 in 1923, and 6.000 in 1929. The illustrated
prospectus published by the management of the
bathing establishment contains more detailed information of Inowroclaw. This establishment stands
in a park; constructed during the German rule and
being far too small it does not answer the requirements of the present time, but it will soon be replaced by a larger building. Only a few hundreds of
visitors came to this place during the German rule,
the corresponding figure now amounting to 5 ooo
persons annually. We find in the above mentioned park
belonging to the bathing establishment a cafe, a large
pool with boats, and a band-stand. In the neighbourhood of the bathing establishment stands a new
building, a Sanatoriu,n erected in 1929 (design by
Adam Ballenstedt). and about a dozen villas and
boarding-houses. The building for the mud-baths
establishment dates from 1925. Visitors have many
attractions such as theatrical performances, dancings,
concerts, a cabaret, four cinemas and five tenniscourts; tennis tournaments and other sports, competitions, horse-races, etc. being organised.
A local railway line runs from Inowroclaw in a southernly direction to Lake Goplo near which is
situated Kruszwiea (19 km.), a small town of 3 500
inhabitants. Hotels ,,Bialy Orzel", ,, Goplo". It is
the o'ldest capital of Poland. The royal family of the
Piasts originated from this town, the first represen-
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tative and legendary founder, Piast being a wheelwright in Kruszwica (IXth century). Its most remarkable monument is the Roman Collegiate Church
(previously a cathedral) of the Xllth century standing by the lake, according to a legend, <>n the spot
where stood the Piast's hut. On a small peninsula
jutting out into the lake rises the Gothic Mice Tower
(Mysia Wieza) of the XIVth century, which still
remains from the castle of Casimir the Great. According to a legend, Prince Popiel of Kujawy _was eaten
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by mice in this tower. The castle was destroyed
by the Swedes in 1657.
From the top of the Mice Tower (31 m. high), a beautiful view is obtained of the lake Goplo, the largest in
Western Poland. It is 28 km. long and covers an area
of 34 sq. km. A visit to the lake is facilitated by means
of the motor-boat plying between Kruszwica and the
southern end of the lake. The banks are flat and
forest. A small summer resort with a restaurant and
bathing-establ ishment is situated on the peninsula
at the foot of the Mice Tower.

Mogilno (396 km.), a district town of 5 ooo inhabitants situated on a long and narrow lake. Hotels:
,,Victoria", ,,Polonia". On a hill overlooking the
laJ{e we find a Parish Church, which formerly belonged to the Benedictines. It was built in the Roman
style in the XIIth century, but later on reconstructed
in the Gothic style, now however a Baroque building.
An original-looking Roman crypt. The local Abbey
of the Benedictines was founded in 1060 by King Boleslas Smialy (the Brave). A small Church of St. Jacob,
formerly a Parish church, built in 15n in the Gothic
style is also to be found here.
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Trzemeszno (3n km.), a t-0wn of 6 ooo inhabitants,
situated on a small lake. At the end of the Xth c.
Mieczyslas I founded here the Abbey of the A ugustinian Brothers, which is the oldest monastery in Poland. Only a large church, now the parochial Church,
remains of the old abbey. The latter was completed
in 1791 in a transitory style, passing from Rococo
to Classical, and is counted among the finest churches of the voievodship of Poznan. Pictures and
frescoes by Francis Smuglewicz. The treasury
possesses the oldest specimen of the Polish goldsmith's art, such as Roman chalices of the Princess
Dcibr6wka and St. Albert of the Xth century.
Gniezno (326 km.), a district town of 30 ooo inhabitants situated in a hilly locality, on Lake Jelonek.
Hotels: ,,Europejski", 19, Dc1-br6wki St.; ,,Francuski", 32, Chrobrego St.; ,,Dworcowy", 13, Lecha
St.; ,,Victoria", Chrobrego St.; ,,Centralny", 7, Mieczyslawa St.; ,,Polonia", 1, Mieczyslawa St. and
several smaller ones. Restaurants: in the . larger
hotels, besides ,,Oaza", Chrobrego St.; a wineshop of R6zycki, Rynek No. 9 (market place) and at
the railway station. Cafes: ,,Wiedenska", 31, Chrobrego
St.; ,,Esplanada", 14, Chrobrego St.; ,,Ziemianska,
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Rynek No. 13. Bars: ,,Kasprowicza 3, Chrobrego
St. Motorbus station: opposite the railway-station.
Motorbus communication is maintained between
Gniezno and the neighbouring towns.
The History of the Town: Gniezno is reckoned
amongst the oldest towns in Poland ; according to
a legend, it was founded in the Vlth century by Lech,
the mythical founder of the Polish State. In the year
1000, King Boleslas Chrobry (the Brave) and the Emperor Otton III, met in this town on the occasion
of the funeral of Saint-Albert, Archbishop of Praga.
The founding of the Archbislropric of Gniezno, which
became the metropolis of the Polish bishops, dates
from this time. The local archbishops were Primates
of Poland, and replaced the kings, during an interregnum, and in the XVIII th century obtained the right
of wearing the cardinal's purple. Until 1300, the
former Cathedral of Gniezno was also the place of the
Coronation of the Polish Kings. In 1821 the Archbishopric of Gniezno was j~ined to the Bishopric of
Poznan, as it is at present.
The magnificent Cathedral standing below the Market Place is the finest monument in the town. It is
a Gothic building with one nave and two aisles erected
between 1343 and 1595, which was restored several
times after having been damaged by fire. The
most valuable objects are to be found in the chapels
added on to the cathedral during the Renaissance
and Baroque epocli and which form a crown. The
celebrated bronze door, a.domed with bas-reliefs representing St. Albert's life, leads to one of the aisles.
This door was placed by the generosity of Boleslas
III at the beginning of the XII th century, and is considered the most valuable specimen of Roman art
in Poland. In the centre of the cathedral stands
the Baroque tomb of St. Albert, whose relics
have been placed in a silver coffin richly sculptured
and executed in 1662 in Danzig by Peter von der
Rennen. The remnants of the former Gothic tomb of
St. Albert from the end of the XVth century, destroyed
,
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by the Swedes in 1656, were placed in the crypt under
the choir and are considered the most valuable among
the tombs of the Cathedral. This tomb is said to be
the work of Vit Stwosz. The tomb of Archbishop
Olesnicki (d. 1493) by the same sculptor, is situated
behind the chief altar, near the choir. The finest
among the chapels is that of the Potocki family (1730,
design by Pompeo Ferrari), in Rococo style, being
the first on the left. The treasury of the cathedral
Ill. Railway Guide. JI.
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is amongst the richest in Poland. Its oldest histonca]
object is the Roman missal, which belonged to St .
Albert (XI th century); adorned with bohemian
miniatures. The bell named ,,Albert" · (,,Wojciech")
hangs in the steeple; it is the largest bell in Western
Poland (208 cm. in diameter).
In the neighbourhood of the cathedral stands the
monument of King Boleslas Chrobry (the Brave)
(d. 1025), by Marcin Rozek of Poznan, 1929.
Besides the above, Gniezno possesses 7 smaller
churches; the oldest is the Church of St. George erected
in the Xth century. If stands on the foundations of
a former heathen temple together with fragments of
the old Roman walls. The Church of St. John, a Gothic
building of the end of the XIIIth century is adorned
with beautiful frescoes of this epoch. The double nave
Church of the Franciscans, near the Market Place, built
in the early Gothic style (XIIIth century) was
formed y used for the monastery of the Franciscans
and the convent of the Sisters of St. Clara. It was
reconstructed in the XVIIth century in the Baroque
style .
Gniezno possesses several factories, the largest
being the brandy distillery of Kasprowicz, one of the
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largest in Poland. A beautiful view of the town is to
be had from the hill called Dziekanka standing beyond
Lake ]elonek, where there is a lunatic asylum.
Lednog6ra (343 km.), 3 km. to the north, on the
island Ostrow, situated in the middle of Lake Lednica,
we find the oldest Polish ruins of a castle where,
according to legend, Mieczyslas I was baptized in

965.
Poznan (377 km.) see Chapter II, page 45.
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VI.
OTHER RAILWAY LINES
IN THE VOIEVODSHIP
OF POZNAN
Many places worth visiting in the Poznan
voievodship are situated along the branch railway
lines, described in the preceding chapters, such as
Wrzesnia - Poznait- Zb<l,szyn, Ostr6w - Poznan and
Torun - Poznan, also on the line Poznan - Naklo,
which is described in one of the following chapters.
A. Places situated along the line PoznanRawicz running from Poznan in a southern direction (connecting Poznan with Breslau) are:

Lubon (7 km.), an industrial settlement with a large
suburban factory of potato by products as well as
a yeast factory. Fine residential districts for workmen
and officials.
Puszczykowo (13 km.) and Puszezyk6wko (15 km.)
summer resorts lying on the Warta (see page 66).
Mosina (19 km.) 2 km. to the east lies thevillage Roga..
lin, which is one of the most interesting localities of the
voievodship of Poznan. Here we find a large palace
belonging to Count Edward Raczynski in the Classical style of the end of the XVIIIth century (decorations by Kamsetzer), the French-Saxon Treaty was
signed in 1806. Near by, in a park, stands a building
containing a picture gallery possessing the most beautiful collection of modem Polish pictures. It consists
of several hundred pictures about half of which are
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the work of Polish artists. ,, The Maid of Orleans"
by John Matejko is the pearl of this collection.
A mausoleum of the family adorned with a sculpture
by Thorwaldsen is to be seen in the forest. Some of
the oaks standing in the park are a thousand years
old, the largest having a circumference of 10 m.
Leszno (64 km.), a provincial town of 25 ooo inhabitants. Hotels: Bristol, 50, Dworcowa St.; Foest,
14, Dworcowa St.; Dworcowy, 23, Dworcowa St.;
Polski. Restaurants: in the hotels, at the railway
station, Frank, 9, Dworcowa St., Stolpe in the
ancient house standing in the Market Place. Ca/es:
Wielkopolanka, in the Market Place; Polonja, in
Wolnosci St.; Centralna, 9, Dworcowa St.; Esplanada, Krasinskiego Avenue.
Leszno was once the residence of the powerful
magnates the Leszczynskis whose family became
extinct on the death of King Leszczynski (d. 1766),
and later that of the Prince of Lorraine, and his
daughter Mary, Queen of France. Their ancient
castle, which has been turned into a Court of Justice,
stands in the northern part of the town, in Ko~ciuszko
Square. The old town walls have been replaced by
a fine boulevard, called planty, the most picturesque
part of which (Slowackiego Avenue and Mickiewicza
Avenue) is situated in the northern part of the town.
Some remains of the ancient walls are still to be found
in this place . A small Zoological Garden extends along
the Slowackiego Avenue.
The centre of the town is occupied by the large
and beautiful Market Place. A magnificent Rococo
Town Hall with a high tower endowed by the Sulkowski family (1736) stands in the middle of the
market place.
In the neighbourhood of the Market Place stands
the Parish Church. The exterior is quite modest,
but the interior is richly ornamented . It was endowed by the Leszczynski family. This Baroque building (1690) has a nave and two aisles, the walls being
adorned with fine stuccoes. At the end of the aisles
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stand the magnificent Baroque tombs of Bishop
Boguslas Leszczynski (d. 1691), and the Treasurer of
the Crown, Raphael Leszczynski (d. 1702), father
Not far from
of King Stanislas Leszczynski.
the ,,Planty" in Avenue Krasinskiego, stands the
Church of the Holy Cross, a Baroque building with
a tower dating from 1709, which is the finest
Evangelical Church in the Poznan voievodship. On
the other side of the town, in Komenskiego St.,
the Calvinist Church of St. John, a Baroque building
of the XVIIth century, with a tower, built in brick,
attracts the attention of the tourist. In the courtyard we find a monument to Komet'isky, an eminent
Bohemian pedagogue who was Rector of the School
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of Bohemian Brethren in Leszno between 1628- 1656
after his expulsion from Bohemia.
Rydzyna (79 km.), a small town with a nice market
place, situated at a distance of 3 km. to the east of
the railway station. The Rococo palace of Rydzyna,
which is the largest and finest among the Rococo
palaces in Poland, is the chief object of interest
of the town. It was erected in the first half of the
XVIIIth century by the Princes Sulkowski according
to the design by Pompeo Ferrari. Until 19I2 the
palace was the centre of the jurisdiction of the Princes
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Sulkowski; it was depleted of its fine furniture and
ornamentation after the confiscation of the estates
of the Princes Sulkowski by the Prussian government. The beautiful stuccoes and paintings ornamenting the halls were neglected during this period of decline. The palace was restored by the Polish government and is now used as a school. In the neighbourhood
stand buildings be'longing to the palace and a Catholic
Church, (1752), the latter formerly used as the chapel
of the palace. The small town hall (1752) in the Market
Place was also endowed by the Sulkowski Family.
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B. Places situated along the line Leszno- Jaroein :
Gostyil (34 km.), a provinci al town of 7 ooo inhabitants. Hotels: ,,Polonja ", 2, Kolejowa St.; ,,De
France'', II, Targowisko. Resta-u:rant and Cafe: ,,Bomboniera" , Leszczynska St. The town possesses a Gothic Parish Church of the XVth century with a tower
45 m. high, erected in 1414 by Bartosz Wissemb erg
of Gostyn. There is also a new Evangelical Church
here. Near the railway station stands a large sugar
refinery.
Two kilometres to the east of the town we find
the Church of the Brothers of St. Philip together with
its monaste ry standing on a hill called ,,Swi~ta Gora"
(the Holy Mountain), which dominat es the whole
region. This is the finest Baroque church in Poland
with a central foundati on, ornamen ted by a high
cupola. It was erected between 1675-17 31 according to the design by Longhen a and complet ed by
Pompeo Ferrari of Rydzyna . Its interior is decorate d
with beautifu l Italian stuccoes of 1725, frescoes by
Neubert of 1758 and more recent painting s by the
priest Przybys z of the XIXth century. The altars
are in Rococo style.
C. Places situated along the line Leszno-0Str6w:
Krotoszyn (71 km.), a provinci al town of 13 ooo
inhabita nts. Hotels: ,,Pod Bialym Odem" (Under
the White Eagle), Maly Rynek (Small Market
Place), No. 2; ,,Bazar" , 34, Kaliska St. Confectionery
and Cafe: ,,Palerm o", 6, Rynek (Market Place).
The site where formerly stood the ancient walls
of the town is now occupied by boulevar ds, called
,,planty" , which encircle Krotoszy n. The palace,
which once belonged to the Princes Thum-T axis,
is now the property of the State. The Renaissance
Parish Church of 1592 possesses a richly sculptur ed
high altar and sta1ls. The Rococo church of Krotoszyn formerly belonged to the Brothers of the Trinity
(1775). In the neighbourhood of Krotoszy n lies
Buszk6w , the birth-pla ce of Mary Leszczynska, afterwards Queen of France.
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D. The following places lie along the line LesznoZb•zyn:
Wloszakowiee (17 km.), a village with an original
Rococo palace possessing a triangular foundation,
erected in 1750 by Prince Francis Sulkowski.
Blotnica (26 km.). Two kilometres to the north
we find the small town Przemtt situated by a lake,
where the ancient Church of the Cistercians has
been preserved. It is a Baroque building of 16511696, with two frontal towers, 60 m. high, built in
unplastered brick. It is now used as a parish church.
The interior is adorned with fine stuccoes.
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E. Places on the line Poznail-Krzyz:
Szamotuly (33 km.), a provincial town of 7 300 inhabitants. Hotels: ,,Monopol", 8, Rynek; ,,Eldorado",
41, Dworcowa St.; restaurants in the above hotels.
Szamotuly was once the residence of the powerful
families of Gorka and Szamotulski. The Castle of
the G6rka family (XVIth century) was originally
in the Renaissance style, but was reconstructed in
186g. The so called Black Tower, the remains of
a former castle, was the place of imprisonment of
Halszka of Ostr6g, a renowned beauty, in the XVIth
century.
The Gothic Parish Church with one nave and two
aisles, built in 1423, is the most remarkable building
of the town. Two splendid pictures of 1521 are to
be found over the high altar. Gothic stalls. Worthy of
mention is the brass plate in memory of the voievode
Andrew Szamotulski (d. 1513) by Peter Vischer of
Nuremberg on a wall in the presbytery; also in the
nave the marble Renaissance tomb of the treasurer
Rokosowski {d. 1570) by H . Canavesi. At the side
of the church, is a huge elm-tree, 8 m. in circumference,
the largest elm in the voievodship of Poznan. A former
Minorites' Church, a Baroque building of 1675, stands
on the way to the station.
F. Localities situated near the line Inowroclaw W~owiec:
Kokielec (6 ·km.), a village with a Roman church
built in granite dating from the XIIth century, to
which the Renaissance Chapel of the Koscielecki family was added in the XVIth century (designed by
Di Quadro). The chapel contains the magnificent
tomb of its founder, the voievode John Koscielecki
(d 1545) and his son.
Znin (38 km.), a district town of 4 6oo inhabitants
picturesquely situated on a strip of land lying
between lakes. Hotels: ,,G6my" and ,,Smorowska".
Restaurants in the above hotels and in the ,,Dom
Polski" (Polish Home), 9, Pocztowa St. Znin is the
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birth-pla ce of two eminent Polish men of science,
John and Andrew Sniadecki. In the Market Place
stands a bastion of the XV th century, the only remains of the old town hall. Znin possesses a Church
of the XV th century reconstr ucted in 1794, containi ng
a memoria l tablet of the Sniadeck i. Walks run along
the borders of the lakes .
Fifteen kilometr es to the north-ea st of Znin, we
find Lubostron, a village with a palace and park
belonging to the Counts Sk6rzewski. The palace
was construc ted at the end of the XVIIIth century
in the Classical style accordin g to a design by Zawadzki. It is full of sculpture s, pictures and objects of
art dating from that time; also a picture gallery and
library.
G. Powidz, a small town of I 200 inhabita nts
and the terminus of the nar1'ow-gauged railway line
Witkowo -Powidz . Many tourists and holiday makers
come here ·during the summer to enjoy the excellent bathing in the lake. A bathing establishment with
a boarding house and fine baths on the shores of the
lake have recently been construc ted there. Near by
we see the ,,Gora Zamkowa" (Castle Mountain)', an
artificia l mound on which formerly stood a castle.
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The Lake of Powidz covers an area of 15 sq. km.;
it is the second largest lake in the voievod ship of
Poznan , the first being Lake of Goplo. Its shores
are sandy; in the neighbo urhood there are 1arge State
forests.
H. Towns situated near the line Gniezn o-Zdun y:
Czerniejewo (14 km.), a small town of r 500 inhabitants with a Late Gothic Church endowe d by Bishop
Uriel Gorka in the XVth century ; also the palace of
Counts Sk6rzewski contain ing rich collections of art.
The palace is surroun ded by a fine park.
Miloslaw (39 km.), a small town of 2 6oo inhabit ants.
The Empire palace formerl y belonged to the Count
Mieliyn ski and is now the propert y of the Koscielski
family. It was built in 1820 accordi ng to the design
by Schinke l of Berlin. It contain s a fine collection
of objects of art and a picture gallery, open to the
public, provide d permission is first obtaine d from the
manage ment of the estate.
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VII.
WARSZAWA-BYDGOSZCZKARTUZY-GDYNIA
From Warszawa to Tonm (235 km.) we follow the
railway line described in Chapter V. The stations
to Torun were described on page 33 and 81.
Beyond Torun the train runs along the left bank
of tbe Vistula as far as LK06w \275 km.), where one
can see from the window of the railway-carriage,
the largest timbeY-ya,-ds in Poland situated near the
mouth of the Brda. Regattas for the championship
of Poland take place here every year during the
summer. There is an immense covered stand
to seat 3 6oo persons.
Bydgoszcz (285 km.), a provincial town of 120 ooo
inhabitants, the commercial and cultural centre of
the northern part of the Poznan voievodship and
the southern part of the Pomerania voievodship.
<JO% of Poles, 9 % of Germans and 1 % of Jews. The
town is situated on the Brda and on a canal connecting
the above river with the Notec (Netze).
Hotels: fit'st class - ,,Pod Odem", 163, Gdanska St ..
second class - .,Lengning", 56, Dluga St., ,,Deutsches
Haus", 134, Gdanska St., ,,Gelhorn", 38, Dworcowa
St., ,,Boston", 7a, Dworcowa St., ,,Francuski", 1,
Podg6ma St., ,.International", 33, Dworcowa St.,
,,Rios", 53, Dluga St., ,,\Varszawski", 16, Warszawska St., ,,Victoria", 37, Dworcowa St.
Boa,-ding Houses: Draheim 57, Dworcowa St.,
Jaworowiczowa, 17, Sw. Jahska St., ,,Pensjonat
Polski"., 49, Dworcowa St.
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Restaurants: first class - in the hotel ,,Pod Odem",
besides ,,Pod Strzech<4-", 12, Jagiellonska St., ,,Bristol".
S, Mostowa St.; second dass - ,,Europejsk a", 133,
Gdanska St. ,,Louvre", 143, Gdanska St., ,,Dom Parkowy", 12, Sw. Tr6jcy St., in the hotel ,,Deutsches
Haus", ,,Stara Bydgoszcz" {Old Bydgoszcz), 12,
Grodzka St. and several others. Bar: ,,Hartwig
and Kantorowic z", 66, Jagiellonsk a St.
Garden-Restaurants: ,, Teatralna", beyond the Theatre (a military band), in the garden of ,,Kocerka",
Sw. Tr6jcy St. (orchestra), also restaurants near
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the lochs and in the Merchants Club {Resqrsa Kupiecka).
Ca/es and Tea-shops: in some of the first above
mentioned restaurants ; besides the confectioneries:
,,Pod Odem", r63, Gdanska St, the cafes;
.,Astotja" (Jasinski), :r59, Gdanska St., ,,Esplanada ",
143, Gdanska St., ,,Warszawi anka", :r38, Gdanska St.
Electric lines: A) Railway station - Okole, B) GdaJi..
ska St. - Torunska St., C) Wilczak-B artlodzieje ,
all the above lines pass through the Plac Teatralny
\Theatre Square). Regular communica tion is maintained between Bydgoszcz and the neighbouring
towns by means of motorbt1Ses. Chief motorbus
station: near the evangelical church on Koscielecki
Square.
Landing stage /or steamers: near the Theatre bridge.
The steamers ply as far as the mouth of the Brda.
Boats can be hired at the Vth loch.
Post- and Telegraph-O!fices: Jagiellonsk a St.,
comer of Pocztowa St.; branches: 3, Zygmunta Augusta St., (at the railway station), 3, Gdanska St.
and 50, Dworcowa St.
The Automob ile Club of Pomeran ia
(Pomorski Automobilk lub), 10, Matejki St.
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Traveling Office: ,,Orbis", I, Pomorska St.
Consulates: German, 2, Poznanska St., Swedish,
120, Gda.nska St., British, I, Skargi St.
The History of the Town: Bydgoszcz was founded
in the XIVth c., as the district town of the province
of Kujawy. It had reached a high state of development
in the XVIIth c., but declined later after having been
almost destroyed by the Swedes in 1656. After the
partition of Poland Frederick II colonized this locality with Germans and made great efforts to enforce
the Germanisation of Bydgoszcz. During the latter
part of the XIXth century, Bydgoszcz developed into
an industrial and commercial centre. It now occupies
the second place, as regards size, in the voievodship of
Poznan, after the capital (Poznan) itself. After
having recovered its independence, Bydgoszcz
r~gained very quickly the polish character.
The town -is clean and contains many fine buildings;
also several parks and squares. It is dist~gwshed from Torun by its more modem appearance. The fine main street of the town, ul. Gdanska,
is a straight, long, broad thoroughfare, at the beginning of which we notice the old Church of the Sisters
of St. Clara, reconstructed in the XVIIth century
in Danzig-Renaissance style.
In the small Market Place stands the Baroque
Jesuit C hf4J'ch (:1640), endowed by the Chancellor,
George Ossol.inski. In Fama Street, in the same
neighbourhood is also· the Parish Catholic Church
(:1502), a Gothic building, endowed by the Koscielecki
family. Polichromy of :1925 by Nostitz Jackowski.
A small Municipal Museum is to be seen at No. I
in the same street, comprising collections of pictures, and specimens of applied Arts (open every
day from :ro to :r5; on Sundays and holidays from
u to :r4). At No. :r in the Market Place stands the
Municipal Library possessing about hundred thousand books.
On going from the Market Place to G4,uiska Street,
we cross the bridge over the Brda, near the landing-
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stage for the steamers. The old granaries standing
on the bank of the Brda offer a picturesque and
uncommon sight. Not far from the Teatralny Square,
we notice the new building of the Municipal Theatre.
Near by, on the square is a bronze statue ,,The
Archer", the work of the famous German sculptor
Klinger.
We now tum from Gdanska Street towards the
Evangelical Church and to the Municipal Park, the
chief adornment of which is the fountain named
The Deluge of Igo5, ornamented with figures in
bronze by Lepke.
To the east of Gd.an.ska Street extends the beautiful
vi,Ua-district; the principal streets of this part of
Bydgoszcz are the Slowackiego and Mickiewicza
Streets. In the centre of this district we find the
Park of Kochanowski, where stands the monument
erected in I927 to the memory of th~ Polish author
Henryk Sienkiewicz, the work of K. Laszczka, of Cracow. In Zacisze St. stand the buildings of the Pasteur
Institute, and in Ossolinskich St. a large educational
institution of the Missionaries is being erected; near by
is the Church of St. Vincent, with a high cupola,
s•
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built between 1927-31 (planned by the architect
Adam Ballenst edt, of Poznan).
At the end of Gdanska St., beyond the railway line,
to the right, appears the imposing building of the
ScAool of Ensigns.
In the neighbou rhood of the Old Market Place
stands a beautifu l church, which formerly belonged
to the Bernardines, with one nave and a tower,
bw1t in a transitor y style, passing from Gothic
to, Renaissance, and complet ed in the middle of the
XVI th century through the generous aid of the Koscielecli family. It is now used as a garrison church.
Tiie Evangelical Church stands on the Koscielecki
Square, where formerly stood an old castle. To the
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south of the Old Town is situated the Do,!JT<JUJski Hill,
with a small park, a fine view of the town is to be
had from the top of the water-tuwer standing on this
hill.
From the end of the town runs the Bydgoszcz
Canal, connecting the Brda. with the Notec,
and
the Vistula with the Warta.
It 1s
25 km. long and its constructio n was begun in x774.
Beautiful promenades have been arranged along its
banks for a considerable distance, beginning just
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beyo~d the Parish Church. Several restaurants , standfog in gardens, are to be found near the lochs.
A walk as far as the sixth loch is recommend ed, and
one can return by tram.
E xci,rsions to the Suburbs of Bydgoszcz are facilitated by means of normal and narrow gaugt;d railway
lines, steamers plying on the Brda and motorbuses .
An excursion is recommend ed to the Mouth of the
Brda (II km.) by steamer (L~gn6w see page nr).
Excursions should also be made by train or motorbus
to Fordon (12 km.), a small town of 3 ooo inhabitants ,
where an iron bridge over the Vistula, the longest in Central Europe (1325 m.), is to be seen;
and to Ostromecko, with its large park, containing
a mineral spring and the palace of Count Ahrensleben-Schon bom, with huge oaks growing on the
bank of the Vistula; and to Koronowo (21 km.),
a small town of 5 ooo inhabitants picturesque ly situated in the valley of the Brda with a large Gothic
Church of the XIVth century, which formerly belonged to the Cistercians.
On leaving Bydgoszcz we turn in a northernly direction; the train runs on a new line constructed in
1927-1930 in order to reach the Port of Gdynia
without passing through the territory of the Free
Town of Danzig, and by this means effecting the most
rapid means of communica tion between the port of
Gdynia and Poland.
From the station Mak:5ymlljanowo (295 km.) as
far as the Czersk Pomorski (378 km.) we cross a region
thinly populated and situated at a great distance
from larger towns, called The forests of Tuchola
(Bory Tucholskie) . These are large· forests consisting chiefly of fir-trees, growing on sandy soil, and
covering a total area of 2 ooo sq. km. They extend
from the Vistula to the western borders of Poland.
Interspersed amongst the forests are many lakes,
which add great charm to the landscape. The water
of the rive,s Czama W oda. the Brda and the
Mcitawa is exceedingly clear: they all flow very
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rapidly, and form beautiful valleys among the forests.
These forests no longer have the character of wild,
virgin forests, as we find, here and there, settlements
and cultivated fields. The landscape of the Bory
Tucholskie originates from the glacier period: the
sandy soil, the hills, the lakes and the granite boulders
being relics of that age.
The yew-trees growing on Lake Muk:rz, near the
railway station Lniano, the-sorbus torminalis in the surroundings of Szczyrkowa (railway-station Tlen) and
the huge boulder originating from the glacier period,
called ,,The Devil's Stone" (Czarci Kamien) near the
station Leosia, are the chief peculiarities of nature
in this neighbourhood.
One should visit the following characteristic parts of
tlze Forests of Tuchola in order to_get an idea (!f this
forest in the southern part of Forests of Tuchola:
the valley of Brda as far as Tuchola, Swit, Pila,
Zamsza, Klonowo (an excursion to the renowned
yew-forest on Lake Mukrz from the railway
station Leosia is recommended), the Devil's stone
near Leosia and the Czarna W oda near Gr6dek.
One should make a two days' excursion in the central
part ot the forest starting from Osie or Tlen. walking
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along the valley of the Czarna W oda as far as Bl~dno
and Uroczysko; one should tum on the way to
Szczyrkowa lSOrbus torminalis); on leaving this place
the tourist must go to Osiek (ruins of a castle of the
XVIth century), and from Osiek to Nowe, passing
through a locality abounding in lakes. An excursion
should also be made to the northern part of Tucholskie
. Bory, from Zblewo to Wirty (an original-looking kind
of park), Bozechowo (ruins of a castle), Stara Kiszewa
(ruins of a castle), Odry (Trylity) and the Lake of
Wdzydze. There are special guides dealing with the
Forests of Tuchola, one in Polish by Dr. Karasiewicz,
and another in German by E. Wernike.
Several railway-lines traverse the Forests of Tuchola:
the southern part of the forest is cut through by the
lines Terespol-Wi~bork and Laskowice-Chojnice;
the central part, by the line Laskowice-Czersk;
the eastern part by the lines Laskowice-Sm~towo
and Sm~towo-Skurcz-Szlachta; and the northwestern part by the lines Chojnice-Starogard and
Chojnice-Koscierzyna. The following stations are
the best starting points for excursions: Klonowo,
Leosia, Lniano, Tuchola, Osie, Tien, Nowe, Skurcz,
Zblewo and Rytel.
To the north of the Forests of Tuchola lies Koscierzyna (399 km.), a provincial town of 7 ooo inhabitants,
situated in the centre of the southern part of the Cashoubian Country. Hot,e/.s: ,,Dworcowy", ,,Pomorski",
,,Bazar", ,,Hamburski". Tothesouthwe ·ooavillage
Wdzyue on a large lake bearing the same name, with
the only rural museum in Poland, f~unded in 1907 by
Isidore Gulgowski. It is located in an old hut and
contains specimens of peasant industry and Cashoubian art.
On leaving Koscierzyna the train enters the territory of Cashoulnan Switzerland and beyond Golubie
(412 km.) picturesque wooded hills and lakes may
be admired from the windows of the train.
The next station, Krzeszna (4:r6 km.), situated
not far from the Lake of Ostrzyce is considered
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to be the most ~utiful among the lakes of the
Cashoubian Switzerland. From the hill ,,Jastrz,bia
Gora" (Hawk's Mountain) situated on the eastern
bank of the lake, a magnificent view is obtained of
the whole of the lake and its surroundings.
The station Wiezyea (418 km.) lies at the foot of
a hill of the same name (331 m. above sea level);
which is the highest peak of Cashoubian Switzerland
and of Pomerania. Being wooded, the summit affords
no view.
The new line running to Gdynia turns to the east
leaving the old one, which goes to Kartuzy (428 km.),
a district town of 5 ooo inhabitants, the centre of
Cashoubian Switzerland. Hotels: ,,Kaszubski Dw6r",
in Gdanska St. and ,,Pomorski", Trzeciego Maj a St.
Restaurants in the above hotels. Several boarding
houses and cafes. Kartuzy owes its name to the motiastery of the Cartbusians originating from the end
of the XIVth century, which was closed by the Prussians in 1826. The beautiful church standing on an
isthmus between two lakes, now the Parochial, Church,
remains from this Order. It is a Gothic building of
the end of the XIVth century with one nave, the
interior being in Baroque style. The roof is shaped
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like the lid of a coffin according to the Carthusian's
motto: ,,Memento Mori". Especial!y remarkable are
the Baroque stalls of the XVIllth century and the
ancient Gothic high altar, a sculptured triptych of
1444. The Gothic refectory of the XVth century
has been preserved from the former monastery.
Owing to its picturesque situation on hilly land
metres above the sea level) Kartuzy is developing into a summer resort. The finest view of
the town and its surroundings is to be had from the
tower on the Wzg6rze Wolnosci (Hill of Liberty).
A wooded path called Gaj Swi,~opelka (Woods of
Swantopolk) extends along the lake-side.
( 200

Being the meeting place of three railway lines,
Kartuzy is the centre of the touristic movement in
the so called ~houbian Switzerland. It is a hilly
Locality, abounding in lakes, occupying the centre
of the so called ,, Polish Corridor" connecting
Poland with the sea. The aspect of this region originates from the glacier period. There are I73 Zak.es in
the district of Kartuzy, the largest among them
being the narrow Lake Radutiia, 15 km. long, but Lake
of Ostrzyce already mentioned is considered to be
the finest. In order to get an idea of the typical landscape of the Cashoubian Switzerland, one should make
an excursion from Kartuzy to the village Chmielno,
(6 km.) situated to the west, and ascend the hill
Tamowa standing on the opposite side of the lake,
in order to get a fine view of the whole group of lakes
from this hill.
The river Radunia forming beyond Zuk6w a wild
ravine called Bain Dol, flows through these lakes.
The highest peak of the Cashoubian Switzerland
is Wiezyca (the Tower) {33X m.), situated to the south
of Kartuzy, near the station Wiezyca.

The local railway line connecting Kartuzy with
Danzig passes through Zukow, which is situated
I I km.. to the east of Kartuzy. It is a small town
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of I 800 inhabitants, on the Radunia. The Gothic
Church, with one nave, of the XIVth century is the
only remnant of the Monastery of the Sisters of St.
N orberl endowed by the Pomeranian Prince Mestwin I
in 1209. In the chapel of the church we find a richly
sculptured Gothic triptych dating from the beginning
of the XVIth century. It also contains several relics
of the Pomeranian Princes, as for instance the
altar of Mestwin and the cloak of Swantopolk II
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(d. 1266); the latter, woven in golden thread, to be
seen in the sacristy.
The new railway line leaves Kartuzy and
Zukowo as already mentioned and turns to the
north-east beyond the station Somonino (425 km.).
Not far from the station Babid61 (433 km.} it crosses
the river Radunia. In this neighbourhood we find
a deep ravine formed by this river. The train run ·
further in a northernly direction; beyond Osowa
(45r km.) it begins to descend from the Cashoubian upland towards the sea. We pass the station
Kack Wielki (450 km.}, a village situated in a beautiful
valley. In the far distance we can see the sea and
Gdynia.
Gdynia (467 km.} see page r6g.
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VIII.
WARSZAWA- GRUDZil\DZTCZEW - G DYNIA
Beyond Warszawa the trains run north across the
rather monotonous plain of Masovia; as far
as Modlin, the railway-lin~ runs along the eastern bank
of the Vistula . From Dzialdowo situated in the
voievodship of Pomerania, we tum to the west and the
landscape begins to be more interesting. Between
Lidzbark and Brodnica we pass large forests growing
in a hilly region with several lakes. This is the so called
,.Pojezierze Brodnickie" (Lakeland of Brodnica).
Near Grudziqdz we again cross the Vistula and beyond
Laskowice we tum to the north. As far as Danzig
the train runs along the left bank of the Vistula. On
leaving Tczew we enter the territory of the Free Town
of Danzig and leave it in Orlowo, returning again
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to Polish territo ry. where the train follows the line
of the sea coast.
Jablonna (28 km.), a small town with a large park,
and the palace of the Counts Potock i, erected at the
end of the XVIII th centur y. after a design by Merlini.
The rooms have retaine d their former arrang ement, in
the style of that epoch. the interio r decora tion being
well preserv ed. At the beginn ing of the XIXth century this palace was the residen ce of Prince Joseph
Poniat owski. Field-m arshal of Poland and France ,
many souven irs being still preserv ed of his sojourn
there. The palace may only be visited by special
permis sion.
A local railway -line admin istrate d by the militar y
author ities runs from Jablon na to the east. namely
Zegrze (8 km.). It is a fortifie d militar y camp, picture squely situate d on the high banks of the Bug.
Motorb uses run from Zegrze to Pultusk (30 km. to
the north), a distric t town of 16 ooo inhabi tants,
situate d on the Narew . Hotels: .,Roya l". 8, Kotlar ska
St. and ,,Victo ria", 4, Swi~to janska St. with
restaur ants. Cafe: Cz. Buczko wski. 5, Trzecie go Maja.
Pultus k is an old town, which, from the Xlth till
the end of the XVIIIth centur y belong ed to the
bishops of Plock. They. carried the title of Prince s of
Pultus k, the castle of Pultus k being their chief residence.
Now, after having been rebuilt , it is used as the Starosta's \Distri ct Govern or) office. Pultus k is known in
history for the battle with the Swedes in 1703,
the victory of the French over the Russia ns on
Decem ber 26th 18o6, after which Napole on remain ed
eight days in Pultus k, and also. for a skirmi sh between the Poles and Russia ns, which took place on
Augus t 24th 1831. In 1915 it was the scene of battles
betwee n t he Russia ns and Germa ns ~nd on Augus t
9th and 10th 1920, of a strugg le betwee n the Poles
and Bolsheviks; the commo n grave situate d
near the high-ro ad leading to Lomza being a memorial
of the latter.
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In the Market Place we find a town-hall of the
XVIII th century reconstructed by the Prussians and
converted into a prison. I ts tower was once part of the
Gothic town-hall of the XVth century, which no longer
exists. The Collegiat,e Church, which is the most valuable
monument of the town, also stands in the Market
Place. It has one nave and two aisles being built
in the Gothic style in the XVth century, reconstructed in the Baroque style in the XVIIth
century. Close by appears the steeple of 1507,
reconstructed at the beginning of the XIXth century
in the Empire style. Within the church we find beautiful stalls (1720) as well as the tombs of bishops,
among which the Renaissance tomb of Bishop Noskowski (d. 1567) is considered the finest. Not far away
stands another church, which formerly belonged to
the ] esu,its. The college of this Order being founded
in 1566, is therefore the second, in antiquity,
in Poland. The church is a modest Baroque building
of the XVIIth century, with one nave and two
aisles, surmounted by two towers. It is now used as
a school-church.
In the neighbourhood of Pultusk, large forests
extend along the eastern bank of the Narew.
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At this point we return to the main railway line.
Before reaching Modlin (48 km.) the train crosses
the river Bug-Narew near its confluence. Modlin is
a strong fortress built in 1&>7-1812 by Napoleon,
who was the first to draw attention to the strategic
importance of this spot, situated as it is at the confluence of large rivers. The forts were destroyed by
the Germans in I915. There are large Barracks. The
quadrilateral chief building is rather interesting, its
frontal wall being 3 km. long, it is said to be the longest
building of this kind in Europe. There is a beautiful
view of the Vistula and its tributaries, the Bug and the
Narew, to be obtained from the bastions of the fortress.
Czerwinsk lies on the Vistula, 28 km. to the west
and can be reached by steamer. It is an old town, where
still stands a Roman Church built in stone with two
frontal towers, which was part of an abbey of the Lateranian Canons. Its construction was begun in n17; it
has a fine Roman portal. Near the church we see
a bastion in the tran itory style passing from theGothic
to the Renaissance (XVIth century). In the old monastery a Gothic Chapter-house has been preserved.
CieehanOW (10:I km.), a district town of :II 000
inhabitants with a Gothic Parish Churcli of the XIVth
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century, with one nave and two aisles. endowed by
Prince Ziemowit Mazowiecki, a Gothic Chwch of the
A.ugustians with one nave. also large nnns of the
castfe of the Princes of Masovia of the XIVth century.
Seven km. to the east lies Opinog6ra with the ruins
of the palace of the celebrated Polish poet Zygmunt
Krasinski (d. 1856) who lived and died in this place.
His tomb is to be found in the local church, which
also contains a beautiful statue of his mother, Coun-
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tess Mary Krasinska, nee Radziwill (d. 1822) in
white marble by Pampeluni (1842) . The tombs of
several foreign men of science, mostly Italian, stand
in the cemetery situated close to the church.
Beyond Mlawa (133 km.) the train crosses the
boundary of the voievodship of Warszawa and enters
that of Pomerania. Before the war it was the Russian
frontier station.
Dzialdowo (153 km.), a district town of s ooo inhabitants, the capital of the M asurian district, which
formerly belonged to Eastern Prussia. Hotels: ,,Polski", ,,Centralny". The local Polish inhabitants are
chiefly Protestants. The town was ruined during the
war, but was reconstructed later on in modern style.
The ruins of an old Teutonic castle of the XIVth century
now contain the Evangelical Church. Many large
war cemeteries and monuments standing on the battlefields remind us of the violent struggles between the
Russians and Germans, which took place near Dzialdowo in 1914 and 1915.
Beyond Lidzbark (178 km.) the landscape becomes
less monotonous; instead of the flat Masovian plain
one sees characteristic hills remaining from the glacier
period and covered with mixed forests. Lakes are
scattered all over this region, of whicn --several can
be seen from the train.
Between Lidzbark and Brodnica the train passes
through large forests lying in the so-called ,,Pojezierze
Brodniekie'' (Lake-land of Brodnica). It is the most
picturesque locality of the western voievodships of Poland. Over one hundred lakes, narrow, long and very
deep are found in the State forests, which cover an
area of about fifty thousand hectares. These are
typical lakes of the glacier epoch, with very clear
water and curiously cut-out shores where quantities
of wild-fowl are to be found. The largest and most
picturesque among them are the lakes: Bachot,
Zbyczno, Part,cin, Ciche, Mieliwo and Sosno. The
station Tama Brodzka t203 km.) which is the best
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starting point for excursions in the Lake-district
of Brodnica, is. situated in a forest close to Lake
Bachot.
Brodnica (209 km.), a provincial town of 8 ooo inhabitants situated on the Drw~ca. Hotels: ,,Rzymski",
25; Hallera St. and ,,Sans· Souci" in the Market
Place 13. Restaurants: ,,Wrzesinski", 2/4, Mostowa
St.; ,,Lewandowski", 23, Rynek; ,,Wysocki", 4, Kosciuszki St. Large remnants of the ancient town
walls with a Gothic gateway in brick, called ,,the
Stone Gate" of the XIVth century, situated near the
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railway station have been preserved to this day, also
another octangular tower standing in the opposite part
Gf the town, on the Drw~, called ,,the M asuria11
Tower". In the market place we find the ruins of
the ancient Gothic Town Hall of the XIVth century,
which was destroyed by fire in the XVIIth century.
In the near neighbourhood a Gothic Catholic Parish
Church built in brick (XIIIth c.) is to be seen; it has
one nave and two aisles and fine, especially
~baracteristic covered-in steps mounted over an arch.
Small remnants of the foundations and a strong
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tower, 5x m. high, with remarkab ly thick walls are all
that is left of the old Teutonic castk, which was erected
here at the beginning of the XIVth century. In the
cemetery situated outside the town, we notice the
late Mi.norites Church built in x77r., with lovely
Rococo altars.
Grud~ (262 km.), (Germ. Graudenz ) a provincia l
town of 64 ooo inhabitan ts (85 % of Poles) situated
on high ground on the right bank of the Vistula.
Hotels: ,,Kr6lewski Dwor", 3, Rynek; ,,Pod Zlotym
Lwem", 16, Trzec. Maja St.; ,,Centraln y", 6, 23 Stycznia Sq.; ,,Warszaw ski". 2:r, Kwidzyns ka St.; ,,Dworcowy", 39, Dworcowa St.; ,,H. Kelas", 42, Wybickiego
St. and several smaller ones.
Restaurants: in all larger hotels, besides ,,Wielko. Sq. ; , ,u~ U
polanka" , 24, 23 Styczma
.....l-..l..:.!.ski"
U.lll
, Radzynska St. (dancing) a restauran t in the Municipal Park; ,,Pomorza nka", 30, Trzeciego Maja St.

BRODNICA : THE TOWER ON THE RIVER DRW~CA
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Ca/es and Tea-Rooms: ,,Wielkopolanka", 23 Stycznia Sq., No.24; ,,Kr6lewskiDw6r", 3, Rynek. ,,Warszawianka", 21, Stara St.; ,,Ziemianka", 21, Wybickiego
St.; ,,Kalina", Rynek; ,,Wanda", 3, Lipowa St.,
,,Lobzowianka", 7, Lipowa St.
Theatre: IO, Strzelecka St. Cabarets: ,,Mazurek",
24, 23 Stycznia Sq.; .,Szydzik", 1, 23 Stycznia Sq.
Orchestras play in the gardens of the "Hotel Central",
the ,,Hotel Warszawski" and in the restaurant in
the Municipal Park.
Trams: two lines: A) connecting the railway station
with the end of Lipowa St. through the Rynek (Market
Place), and B) connecting the 23 Stycznia Square
(23rd January Square) with the end of Chelminska
St. Special trams meet with the night trains.
M otorbuses: motorbus connections are maintained
with all neighbouring places (Nowe, Lasin, Swiecie
through Sartawice; Radzyn, Golub through Wqbrzeino; Kowalewo, Jablonowo through Radzyn, Rudnik
etc.). Motorbus station: 23 Stycznia Square.
Motor-Boats run on the Vistula as far as Strzemi~cin. Landing stage for motor-boats: below the
Town Hall.
Post-Office: comer of Sienkiewicza and Mickiewicza
streets. Branch: 37, Lipowa St.
Municipal Turkish Baths Establishement: 34, Budkiewicza St.
The History of the Town: Grudzicidz was formerly
a Polish fortified town, which existed as early as the
Xth century. From the middle of the XIIIth century until 1466, it was the capital of the Teutonic
Knights. Later on it became the residence of the
Polish Starostas (District Governors). After the
first partition of Poland, in 1772, it was occupied
by the Prussians, and turned into a fortress. It was
built by Frederick II, between 1775 and 1785, with
a view to safeguard Prussian rule on the lower courses
of the Vistula. In 1807 during the Napoleonic Wars
it became renowned for its defence against the French
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Army, which besieged it for several months, not
surrendering until the Peace Treaty of Tylsit. The
commandant of the fortress was then General Courbiere, a Germanized descendant of French Huguenots, called by the Germans ,,The Lion of Graudenz''. After 1878the town was connected by railway
and began to develop from that time into an important industrial centre (iron foundry and factory
of agricultural implements). Until the Great War
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Grudzic1-dz was a strong German /ortress, its garrison
consisting of 7 ooo officers and men.
Grudzicl-dz is the second town in size in Pomerania,
and has altogether quite a modem appearance. It
offers a most picturesque view when seen from the
Vistula. In the foreground we notice many high,
old granaries, erected several centuries ago during
the period when the com trade was one of the chief
occupations of the inhabitants of Grudzict,dz, exported from Poland by means of the Vistula.
The town is surmounted by the Castle Mountain,
where the tower Klimek, the only remains of the
Teutonic Castle of the Xlllth c., which formerly stood
on that spot and was the residence of the Teutonic
commanders, and later on of the Polish Starosta,
(District Governor) is to be seen. There is a splendid
view from the top of this tower, of the town and the
Vistula, flowing at its feet. The ruins of the castle
destroyed by the Swedes in 1659 were pulled down
by the Prusgans at the beginning of the XIXth
century.
Among the churches, the finest is the Gothic
Catholic Parish Church, of the XIVth century, with
one nave and two aisles. Near it, stands the Baroque
Chtach of the Jesuits (1648-1723), with one nave and
without a tower. The former College of the Jesuits
is now used as th~ T OUJfS H aU. Remnants of the
medieval toum-71Ja1Js, which encircled Grudzh\dz are
still to be seen in K.lasztoma street. The Church
of the Mi,writes (1751) in Wybickiego St. after the
suppression of this Order, was turned into a prison
chapel.
In Lipowa St. (No. z8) we find a Municipal Museum
with archaeological and numismatic collections and
historical souvenirs. There is a sledge displayed here,
which is said to have been used by Napoleon during
his retreat from Moscow. The museum is open on
Sundays from u to z, on Wednesdays and Saturdays
from 1:2 to z.
·
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The most interesting building of Grudzll!dz, for
the foreigner, is the ancient Gnulziqdz fortress situated
3 km. to the north of the town, on a hill overlooking
the Vistula. It may be visited only by permit
granted by the Town Commandant. It is not only interesting from an historical point of view, but also because of its being a perfectly preserved type of a strong
fortress from the epoch of Napoleon. It was built
by Frederick II, between 1776 and 178g, 5 ooo workmen being employed, with a view to insure Prussian
rule, after the partition of Poland, on the lower courses
of the Vistula. It is surrounded by deep moats, the
perpendicular walls being surmounted by high bastions.
A monument of General Courbiere (d. 18n) who was
buried in the fortress is to be found within its walls.
One can reach the Grudz~dz fortress from the tram
terminus in Lipowa· St. close to the museum,
through Slowackiego St. and Saperow St. or from the
Castle Mountain (,, Gora Zamkowa") by means of a path
along the edge of the hill overlooking the VIStula. The
latter way is especially recommended on account ot
the beautiful view of the river to be obtained en route.
In the neighbourhood of Grudzic\.dz the ruins of
the Teutonic castles in R.adzyn and Rogozno which are
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worth visiting. (They may be reached by train or
motorbus.)
Lea vjng Grudziqdz the train crosses an iron bridge
over the Vistula, 1 133 m. long, constmcted in 1879
by the Germans. One has a beautiful view of the
town on the right from the train.
Laskowice (283 km.), an important railway junction
(lines to Bydgoszcz, Poznan, Chojnice and Czersk
running in a westernly direction, see page 147).
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On leaving Laskowice the train turns to the north
and runs towards the sea along the left bank of the
Vistula. It crosses the eastern part of the Forests
of Tuchola (see page u8) at the commencement.
Twarda G6ra (320 km.) 4 km. to the east (local
railway line) we find Nowe, a town of 5 200 inhabitants picturesquely situated on the left bank of the
Vistula near the mouth of the Mcitawa. Ruins of the
ancient town walls with about a dozen towers have been
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preserved to this day. The castle, which was built by
the Teutonic Knights in the XIVth century was turned into a municipa l waggon-0epot in the XIXth century. The chief object of interest inNowe is the Catholic Parish Church with one nave and two aisles, built
in brick, dating from the XIVth century. It has
a beautiful facade. The Evangelical Church formerly
belonged to the Bemardin es; its presbyter y is in the
Gothic style (XVth century) as well as the crypt
under the presbyter y; the Baroque nave was constructed in the XVIIth century.
Morzeszczyn (327 km.) 7 km. to the east (local
railway) lies Gniew, a provincia l town of 4 ooo inhabitants situated on high ground on the left bank of the
Vistula. Hotels: ,,Centraln y" and ,,Polonia" , several
restauran ts and cafes. A castle existed here in the
Xlllth century during the reign of the Pomerani an
Princes; the constructi on of another, the rains
of which are now standing, was begun by Teutonic
Knights in :1282. It was the only Teutonic castle
in Poland, which was still inhabitab le in the XXth
century and was converted into a military warehouse.
Unhappil y it was entirely destroyed by fire in 1922.
The Gothic Catholic Church in brick, with one nave
and two aisles is the chief adornmen t of the town. It
was completed in 1348. The.Mark et Plac.e is very fine,
embellish ed by a row of stone houses with arcades. The
town walls of the XIVth century are well preserved .
One has a nice view of the Vistula from the Municipal
Park. In the neighbourhood we find Piaseczno, a place
of pilgrimage on ,,indulgence days" with a Gothic
church of the XIVth century reconstru cted in 1676
by the generosity of King John Sobieski.
· Pelplin (338 km.), a small town of 4 ooo inhabitants. Pelplin has been since 1824 the see of the
Chehnno bishops. The · Cathedral, is considered the
most beautiful church in Pomerania. It is a magnificent Gothic building with one nave and two aisles,
built in brick, without a tower, in the form of
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a cross. It was erected in the XIVth century for the
Cistercians. The local monastery was endowed in
I274, being used as a monastery until the suppression of the Order of Cistercians by the Prussian
Government (1819), when the monastery church was
then converted into a Cathedral. The arrangement of
the interior dates chiefly from the XVIIth and
XVIIIth centuries; the fine Baroque and Rococo altars
endowed by the Polish abbots, Rembowski, Kos,
Czapski and others are adorned with valuable pictures
and sculptures. Over the chief altar a picture by Bernard
Hahn of Chojnice (1623} is to be seen. The side
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altars contain pictures by Strobl of Breslau and
Stech of Danzig. The Early Baroque altar of the
Assumption standing in the right-hand aisle is considered to be the most beautiful of the altars of this
cathedral. It was endowed in 1619 by the abbot
Rembowski. The cathedral possesses very fine stalls,
some in the Late Gothic style made by Cistercian
Monks in the XVIth century, others, made a century later, in the Early Baroque style endowed by
the abbot Rembowski in 1622. An exceedingly fine
organ is to be found in the south transept; it was
constructed between 1677 and 1680 by Wolff of
Danzig. The cathedral has a rich treasury. An old
monastery adjoins the former which formerly belonged
to the Cistercians, with a beautiful Gothic porch of
the XIVth century, where valuable frescoes of that
period can be admired. Besides the above porch
several Gothic halls have also been preserved of the
late monastery.
Tczew (358 km.), a provincial town of 23 ooo inhabitants situated on the Vistula, which forms there the
boundary between Poland and the Free Town of
Danzig. Hotels: ,,Grand Hotel", 13, Pocztowa St.,
,,Warszawski Dw6r", 13, Hallera St., ,,Dworcowy
Dw6r", 13, Dworcowa St. Restaurants: In the abovementioned hotels as well as in the railway station.
The , ,Hala Pomorska •' in Kr6lewiecka St. No. 9 and the
,,Hala Miejska" in Dworcowa St. No. 5. Tczewisanold
town, where, as far back as the Xlllth century, stood
a castle belonging to the Pomeranian Princes. No
traces are left of the old Teutonic castle, which at one
time also stood in this town. Tczew has a Gothic Parish
Church with one nave and two aisles (XIVth century)
and a Gothic Evangelical Church with one nave. The
latter was built in 1279, at the expense of the last Pomeranian Prince Mestwin II, for the Dominicans, but was
confiscated by the Prussians and turned into an Evangelicalchurch. Two iron bridges cross the Vistula (each
890 m. long) not far from the railway station. The
older of these, with towers, was built in 1857 accor-
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ding to a design by the architect Stiiller of Berlin;
the second bridge dates from 1891.
Beyond Milob~z (366 km.), a small station, the
train crosses the boundary between J;>oland and the
Free Town of Danzig, the next stations being situated
in the territory of Danzig. On the left before reaching Danzig a range of hills, constituting the eastern
edge of the Cashoubian Switzerland, can be seen
drawing nearer and nearer to the railway line. On
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the right extends the vast and fertile plain called
,.tulawy Gdanskie" (,,Danzig low-lands" or .,Danziger Werder" in German).
In the territory of the Free Town of Danzig the
train passes through several stations, amongst others
Da11zig, (3go km.) and the summer resorts Oliva
(399 km.) and Zoppot, (402 km.}, which are dealt
with in detail in the last chapter of this guide, specially devoted to the Free Town of Danzig. See
page 223.
The next station Orlowo - Kolibld (407 km.) finds
us once again in Polish territory.
One kilometre to the north, close by the sea lies
the small bathing resort of Orlowo, which is the most
picturesque of summer resorts on the Polish coast.
Above the bathing establishement, rises a high
head-land well wooded which affords a splendid view
of the Gulf of Danzig and Zoppot.
Hotels: Dom Kuracyjny {Kurhaus) \90 beds}.
and the Hotel .,Orlowo".
Boarding Houses: .,Czerwony Dw6r", ,,Mewa"
(6o beds}, ,.Baltyk, and ,,Halina".
Between Orlowo and Zoppot (a beautiful walk
of 2 km. by the sea-shore) lies Kolibld with a man-
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sion and great park, in which is the grotto of Queen
Marie Sobieska. Villas do accomodate summer visitors
are being constructed.
From Orlowo and Kolibki one can reach Gdynia
on foot along the sea-shore (a little tiring owing
to the pebbly surface of the beach) or also by another
way which is more recommended, through the picturesque foreets and hills and the farm of Racllowo.
Gdynia (4II km.) see page 169.
lll. Railway Guide. 11.
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IX.
POZNAN-NAKLOCHOJNICE-GDYNIA
The above line, which connects Poznan with the
sea, runs chiefly across a region situated not far from
the western boundary of the Pomeranian voievodship,
where practically no important towns are to be found.
The following places lie near this line:

W~owiec (58 km.), a provincial town of 7 ooo in.
habitants. Hotels: ,,Bristol", 7, Rynek (Market Place};
,.Centralny", Kosciuszki St.; ,.Metropol", 13, Rynek.
St.;
Kolejowa
I,
,.Sulerzycki",
Restaurants:
,,Wielkopolanka",
Ca/es:
St.
,,Strzelnica", Strzelecka
Kolejowa St. In Wa.growiec we see the Church of St.
Jacob, a Gothic building with a nave and two aisles,
and an original star-shaped vault, erected towards
the end of the XVIth century according to the plans

of the archite cts Peter of Szamo tuly, and Bartosz
of Poznan . Outsid e the town stands the old Classic
Church of the Cistercians of 1799, with one nave and
two aisles, surmo unted by two towers .
Beyon d Kcynia (97 km.) we pass wide marshe s near
the Notec <Netze), where Germa n colonists settled
during the reign of Freder ick II.
Naklo (96 km.) lies on the northe rn bank of the
Notec; a town of 10 ooo inhabi tants situate d
at the point where the canal of Bydgoszcz joins
the Notec. Hotels: ,,Polonia" and ,,Wielkopolski",
Bydgo ska St.; ,,Rzym ski", Dworcowa St. Restaiirants:
,,Smolenski" and ,,Pic\-tkowski". Tea-r9om: ,,Kosicki".
Naklo is an old town, which was the capital of the
province called ,,Krajn a" alread y in the Xlth century. There are no monum ents preserved owing to
the destruc tion of same by war. A large and beautiful municipal park.
Kamie n (151 km.), a small town of 1 500 inhabitants, which formerly constit uted the proper ty of the
archbishops of Gniezno, who possessed a fo~ifie d
castle here. The ancien t Collegiate Church, a Baroque
building of the XVIlt h centur y, with one nave, dominates the town.
The region situate d to the north of Kamie n is occupied by villages inhabi ted by Catholic Germa n colonists and is named the· ,,Kosch neideri e''.
Amongst these village s is Chojnice (171 km.),
aprovi ncial town of 12 ooo inhabi tants, situate d at
a distanc e of 3 km. from the wester n frontie r of
Poland . It is an import ant railwa y junctio n with
th_e lines Berlin - Koenigsberg - Riga and ChojniceLaskowice. Hotels: ,,Enge l", 1, Mlyna rska St.;
.,Prieb e", 23, Rynek ; ,,Dworcowy", 74, Dworcowa St. Restau rants: in the railwa y station ; ,,Jazdzewski", 5, Jerzego (George) Sq.; ,,Ludwig",
34, Gdans ka St. and many others. Cafe: ,,Penke",
15, Rynek .
Chojnice is counte d among st the most interesting towns of Pomer ania being one of the richest in
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CHOJNICE

historical buildings. The town itself is situated in
a hollow between the hills. The marshy ground
which formerly surrounded it, now converted into
meadow-land, made it still less accessible, and owing
to this natural means of protection, it remained
longest in the hands of the Teutonic, Knights, during
the Thirteen Years War. The Poles only conquered
it in 1466, at that period it was the last of the Teutonic towns situated to the west of the Vistula.
Fragments of the old town-walls, and several bastions have been preserved in Chojnice, chiefly along
Ramy street, in the southern part of the town, but
there are also remains of same in the western part.
The walls are partly hidden, owing to small houses
having been built into them.
The main street of Chojnice is Gdanska St.
opening on to the Market Place. Czluchowska St.
is a continuation of Gdanska St. At the end of the
latter we find the imposing five-storey ,,Czluchowska
brama" (Gothic Gate of Schlochau) of the XIVth
century, which is now used as a bell-tower for the
Evangelical church. In the centre of the Market
Place stands a Rococo Evangelical Church, of the Holy
Trinity of 1742. The northern side of the Market
Place is occupied by the Town-Hall, a modern building.
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Towards the east centre of the town, in the
neighbourhood of the former walls, we find the Parish
Church, an imposing Gothic Building, built of brick,
with one nave and two aisles (XlVth century). Close
to it stands a Baroque church, which formerly belonged
to the Jesi1,its, with one nave and two towers (17n-42) .
The interior of this church is embellished with
frescoes by Hofflich and Hoffbutte , of 1742. The
monastery is now used as a college. In the southern
part of the town, beyond the walls, we see, standing
on a small elevation in Augustjan ska St., the former
Church of the Au.gustinians, with a tower, which
has been converted into a dwelling-house. The
best view of the town may be obtained from the
hill on the east, where a cemetery is to be found.
A villa district is situated near the railway-st ation
in Warszawska St. and Dworcowa St.
An excursion is recommended from Chojnice to Lake
Lukomie, situated 5 km. to the north of the town,
and also called the Lake of Charzykowo (2.5 km.
wide and 30 m. deep). Small boats with boat-men
can be hired in the village Charzykowo situated
above the lake, where one finds several tea-gardens.
On leaving Chojnice, we pass through a district
bordering the see, inhabited by the Caslwubians.
They number here 150 ooo persons.
The region lying between Chojnice and Koscierzyna is called Zabory by reason of the fact that it
is situated beyond the Tucholskie Bory (,,Za Borami"
-means beyond the large /orests). It is recommended
to lovers of nature and ethnograp hic peculariti es to
visit this locality, utterly devoid of cities. Remains
of the national Cashoubian culture are chiefly
preserved in these remote parts, situated as they
are, on arid sandy soil. We find there many small
villages inhabited by peasants of noble extraction,
such as Brzetno, and Borzyszkowo. This region is exceedingly picturesque. Long and wide laku are scattered
among large pine-forests all alive with birds. The
forest bas retained in general the charm of primi-
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tive nature. Most of the cottages in the small villages
are built of wood and thatched. The soil is sandy;
the inhabitants of this part of Poland are poor, fishing
and agriculture being their chief occupations. We
find many beautiful old chHrcJies also built of wood
{Swomigac, Borzyszkowo, Brzeino, Lesno). Kalwarja Wielewska, a place of pilgrimage on indulgence
days, is very interesting. The Lake of Wdzydze and
the rural museum in the village W dzydze are worth
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visiting (see page 120). On making an excursion on
foot through Zabory from Chojnice to Koscierzyna
(four days tour), the best route would be, along
the Lukom ie lake to Swomig ac to Borzyszkowo,
and from there through Lesno, Wiele, Wdzyd ze to
Koscierzyna.
Lubnia (203 km.) 3 km. to the west we find Lesno,
a village with a pretty wooden church of the end
of the XVIIth century , and 9 km. to the east lies
Wiele, a village situated on the Lake of Wiele with
a church of 1904. On the hills Kalwa rja of W iele
with about a dozen chapels, built during the last
few years. It is the chief place of pilgrim age on
Ascension Day and the 8th of Septem ber, in the
Cashou bain land (see page 146) .
Koieierzyna (238 km.) see page 120.
On leaving Koscierzyna the train runs as far as
Gdynia following the line already described in Chapte r
VII, page 120.
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X.

LOCAL RAILWAY LINES
OF POMERANIA
A. The following towns lie near the line Brodnica-

Lubawa:
Kur~tnik (23 km.), a small town with the ruins
of a castle of the XIVth century situated on a hill,
belonging to the Chapter of Chelmno. It was destroyed in :r659 by the Swedes.
lfowe Miasto (27 km.), a town of 5 ooo inhabitants
picturesquely situated in the valley of the river Drw~ca.
Hotels: ,,Polski" in the Market Place (Rynek);
,,Bonn" in Kosciuszkowska St., several restaurants
and tea-rooms. In the market place an E vangetical Church of 1827 is to be found, standing
on the site which was formerly occupied by a town
hall. Close to it we see the magnificent Catholic Church
built in brick (XIVth} with one nave and two aisles,
surmounted by a fine tower and adorned with a beautifully ornamented, multilateral arch. The arrangement of the interior is in the Baroque style. The
brass i.I)scription plate on the Gothic tomb of the
Teutonic Knight Commander Kunz von Liebenstein
(d. 1391) is the most valuable relic of this church.
There are also old Gothic frescoes. Only two Gothic Gates of the XIVth century the Gate of Lubawa near the
railway station and, the Gate of Brodnica to the south,
have been preserved of the ancient town walls.
One obtains a fine view of the town from the
Municipal Park.
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Lubawa (49 km.), a provinci al town of 8 ooo inhabitants. Hotels: ,,Kopern ik" and ,,Pod Odem" (Under
the Eagle). Until the partition of Poland, Lubawa
was the residence of the Chehnno bishops, their
magnific ent palace being pulled down by the Prussians
and sold. There are Gothic sculptur es of the XVth
century in the Gothic Parish Church (XIVth century) ,
which has one nave. The former Church of the Bemardines is now used as an Evangelical Church. It is
a Baroque building with one nave dating from 1610
surmoun ted by a tower, 40 m. in height. A beautifully ornamen ted vault of 16o6, magnific ent Baroque
stalls, the big altar and a pulpit of the XVII th century
date from the time when it belonged to the Bernardines. The wooden built Church of St. Barbara of
1500 has a Rococo interior decoratio n. Remnan ts
of the old town walls have also been preserved.
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In the neighbourhood the picturesquely situated
wooden church in Rozental (9 km.) of 1781, and the
Gothic church in Kazanice (5 km.), which fortunately
was not ruined during the war and has retained to
this day its original appearance, are worth while
visiting.
B. The following towns are situated along the

line Brodniea - Kowalewo :
Golub (34 km.}, a small town of 4 ooo inhabitants
picturesquely situated on the Drw~ca, at the foot
of a hill, on the top of which the ruins of a Teutonic
Knight's castle of the XIVth century are to be seen.
The Swedish Princess, Anna Waza, when Starosta
(District Governor) from 16u to 1625 of this place,
restored the castle in the Polish Renaissance style,
and it retains to this day the aspect of that period.
It was damaged by the Swedes in the XVIlth cen-
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tury, but a part of it is even now inhabited.
There is a Gothic Catholic Parish Church in the town,
with one nave (XIVth century); also remains of the old
town walls and several characteristic wooden houses
with arcades of the XVIIth and XVIIIth centuries,
draw the attention of the visitor.
C. Near the line Torun - Jablonowo:
W~brzezno (4okm.), a provincial townof8 oooinhabitants situated on a hill amidst lakes. Only
the ramparts of the bishops' castle have been
preserved. We also find here a Gothic church, which
was enlarged in 1881. Seven km. to the east of Wcibrzeino lies Niedzwiedz with the mansion of Wenceslas
Mieszkowski who possesses the most valuable private
collections of art in the Pomeranian voievodship. Twelve
large halls are filled with objects of art and artistic
industry, mostly of foreign origin, a picture gallery
and sculptures. This museum may be visited by
tourists on permission being granted to them by the
owner. Cultivation of roses is carried on a large
scale in the beautiful park.
D. Torun -Grudzi~dz line:
Chelmza (24 km.), a town of I I ooo inhabitants
situated on Lake of Chelmia (7 km. in length).
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Hotels: ,.Centra lny", 3, Rynek; ,,Pomorski". 9, Torunska St.; ,,Dworcowy", 3, Dojazd St. Ca/es: ,,Schiitenhelm", 38, Torunsk a St. ~nd ,,Preis", Io, Torunsk a St.
Chelmza was for about six centuries (until 1824)
the capital of the diocese of Chelmno. The old catMdral, which is the most notable building of the
town, was turned into a Parish church. It is
a magnificent Gothic edifice in brick, with one
nave and two aisles, erected in the years I254 to
1359 with a high tower adorned by a Baroque helmet
of 16g2 typical of Poland. It is conspicu ous from afar in
the neighbourhood. Remains of Gothic frescoes of
the XIVth century ornamen t the walls. The interior
arrangem ent and decorati on is in the Baroque style;
finely carved stalls of 1519 in the late Gothic style. In
the presbyte ry stands the Renaissance tomb of
Bishop Piotr Kostka (d. 1595). together with others
of bishops and canons. The Church of St.
Nicolas, which was formerly a Catholic Parish Church
(Gothic style, 1404), with a heavy frontal tower was
given to the Protesta nts by the Prussians. Near
the railway station a large sugar refinery is to be
seen.
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E. Chelmno, a provincial town of 15 ooo inhabitants
is the terminus station of the local lines, which begin
from Torun and Komatowo. It is picturesquely
situated on the elevated right bank of the Vistula.
Hotels.· ,,Centralny", 40, Dworcowa St.; ,,Dw6r Chelminski", Rynek (Market Place). Restaurants in the
above hotels. Ca/es: ,,Wielkopolanka", 19, Grudzicldzka St.; ,,Pomorzanka", 1, Rynek.
After Torun, Chelmno is the prettiest town of
Pomerarua. It is one of the most ancient Polish
towns; already in the Xth century it was the capital
of this province. In the Xlllth century Chehnno was
for a certain time the chief residence of the Teutonic
Knights. After having passed into the hands of the
Poles it became the capital of the voievodship and since
1243 it has been the see of the bishops. Like
Torun it was a rich commercial town belonging to
the ,,Hansa" league. Until the partition of Poland,
Chelmno was the property of the bishops.
The old town walls are very well preserved. Paths
have been made along a portion of them. Of the
gates, only one, the so called ,,Grudziqdz Gate" (,,Brama
Grudzict,dzka") has escaped destruction; it was reconstructed in the XVIltb century in the Renaissance
style. The large Market Place is interesting because
of the town hall standing in the centre, which was
erected in the years 1567 to 1597 by an unknown
Italian artist. This town hall is a typical specimen
of the so-called ,,Polish Renaissance".
Chehnno possesses several churches, among which
the Parish Church situated close to the Market Place,
is considered the finest. It is a very large Gothic
building in brick with one nave, two aisles and a tower. This church contains several magnificent Baroque altars with valuable pictures and sculptures.
Gothic sculptures of ten apostles are to be seen near
the pillars (XIVth century). The Church of St. ] ohn,
which formerly belonged to the Benedictine Sisters
is also a valuable monument from an artistic point
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of view; it is a Gothic building of the XIIIth century
with one nave, standing like the adjoining monastery,
on a hill above the Vistula. It is adorned with a fine
Renaissance portal of 1619. The former Church of the
Franciscans (St. James) is now used as a school church.
It is a magnificent Gothic brick building of the
XIIIth century with one nave and two aisles. After
the suppression of the Order of Franciscans , the Prussians robbed it entirely of its artistic decoration.
The church is surmounted by a tower, 54 m. high.
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The Evangelical Church was formerly the property of
the Dominicans; this is a building in the Gothic
style of the XIVth century, the top of the facade is
very typical. The small Gothic churches of the
Holy Spirit and of St. Marlin, standing near the old
town walls, are much less interesting.
All the localities already mentioned in this chapter
are situated to the east of the Vistula. We now pass on
to localities and railway-lines lying to the west of the
Vistula.
F. The line Bydgoszcz - Gdansk passes through
the station Terespol, from which a local line turns
westward to Swieeie (7 km.). It is a provincial town
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of 8 ooo inhabitants on the left bank of the Vistula,

near the mouth of the Czarna Woda, not far from
Chelmno (7 km.). The latter situated on a hill can be
easily seen from this place. Hotels with restaurants :
.,Dom Polski" (Polish House) , 20, Sc!dowa St.; ,,Dwor
Magdaleny", 8, Dworcowa St. Swiecie was already
in the Xllth century the capital of one of the Pomeranian Principalitie s and possessed a fortress. On
the Vistula, in a hollow. stand the magnificent ruins
of a Teutonic Knight's Castle with a tower, 34 m. high.,
(fine view of the neighbourhood). This castle was
destroyed by the Prussians at the beginning of the
XIXth century. Not far from the ruins we find a Gothic parish church (XVth century) with original rural
polychrome on the ceiling.
G. The Forests of Tuchola (see page n8) are
traversed by the railway line Laskowice-Chojniee
from east to west. The following stations are
situated along this line:
Leosia (7 km.), a small station situated on the
Cza.ma Woda in the Forests of Tuchola, in the neighbourhood of the largest boulder of this locality,
the so called ,,Czarci Kamien" (Devil's Stone}. To the
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north we see Gr6dek, where a dam wa constructed
in 1923 to raise the level of the Czarna Woda for
electric-power purposes.
Lniano (20 km.) . 6 km. to the west lies Cisowa
K,pa, called by the Germans Cisbusch. It is situated
on Lake Mukrz and possesses an area reserved for
so-called ,.national park". Cisowa K~pa is renowned
for the yew forest, which covers an area of 18,5
hectares with some 5 ooo yew-trees. It is one of
the greatest objects of interest nature has to offer in
Western Poland, and is counted among the finest ye\\
forests of Europe; the oldest yews are I 500 years in age
H. The line Laskowice-Cz ersk also runs through
the whole length of the Forests of Tuchola; the station.
situated along this line are good starting points for
excursions.
Osie (18 km.) is a particularly good starting point
for an excursion to Osiek (25 km.), where stand
the ruins of a castle. On the way we pass neat
Lake Mielno and the forest district Szczyrkowa with
a large leafy forest, where about 1000 sorbus torminalis , very remarkable as objects of natural interest.
a.re to be found.
The next station Tien (24 km.), a small summer
resort situated on the Czama Woda, is the centre of
the Tucholskie Bory (Forests of Tuchola). There i
the boarding-hous e of Schauer, also several villa.
for summer visitors and a restaurant. An excursion
is recommended in the Valley of Czarna Woda and
to the picturesque chief-forest district of Bl{dno
and to ,.Uroczysko" ( Paradies) .
L. The following stations lie along the line Tczew Chojnice:
Starogard (25 km.), a provincial town of I I ooo inhabitants situated on the Wiezyca. Hotels with restaurants ,,Pomorski", 3, Paderewskiego St.; ,,Wiedenski"
and ,,Forbach" in the Rynek (Market Place). Starogard already existed in the Xth century belonging
during the Middle Ages to the Order of the Knights of
St. John. This Order had a castle and a fortified
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church in the town, which were destroyed by th
Swedes in 1655. Large remnants of the old town
walls with the Gat,e of Danz£g of the XIVth century
have been preserved to this day. The Catholic Church
was endowed by the Brothers of St. John. It is a Gothic building of 1339 with one nave and two aisle
adorned with beautiful pinnacles.
There is a large brandy distillery her belonging
to \1\'inckelhausen.
Zblewo (41 km.). a small town of 2 500 inhabitants
with a new church of 1880 (polychrome by Drapiewski) . Five km. to the south we find Borzechowo, where
the ruins of a cast/,e of the Polish Starostas (District Governors) stand on an island situated in the middle of
a lake. The most picturesque part of the western sid
of the lake 5 km. from Zblewo is occupied by the
Chief-forestry Department Offices Wirty . It possesses
a model nuersery of trees and roses. Excursionists
from the neighbouring towns often come to this place.
There are many kind of Polish and foreign forest
tree

u•
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XI.

SEA-SIDE RAILWAY LINES
THE COAST
The_ Polish sea coast stretches from Zoppot to the
mouth of the Piasnica, a distance of 6o km. It may
be divided into two fundamentally different parts:
the coast of the Baltic sea, of the so called Great
Sea extending from west to east, from the mouth of
the Piasnica to Wielka Wies (26 km.) and the shores
of the Bay of Puck, the so called Small Sea
extending from north to south, from Wielka Wies
to Kolibki (40 km.). Only a few villages are situated
on the Great Sea, namely: Karwienskie Blota, Karwia,
Rozewie, Chlapowo and Wielka Wies; the remaining
settlements together with Puck lie in the Bay of
Puck. The peninsula H el forms an independent
whole of the Polish sea-side.
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The Bay of Puck constitutes the western part
of the Bay of Danzig, which is the deepest part
of the Southern Baltic Sea. The Bay of Puck is
separated from the sea by the peninsula Hel. It
forms a triangle covering an area of 340 sq. km.,
the base of this triangle (Oksywie-Hel) is 15 _km.
long and its sides 32 km. long. At the top of
the bay lies the village Wielka Wies. The bay
1s very shallow; it is divided into two parts by a submarine Pont, called Rewa stretching from Rewa to
Kuinice. This is 100 m. wide and in the deepest
places is scarcely 1,5 m. under the water. The part
of the bay situated to the north of the submarine
Pont , i. e. on the side of Puck, is scarcely 4 m. deep.

The Polish sea-coast forms a very varied landscape
and is therefore visited every year by thousands of
tourists. In some places it is flat , covered with sand,
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meadows and peat-bogs, in other places it is high
and steep. Especially high are several cliffs with
· fertile soil called ,,K~pa" (Clump), which sink abruptly
towards the peat-bogs and the sea. These ,,K~pa"
(Clump) in past ages were probably islands now separated by wide valleys. The ,,K,Pa" (Clump) of
Rozewi,e with the Jastrz~bia G6ra (The Ha wk Mountain) occupies the most prominent position towards
the north (66 m.), the ,,K,pa" (Clump) of Puck
and the ,,K,pa" (Clump) o/ Oksywie, which is the
most fertile of them all, are situated behind; the Hills
of Radlowo reaching a haight of 94 m. above sea-level
lie to the south of Gdynia. The shore and bottom
of the sea is generally very stony and rocky at the
foot of these .,clumps". In other places the shore is
sandy and very suitable for sea bathing. The sea
1s rather shallow near the shores, the bottom sloping
very gently towards the open sea so that bathers
may safely wade out to a distance of 100 m.
Beyond the small landing stages for sailing and
fishing motor-boat s, there was no larger port or natural harbour on the Polish sea-coast, either on the
open sea or on the Bay of Puck in 1920, when this
portion of the Baltic shores was taken over by Poland.
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The difficulties that Poland had to combat with
when she was obliged to use the port of Danzig, which
is situated near the mouth of the Vistula, and therefore the most convenien t for the Polish state from
a geographical point of view, necessitat ed the building of her own port on the Polish coast at Gdynia .
The largest sumnu, resort situated in the Bay of Danzig before the war was, and still is, Zoppot, which was
incorpora ted with the territory belonging to the Free
Town of Danzig therefore the Poles began from 1920
to spend their summer holidays in the fishermen's villages situated on the Polish shore. These villages are now
slowly growing into sea-side resorts. Gdynia has
shown the greatest progress in this respect, where
more than one hundred villas having been built in
the course of the last few years; new building districts,
have also been laid out on the Jastrz~bia Gora
(Hawk's Mountain), Hallerowo, near Wielka Wies
and on the peninsula of Hel. About 15 ooo annual
visitors have come to these resorts in the course
of the last few years. The best sandy shores are
of course situated by the open sea, in Karwia
and Karwienskie Blota and in the villages of Hel.
There are four light-houses on the Polish sea coast:
in Rozewie, Jastamia, Hel and Oksywie. The largest
of them is that of Rozewie (see page 183), its light
is uniform and white; the smallest light-house stands
in Oksywie, which dominate s the new Port of Gdynia
now in construction.
Passenger steamers enable visitors to enjoy excursions on the sea. These are owned by several
lines, both Germ~ and Polish. A regular communication is maintaine d during the summer season
between Danzig, Zoppot, Gdynia, Jastamia and Hel.
In the remaining sea-side resorts the excursionists are
obliged to use sailing or motor-boa ts, which may be
hired from the local fishermen .
The use of the Coast map by Karpowicz (1923,
Warsaw) is very much recommended.
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Gdynia, being the centre point of the Polish shore,
is a port of 60 ooo inhabi tants developing very rapidly .
Holets: first-class: ,,Polska Riwier a" (Polish Riviera)
(75 rooms), ,,Centr alny" hotel in Starow iejska
St. and ,,Dom Zdrojowy" (Kurhaus) in the valley behind the Kamie nna G6ra (Stone Mountain) .
Second-class hotels: ,,Staro gdynsk i" of Grzegorzewski, in Starow iejska St. and ,,Kasz ubski" on the
Kamie nna Gora .
Restaurants: in the railwa y-stati on and in the
hotels: ,,Polsk a Riwier a", Kurha us, ,,Centr alny" and
,.Staro gdynsk i", ,,Polon ia" in Sw. Jan.ska St. Cafes
and tea-rooms: , ,Grand Cafe", Swi~to janska St ..
,, Starow iejska' ', Starow iejska St .
Boardi ng Houses : the largest : Victor ia-Reg ia ,
R6zan y Gaj; smalle r boardi ng houses: Belina , Kr6lewian ka, Zielony Dw6r, Udzialowa , Orla, Poznanianka , Rawa, Zgoda , Teresa, Henry ka, Elzuni a ,
Sadyb a, Gosia, Mewa, Hanka , J6zefa, Zosienka ,
Danus ia, Wanda , Wikto rja, Janina , Helena , Baska ,
Marja, and many others.
Motorb-uses: to Zoppo t and Oksywie, startin g from
the railwa y station . Excurs ion motorb uses run in addi-
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tton during the summer between Gdynia, Puck,
Ja trz~bia G6ra and Hallerow o and several very comtortable motorca rs to Danzig, Kartuzy and the
Ca ·lwubian witzerlan d. Informa tion may be had
from ,,Gdynsk i Zwi.4-zek Propaga ndy Turystyc znej"
(, s ciation for Tourist Propaga nda).
Landing stage /or steamers: on the pier near the bathing
tablishm ent (it may be reached from the station
via IO Lutego 'treet). Polish and Danzig steamers
plv b tween dynia and Hel, Jastarni a, Zoppot and
Danzig several tim ~ a day during the summer season.
The ime-tabl e of the society .,Zegluga Polska"
Poli h ~avigati on Co.) is included in the official
• ilway guide: there are also time-tab les placarde d
in the railway tation and on the sea-shore .
o-nsulates : French, IO Lutego t.; Norwegian,
Portowa t.; Swedish, Sw. Jailska St.; American,
.\merica n Scantic Line ociety.
Homes for Excursionists (for chool children, and
for excursionists) open only during the summer
months: in the Primary chool in IO Lutego St.,
for 150 persons, and in the Students Hostel on the
Grabow k (for 120 persons).
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The Sojourn Tax amounts to 15 zloty per person for
a sojourn from 3 to 14 days and to 20 zloty per
person when the stay exceeds 14 days (from May 15 to
September 30). The members of a family pay half price.

Information Of/ice. This office is located in
a kiosk at the side of the railway station. It is used
at the same time as an information office for the
,,Pomorski Zwi<\,Zek Propagandy Turystycznej'' (Union
for Tourist Propaganda).
The history of Gdynia. Before regaining its independance Gdynia was a mere fishermen's village of
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I 200 inha bitan ts. No othe r
town in Pola nd has developed so rapi dly as Gdy nia since Pola nd's
independence.

At first it grew only into a sea-side summ
er resort,
and from 1921 villas for sum mer visit ors
were built ,
on the hill ,,Ka mien na Gora " (Stone Mou
ntain). The
date of the turn ing poin t in the histo ry of
Gdy nia's develo pme nt was the 31st March 1924, whe n
the Council
of Ministers decreed that a milit ary and
commercial
port was to be constructed in Gdynia. Since
this decision
the deve lopm ent of the village unde rwen
t a change
and it quic kly developed into a port . In
1926 Gdynia
became a town and from Janu ary 1929 it was
sepa rated
from the adm inist rativ e distr ict of Wej
hero wo becoming itsel f of its own statu te.
Whi le in 1919 Gdy nia hard ly had only 1
200 inhabita nts; in 1921 their num ber incre ased
to z 500,
in 1927 to 14 ooo, in 1928 to 22 ooo, in 1929
to 32 ooo,
in 1930 to 40 ooo, and in 1931 to 50 ooo. In
view of the
fact that abou t 1 ooo pers ons settl e mon thly
in Gdynia,
one may supp ose that by 1932 the num ber
of the inhabi tant s of this town will have exceeded
60.000.
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The develop ment of the town and of the harbour is
going on simultaneously. The constru ction of the
port was started in 1924, an artificial basin was
then formed at a place originally covered by peatbogs. Only 27 vessels entered the harbou r during that
year (tonnage: 14 ooo tons), in 1925 their number
reached 85 (75 ooo tons); 298 in 1926 (205 ooo tons);
7u in 1927 (558 ooo tons) and no3 in 1928 (985 ooo
tons). In 1929, I 567 vessels entered the port (1443 ooo
tons). They brough t to Gdynia 5 970 passengers
and 330 ooo tons of cargo. The same number of
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vessels left the port carrying away 14 591 passengers
and 2 493 ooo tons of cargo. In 1930 the trafic of
the port of Gdynia amounte d to 3 62 b ooo tons, and
24 200 passengers. In 1931 it rose to 5 300 ooo tons,
which is 13 times more, than in 1926, so that Gdynia
is now one of the greatest ports of the Baltic sea.
The development of the harbour has contribu ted to
the development of the commerce and industry . In 1919
Gdynia possessed 7 commercial enterprises; in 1927 55; in 1929 - 259. There were only 5 industrial
'enterprises in 1919; already 71 in 1927 and 175 in 1929.
Althoug h the building activity is very rapid it does
not keep pace with the developm ent of the harbour
and the industria l enterprise, so there is a constant
lack of housing accommodation. About 263 new
houses containi ng altogeth er 3 759 rooms were erected
in Gdynia during the period from 1924 to 1928; the
building activity is still developp ing very intensively.
About 8 ooo, workmen housed partly in Gdynia and
partly in the neighbouring commun ties, are employed
constant ly in the construc tion of the port, the working
undergro und and in the building of new houses.
At the present moment (1932) Gdynia has the
peculiar app arance of a large port in course of cons-
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truction . Hundreds and hundre<ls of workmen are to
be seen everywhere and scaffolding in many places before new houses in construction . Huge five-storied
building. are to b fou_nd near one-storied houses and
palaces at the side of fishermen's wooden huts which
were built before the war . The aspe t of the town
hanges not only from y ar to year, but from month
to month . Places, which wer ' re ently covered with
fields or p .at. are now occ-upi d by new street. and
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. huge buildings. New buildings ar being erected
without interruption in the port and the railway
lines near the goods railway-sta tion are being continually extended.
At this point let us visit the town.
Four streets starting from the original-looking
railway station surmounted by a high roof (erected
in 1926 according to a design by Miller) lead towards
the sea, namely: IO Lutego St. (10th February St.,
named thus in memory of the date of the occupation
of Gdynia by the Polish Army in 1920), Starowi.ejska
_ t. (Old Gdynia extended previously along this street),
\IIickiewicza St. and W olnosci St. The two latter
streets were laid only in 1929 over empty land,
to connect the railway station with the harbour.
The prettiest buildings stand in IO Lutego St. We
find there the School built in 1928; and original
looking, modern building of the Post Office, (1929,
planned by the architects Madurowicz and Puterman); the Bank Polski (Bank of Poland) (1929),
planned by Czeslaw Przybylski) and the Bank
Gospodarstwa Krafowego (Bank of National Economy)
(192q, designed by K. Jakimowicz ).
Parallel with the sea front stretches the long $w. Ja,iska t. with a small church built only in 1924 because,
previou to that time, Gdynia was included in the
parish of Oksywie. Also well worth seeing amongst
the new buildings are: Bank Rolny (the_Agricultural
Bank) (1930, planned by Lalewicz) and the ,,Hala
Targowa" (Market hall) erecte_d according to the
plan by J~drzejewski.
On the coast stands the large building of the Management of the Polish State Navy erected in 1929,
according to the plan of the architect A. Ballenstedt
of Poznan; close to it is. the Naval Institute built in
the same year. We also find here a summer cafe and
a kiosk for the military band situated near the pier, serving as a landing stage for the passenger ships coming
from Zoppot, Jastamia and Hel. In the neighbourhood of the pier stands a sea-side bathing establishment
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with a garden restaurant. Not far from here we find
the hotel Polska Riviera, the centre of the social
life of Gdynia during the summer months.
The villa district situated on Kamienna Gora, rising
above Gdynia, to the south, forms a separate quarter.
This district includes several hundred villas, some
of which are inhabited all the year round and others
used as boarding-houses during the summer for
people coming to enjoy the sea-bathing. As a whole
this district was founded thanks to the initiative
of the Society of Sea-Bathing (Towarzystwo
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Kqpieli Morskich) in 1920. Gdynia owes chiefly to
the above society its development as a sea-side
summer-resort. The Kamienna Gora was formerly covered with land belonging to a farm,
which still remains and may be distinguished among
the villas built after the war, by its appearance devoid of style. A monu~nt to Sienkiewicz stands
among the villas. Most of these were built according to plans by Tadeusz Zielinski.
At the foot of Kamienna Gora extends a broad
sandy sJwre, exceedingly animated during the summer
months. About 5 ooo visitors have come annually to
Gdynia in the course of the last few years; any further
increase being impossible owing to the lack of accommodation. The construction of about a dozen villas
has been started lately in the valley beyond Kamienna
Gora, far away from the noisy port. It seems most
likely that the further development of this r~sort
will take place in this direction. We also find in· thi
valley the Dom Zdrojowy (Kurhaus) together with an
hotel built in 1929 according to the plan of Adam
Krauff.
From Kamienna 96ra stretches a fine view of
Gdynia and the port lying at its feet.
On the road leading to Wejherowo from the
railway station stand the large buildings of the
State Naval School and the State Naval Commercial
School, both of which were erected in 1929.
The port constitutes the chief object of interest
of Gdynia. It is an artificial harbour, the construction
of which was started in 1924, it being realized by
that time, after many trials, that although Poland
was meant to benefit by the port of Danzig according
to the Treaty of Versailles, that the practical and
free use of that port remained a doubtful problem.
It was decided then to build a Polish harbour. as the
Polish state authorities, together with Polish commercial firms in such a Polish port, would not then be
exposed to the difficulties they met with in Danzig.
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For sightseeing of the · port it is necessary to
obtain permission from the Port Authorities. It is
recommended for technical reasons to visit the port
before noon.
The harbour consists of two parts: namely the
exterior, that is the Bay of Danzig embraced by two
long stone piers and the interior formed by the artificial port, now situated in what were formerly
peat-bogs. The work aiming at the deepening and
widening of the artificial port is steadily going on,
the construction of the harbour and general arrangements being expected to occupy several years for
completion.
The tourist should first of all visit the exterior
port, commencing from the coal-pier named
Robur. Special attention must be drawn to the huge
iron cranes mounted in 1929, which are capable of
loading 2 400 tons of coal in 24 hours as well as the
special crane lifting whole waggons of coal and discharging their contents into the ships. This crane
is 25 m. high.
To the north, close to the coal-pier, extends the
passenger pi,er, which is still in course of construction.
It•
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The works of dropping caissons and the filling
up of the basin are exceedingly interesting. In the
neighbourhood stands a water wwer, 30 m. high.
which provides the vessels and the port with fresh
water.
A sandy beach and a small fishing harbour (called
the basin of the President) is to be seen in conjunction
with the exterior port. A home for the fishermen. whose
huts have been destroyed by the new plan of Gdynia,
was constructed in 1927 in the neighbourhood of the
fishing harbour.
Along the basin of the interior port we see the
Gdym11 slnpyutl, which is still in coostmction, some
repair basins needed for the same, and the docks. At the
end of the port stands the original building of the Ria
hulling-miU, erected in xg28. It is a building several
stories high.. which attracts attention even at a distance painted in red and bite stripes. A huge
Colll storage was erected in the port in 1930.
The mililllry hllrbour forms a separate whole and
is situated in Oksywie. It may be visited provided

permission is first obtained &om the naval authorities.
The tourist must be accompanied during the inspect ion of the war-ships by a special guide a~gned by
the naval authcrities.
Opposite the port of G~nia. on a hill, the village
of Oksywie, now forming the suburb of Gdynia, is
to be seen. It may be reached by motorbus from
Gdynia by the nel road around the harbour.. or on
loot for some distance and then across the port in
a small boat (3 km.). Oksywie is developing into
a sea-side summer resort; there are about 200 rooms.
which may be let to summer visitors. About 500
persons come annually to this place. On the hiD
dominating the port of Gdynia stands an o d chur,I,
with Gothic walls of the Xlllth century. A umdery.
from which one· has a splendid view of Gdynia and
its port extends somewhat lower on the slope of the
hill. Beyond the village. on the edge of the elevation
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called ,,Clump" (K~pa) of Oksywie, stands a lighthouse .
Below the church we find the new and picturesqur
naval. ba"acks, which can be seen from Gdynia. Jn
the neighbourhood is the Polish military port.
To the south of Gdynia extends a line of hill
streching out into the sea. called Hills of Radrowo .
Kamienna G6ra (the Stone Mountain) belong
to this range. These hills have been called
after the farm of Badlowo standing not far from
an elevation situated about 94 m. above the sea .
This is the highest hill on he Polish sea-coast.
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A beauti ful view over the Bay of Danzi g as far as
Danzig may be obtain ed from the top. There is
a boarding house for summ er guests in the farm.
The road leading from Gdyni a to Radlowo passes
throug h the pictur esque ,,Valley of Sorrow"
A walk is recommended from Radlo wo throug h
a beauti ful forest, or from Gdyni a along the sea-shore
to the sea-side bathin g resort Orlowo situat ed 6 km.
to the south (see page 144) or farthe r to Zoppot
(see page 226) throug h Kolibki.
A. The railway line Gdynia- Puek -Hel is the
most impor tant on the Polish sea coast. The part
of the line Puck -Hel was compl eted only in 1922
by the Polish Government. The following places
lie along this line:
Reda (15 km.), a railwa y juncti on with a line
leading to Wejherowo (see page 187). Huge peat bogs
are to be seen in the neighbourhood.
Beyon d Reda, between Puck and Hel, we tum to
the north following a branc h line rising from the low
peat bogs situat ed near Reda to the cliffs of ,,Pucka
K~pa". We get a beauti ful view of the sea and the
hills extend ing to the west from this point.
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Puck (32 km.), a town of 3 ooo inhabitants.
Hotels: Krause and Voss in the Market Place, an
hotel and restaurant in the Kurhaus near the park
close to the sea. As early as the XIIIth century the
town possessed a castle of the Princes of Pomerania.
It is situated on an elevation, above the shallow bay
of Puck. There is a small port artificially deepened.
The Parish Church, a Gothic building of the Xlllth century, with a nave and two aisles contains a chapel of
the Weyher family in the Late Gothic style (1599). We
find several old buildings and granaries in Gdanska St.
In this neighbourhood Rzucewo (6 km.) with a large
park and the palace of Count Below of 1845 (designed
by Stilller) are worth while visiting. A beautiful avenue
bordered with four rows of lime-trees (2 km.
long) leads from Rzucewo to Oslonino. According to a legend these trees were planted by King
Sobieski (d. 16g6).
Hallerowo (43 km.), a small summer ,resort situated
at the beginning of the peninsula Hel, on the open
sea. An ideal sandy shore. About 500 visitors come
annually to this place. Boarding-houses: ,,Warszawianka" belonging to Madame _Baginska (100 beds)
and a smaller one belonging to Madame Sienkiewicz.
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Along the sea side, a beauti ful automobile tr{l(t,
15 km. constr ucted in 1931 by the Minis try of
Comm unicat ions leads from Haller owo to the resort
Jastrz,bia Gora. We pass on our way throug h Jastrz ~
Gora (66 m.), the highes t hill situat ed by the open
sea (beautiful view of the sea and the surroundings).
and reach Rozewie (7 km.). Here we find a light-lwust
on a head land (52 m. above the level of the sea) in
a small wood. This can be inspec ted by payme nt of
entran ce fee. The light, supplied by an electric-power
statio n standi ng close to the lighthouse, has a power
of 6 million candles. It is the strong est light on the
Baltic Sea, and can be seen from a distan ce of 46km.
Wielka Wies (45 km.}, is a large fishermen's
village situat ed at the top of the Bay of Puck, at the
beginn ing of the penins ula Hel, I km. from the railway
station . Boarding house: ,.Balt yk" and about a 100
rooms for visitors in the fishem1en's cottages. Wielka
Wies has grown into a summer-resort during the last
few years. About 6oo visitors come here annually.
Past Wielk a Wies the train runs along the very
narrow peninsula of Bel. One may notice from the
windows of the carriages the Bay of Puck extending
to the right, and to the left the open sea. This peninsula, which is 33 km. long and very narrow begins
near Wielka Wies and runs in a south-easternly
direction towar ds the middl e of the Bay of Danzig,
separa ting the Bay of Puck from the Baltic Sea. The
whole peninsula covers 26 sq. km. and the number
of its inhab itants amou nts to 2 ooo. The forests
occupy 16 sq. km. of the total area.
Hel consti tutes a separa te entity . It is a strip of
sand, in some places (western part} only 500 paces
wide, which oroad ens out to 3 km. in width at its southern end near the village Hel. Along the coast of
the open sea extend the sand-dunes covered
with very poor vegeta tion; these drifts protect
the peninsula from the sea. Only near Jastar nia
begins a forest bearing somewhat -the nature
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of a park; from Jastarnia to Hel is a beautiful pine forest carpeted with heath. The side of
Hel towards the Bay is low; one finds there small
meadows.. Scarce arable stretches of ground are to
be seen only near J astarnia and Hel. In the course
of the past centuries the peninsula Hel has been cut
off from the mainland by the sea. There are only
four small fishermen's villages and one Ii ttle town (Hel)
in the peninsula. Population: Chalupy, Kuinica ,
Jastamia and Bor are inhabited by Poles belonging
to the Catholic Church (a parochial church in Jastarnia); Hel is inhabited by Germans who are Protestant
(parish in Hel). Fishing is the chief occupation of
the inhabitants of the peninsula, although the summer
vi.sitors constitute also a large source of profit during
the summer months. As so many come to this place, an
intense building activity has been started in HeJ.
Already about a dozen new villas and boardinghouses. mostly simple looking structures have been
built in the course of the last few years in each village.
Beyond Wielka Wies the train passes through
Chalupy (51 km.) the smallest village of Hel of about
250 inhabitants. It is situated at a place, where the
peninsula is only 300 m. wide. Boarding-Houses:
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Kresowia nka and Helenka. About 300 visitors come
to this place.
Kuznica (57 km.), a Cashoubian village with 500 inhabitants (about 800 visitors yearly). Boarding- Houses:
,,Morskie Oko", ,,Baltyk" and several new villas.
J~tarnia (63 km.), the largest among Polish villages
situated on the peninsula. There are I ooo inhabitan ts
in J astarnia and B6r, which although a separate
communi ty, forms one locality together with Jastarnia.
About I 200 summer visitors yearly. A small port is
situated in the Bay of Puck; passenger steamers
arriving from Gdynia and Hel enter this port. Boarding-Houses: ,,Janina" , ,,Oko", ,,Helena" , ,,Baltyk" ,
,,Neptun" , and several others. An intensive building activity is developing here. New villa-distr icts
are also appearing in the neighbour ing forests.
On passing Jastarnia the train goes through a beautiful pine forest and the peninsula begins to broaden out.
The terminus station Rel (76 km.) is a small
town of 600 inhabitan ts. They are Protestan ts,
the descendan ts of Dutch colonists. Hotel: Polonia
with a restauran t and a boarding- house: BoardingHouses: ,,Leonida s", ,,Riviera" , ,,Marysie nka", ,,Lid J.a" , ,, H e1an k~a " , ,, San t a L uc1a
. " , ., Ja d z1en
. 'k a " , ,, K u1a.
wianka", ,, J utrzenka" and several others. Several
restaurants, the oldest and largest of which is Lwia
Jama (the Lion's Cave) with a terrace facing the
sea. Its walls are decorated with fishermen"s nets
and tackle.
The town is very originally built, along one street.
Not long ago this street was bordered exclusively by
picturesqu e one-storied buildings, the sides only turned
towards the street and surrounde d by trees. Unhappily the charm of this street has been spoilt lately
by several new buildings devoid of style. The Evangelical church, a Gothic building of the XIVth century,
is surmount ed by a low tower. A small port situated
on the side of the bay is full of fishing boats, and
ships coming from Danzig, Zoppot, and Gdynia,
enter this little harbour several times a day. A high
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light-house, which can be seen at a very great distance,

stands by the open sea. From it one has a fine view.
(Entrance paid.) Beyond the light-house sea bathing
establishments. A walk along the sandy shore to the
promonto ry of Hel, where one .sees many sea-gulls,
is highly recommen ded.
During the last few years Hel has grown into
a sea-side summer resort, several thousands of visitors
spend their summer holidays here every year. Besides
the visitors who come for the summer months, many
excursionists arrive at Hel every day during this
season by train or boat from Poland and Danzig.
B. Near the line Reda- Strzebielinek, which is
a part of the line Danzig- Stettin- lies Wejberowo
(10 km. to the west of Reda). It is a provincia l town
of I I ooo inhabitan ts, which till recently was the
largest town of the Cashoubi an land . Hotels.: ,,Metropol", 33, L~borska St. and ,,Centraln y", 3, Gdanska
St. Several restaurants situated in Weyhera Square.
Motorbuses run to Reda and Gdynia and to the
neighbouring villages.
Wejherowo is situated in a · picturesqu e locality ..
not far from hills covered with forests. It was founded
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in the middle of the XVIIt h centur y by the voievode
Jacob Weyhe r and was named after him. The Churtl i of
the Mit&<Wites (of St. Anna) comple ted in 1651 was
also founde d by Jacob Weyhe r. It contai ns the tomb
of the Weyhe r and Przebf;dowski families. On th<'
hills situate d to the south of the town. extend.
the Calva, y with 32 chapel s founde d by the
same voievode in the XVII th centur y. A large numbe r
of inhabi tants of the Cashou bian land come to this
spot on ,,indulgence days". The most import ant of
these latter are the 1st of May, Ascension day and the
feast of Holy Trinity . At the foot of the hills stands
the former pai,ace of the \Veyhe r and Prze~ owski
families, which now belongs to Count Keyser lingk.
It is surrou nded by a large and beauti ful park, which
may be visited on permis sion obtain ed from the
head garden er
C. To the south

of

Puck is the railway-line

Puek-Krokowo, which runs paralle l to the coast of the
open sea, and was recons tructed in 1922 from a narrowgauge railway-line. Near it lies:

Klanin o t16 km.). In the park surrou nding the
mansio n a splend id specim en of the mamm oth tree
(sequoia gigant ea) is to be found. Althou gh it is
only 80 years old, its summi t domin ates the highes t
trees in the neighb ourhoo d .
To the north extend vast peat bogs, the so called
Bielawskie Biota (Bielawy Swamps), the only
marshe s of this part of Poland situate d on an elevation , covere d with a peculi ar vegeta tion. The middle
of the swamp is covere d with heath, which when in
bloom at the end of Augus t and the beginn ing of
Septem ber looks like a purple carpet .

Slawoszyno (20 km.) 6 km. to the north (high-road
and motorbuses) lies Karwia, a Cashou bian fishing
village, the only one in Poland , which is situated close to the coast of the open sea. Owing to
its ideal sandy shore it is growing into a large sea-
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side smmner resort with about 1000 visitors annually.
Several villas have been erected here during the
last few years. Reslllwanl in the local inn. Large
swamps and peat bogs extend in the neighbourhood. among which is a German colony. the .J{arUJieltskie Biota" a1so frequented by people coming
from town for the summer holidays (2 km. from
the sea coast).
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Krokowo (23 km.) the terminus of this line, a village,
which since the XIIIth century, has belonged to the
Krokowski family (Count von Krockow). Their residence is a magnificent palace of the XVIIth century
standing in a large park. In the XIXth century this
palace was reconstructed. An Evangelical church of
the middle of the XIXth century.
Five km. to the west lies ZarnoWiec, a village
situated on a hill dominating meadows and peat bogs
extending towards the sea. A Gothic church of the
XIVth century with one nave constructed for the
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Cistercian Sisters was, after the abolition of the Order,
converted into a Parochial chm::ch, which is the most
valuable architecton ical monument of the sea-coast
region. Close to it stands the ancient monastery with
a Gothic peristyle and a refectory of the XIVth
century.
Two km . to the west of Zamowiec lies the Lake
of t&rnowiec, covering an area of 15 sq. km and 15 m,
deep. The Polish-Germ an frontier line passes through
this lake. The southern part of the lake surrounded
by hills is the most picturesque . An excursion by
boat from Lubkdw to N adole, a fishing village
situated on the western side of the lake, but still
belonging to Poland, is very much recommended.
Eight km. to the north of Zamowiec, near the
mouth of the river Piasnica extends the north-weste rn
extremity of the Polish Republic. A stone post
bearing the inscription ,,Versailles 1920" stands on
the boundary upon the sea.
At the mouth of Piasnica we find a small fishing
village, called Dfbek, which has developed lately
into a sea-side summer resort with a splendid sandy
shore.
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SUPPLEMENT

THE FREE TOWN OF
DANZIG
According to the treaty of Versailles, concluded in
1919, Danzig and district was made a Free Town,
indirectly connected with Poland as its commercial
port. The territory of the Free Town covers an area
of 1934 sq. km. and is inhabited by 36o ooo persons.
It is formed by the whole delta of the Vistula situated
between the Motlau and the Nogat and the hills bordering it on the west, which constitute the eastern part
of the Cashoubian Switzerland. It is a beautiful and
fertile region bordered by the sea on a front of 6o km.
The greater part of this territory consists of very
fertile plains lying near the delta of the Vistula, the
so called Danziger W erder (M'arsh-land of Danzig).
About 40 ooo Poles inhabit the Free Town of Danzig.
They have their own deputies in the Danzig Diet
also several representatives in the Municipal Council
and in Jllany Councils of Communities.

A. DANZIG
GDAlt SK
Hotels First Class - ,,Continental, 7, Stadt-Graben,
opposite the railway station (90 rooms), near it
,,Reichsbof", 9, Stadtgraben (100 rooms), ,,Norddeutscher Hof" (130 rooms), 17, Stadtgra~n, ,,Deutsches Haus", 12, Holzmarkt, (the cheapest rooms:
5 guldens). Second Class - we recommend the second
class hotels standing in the picturesque streets of
the Old Town, such as: ,,Monopol", 16, Hundegasse,
,,Germania", 26, Hundegasse. In the suburb Langfuhr:
Ill . Rai lwa y Guide

II.

13
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Hotels - ,,Hohenzollern", 68, Haupt strass e, ,,Artushof", 55, Haupt strass e. Restaurants : in the above
hotels. Wine- Shops (Weinrestaurants): ,,Ratsweinkeller" in the basem ent of the Artushof, ,,Aycke", 12,
Hundegasse (old style premises), ,,Feye rabend ", 8,
Holzm arkt, ,,Plotk in", 28, Lange rmark t, ,,Sana torium" , 19, Brotbankengasse. Bars (Bier-restaurants):
,,Bibe rstein ", 6, Holzm arkt, ,,qiqu ot", 14, Langermarkt , ,,Hohenzollern", 11, Lange rmark t, ,,Junk erhof", 16, Jopengasse, ,,Lowenschloss", 35, Langgasse.
Restaurants in Gardens: the larges t in the shooti ng
house (Schiitzenhof) above the railwa y statio n, 7,
Prome nade and at the Grosse Allee (Large Avenue)
leadin g to Langf uhr. In Langf uhr: ,,Cafe Konie tzko",
Reichskrone", ,,Lindenhof" and others.
Cales : ,,Deutsches Haus" , 12, Holzm arkt, ,,Kaisercafe", II, Passage, ,,Emil Seidel", 8, Breitgasse,
,,Lind ner", II, Lange rmark t.
Electric Trams : lines in the whole town and to the
following localities situat ed in the neighbourhood of
the town: Oliwa, Langf uhr, Emma us, N~efahrwasser,
Brosen, Glettk au, Ohra.

Motorbuses : regular communication is maint ained with Zoppo t, Heubu de, Marienburg, Mariensee and
many other localities. Starti ng point: Heum arkt
Squar e or the railway station .
Landing Stages for Steamers : on the Motlau near
the Green Bridge; the steam ers go to the Neufahrwasser, Weichselmiinde. Brosen, Zoppot, Gdyni a
and Hel.
Aerodrome : Langfuhr. Passenger aeroplanes every
day to Warsaw, Berlin and Koenigsberg. The aerodrome may be reached by means of motorbuses starting from Kohleninarkt.
General Post Office : corner of Postgasse and Langgasse. Several branches, one of which is to be found
at the centra l station . Polish Post Oflice: Heveliusplatz; a branc h at the centra l railway station . Since
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1925 the Polish Post Office in Danzig 11as its
own letter-boxes and stamps, which can be used only
for letters sent to Poland.
Railway · tickets are sold at the Travel Office
,,Orbis", 7, Stadtgraben; where there is also an
exchange office.
Currency: From 1924 Danzig has its own currency
the so called Gulden, which has 100 pfennigs. 25 guldens are equal to one pound sterling.
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Cost of Sojourn. Tite cost of living in Danzig is
twice as high as in Warsaw owing to the high rate of
exchange.
Information Office for foreigners: (Verkehrszentrale). 5, Stadtgr aben, various Danzig publications are to be found in this office.

Municipal Theatre (Stadtth eater) in Kohlem narkt
(Opera, Operett e ~nd Drama) open from the beginning
of Septem ber to the end of June. Several cinemas
and 11 Variety Theatre s".

Consulates : Austrian, 38. Langer rnarkt, British,
n. Stadtgr aben, Belgian, 13, Hansap latz, Danish,

73, Langgasse, Dutch, 35, Hundegasse, Esthoni an,
:18, Langer markt, French, 17, Langer rnarkt, German,
3, Dominikswall, Hungar ian, 66, Jopengasse, Italian,
n, Renn erstif t~, Latvian , 3, Ja~en taler Weg,
Norwegian, 89, Hundegasse, Swedish, 20, Langerrnarkt,
United States of America, 9, Elisabethwall.
Danzig Specialities: Amber goods at Zausne r, 83
Langgasse, M. Friese (a kiosk in the passage of the
Arsenal), ,,Golden Brandy Zum Lachs, 52 Breitgasse.
Bathing Establishments : ,,Hansa bad", 14, Hansaplatz, ,,Municipal Turkish Bath" establis hments
.,Kneip ab". Pop,Jar Bath Establishments, 1, Grosse
Schwalbengasse, II, Hakelwerk, Sea-Bathing: in
Zoppot, Brosen, Wester platte and Heubud e.
Poles In Danzig. There are about 40 ooo Poles in
Danzig; the largest Polish colony is to be found in
Langfu ~. The Polish inhabit ants have 5 delegates
in the Diet of the Free Town, and 2 in the Parliam ent
Council of Communities.
Polish Institutions : The Commissioner Genera l 27,
Ne\\garten. The Polish Community ,,Gmin a Polska"
uniting Polish Associations in Danzig assists the social
and cultura l life of Poles inhabit ing Danzig. Its
centre is at the Polish Home, 16a Wallgasse. Polish
College, Petersh agen Am Weisse nturm I (440 pupils).
1
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required
Plan of visiting. Two days at least are
desires
one
if
days
in orde r to visit Danzig and five
ities.
local
ng
to mak e excursions to the surro undi
, in the
The foreign tour ist is recommended to visit
ches:
chur
the
first place, the Town Hall > Artushof,
eCath
St.
of St. Mary, St. Nicholas, St. Bridget,
inist
Calv
rine, the Holy Trin ity, St. John , the
Museum of
Church, the Municipal Museum, the
Jope nNatu ral Science, the stree ts: Frauengasse,
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gasse, Langgasse, Lange r Markt, The Green Bridge,
the High Gate, the house of Uphag en and the arsenal.
He should walk to Langf uhr along the Large Avenue
(the crema tory and the Polyte chnica l School)
and make an excursion by steam er along the Vistula
to the Neufahrwasser. He should also visit Oliva,
Zoppo t and, during the summer, Brosen and the
Mouth of the Vistula (by steamer).
Views of the town : the best views of the town
may be obtain ed from the tower of the Church of
St. Mary, from the Bischofsberg and from the
Hagelsberg. All of them are recommended on
account of the variet y of the panor ama presented.

History of Danzig. The earliest menti on of Danzig
dates from 997. It was then the base of the missionary expedition of St. Adalbert, the Archbishop
of Prague, to the pagan Prussians. Until . 1139
Danzig belonged to Polan d; later on it was the
prope rty of the indep enden t Pome ranian princes of
the Gryfit dynas ty till the death of the last reigning
prince Mestwin II who in 1294 beque athed Danzig
to the Polish King Przem yslas II. After a twelve
years' struggle for the possession of Danzig betwe en
Poland, Brand enbur gia and the German Order of
Teutonic Knigh ts; the latter occupied the town in
1308 and initiat ed a terribl e massacre of
the inhabitant s in the course of the same year; in the marke t
place of St. Dominic 10 ooo persons were killed.
Danzig remai ned under the rule of the Teutonic
Knigh ts until 1454. This regime was exceedingly hard
for the inhab itants , and Danzig was therefore one of the
first towns, which became a memb er of the Union
of Prussi an Towns hostile to Teuto nic Knights.
It was among the first in 1454, to throw the
Teuto nic yoke and the inhab itants · seized and entirely destro yed the Teuto nic castle at the beginning of the struggle. They rendered homage to the
Polish King, Casim ir Jagiel lonczy k in the same year
and helped him with money and arms during the thir-
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ten years' war he led against the Teutonic Knights.
According to the treaty of peace concluded in Torun
in 1466, the Teutonic Knights gave up the so called
Royal Pmssia together with Danzig, which obtained
from Casimir IV autonomy as a Free Town and la_rge
estates as a reward for its fidelity.
From that time Danzig remained more than three
hundred (1454 - 1793) years under Polish rule. Being
situated at the mouth of the Vistula, it was used by
Poland as the chief commercial port and all the export
of wood and corn was directed there (the huge granaries
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sta nd in g on th e Motl
au da te from th e XV
Ith , XV II th
an d XV III th centurie
s). It was also th e po in
t of im po rt
for foreign goods. Th
e we alt h of th e Danz
ig inhabita nt s increased gr ea
tly at th at tim e an
d
its most
va lu ab le Go th ic ar ch
ite ctu ra l str uc tu re bu
ilt
La te Gothic Re na iss
in th e
an ce an d Ba ro qu e sty
les originate
fro m th e epoch, wh
en Da nz ig belonged
to Po lan d.
Danzig was occupie
d by th e Pr us sia n
Ar my of
Fr ed er ick II du rin g
th e second partition
of Po lan d
in x793. Th e in ha bi
tan ts of Danzig m et
th is change
wi th str on g opposition
, feeling su re th at th
ey would
lose th eir commercial
predominance an d th
eir politic al au to no my . Un
ha pp ily th eir fears we
re realized
an d being cu t off fro
m Poland, .Danzig in
th e XI Xt h
ce nt ur y ceased to be
an im po rta nt commerc
ial po rt;
in Ge rm an y it ha
d to give place to
Ha mb ur g,
Br em en , Lu be ck an
d St et tin which oc
cupied th e
fir st place. Th is sta
te of af fa irs gr ea tly
ali
ec ted th e
ex ter io n ap pe ar an ce
of th e town, which
un
derwent
a co mp let e Change fro
m th e tim e wh en it
wa s under
Po lis h Ru le in th e
XV III th ce nt ur y.
Fr om 18o7 to 1814 Da
nzig was occupied by th
e French
un de r th e co mm an d
of Marshal Lefebre .w
ho received
th e tit le of Pr in ce of
Danzig. It co ns tit ut
ed at th at
pe rio d a free to wn su
rro un de d by a di str ict
of z miles.
Th is wa s du rin g th
e tim e of th e W ar
sa w Pr in - ·
cipality. In 1815 it
was ag ain an ne xe d
to Prussia.
Un til 1865 Danzig
was th e pr in cip al Ge
rm an milita ry po rt.
Th e se pa ra tio n of Da
nz ig from Ge rm an y
according to th e Trea
in 1919
ty of Versailles wi th ou
t un iti ng
it to Po la nd led to th
e cr ea tio n of a Free To
wn. Danzig
is un de r th e pr ot ec to
ra te of th e .League
of
Na tio ns ,
a delegate of th e
la tte r be in g ap po in
ted High
Commissioner. Th e
legislative bo dy is
tu te d by th e Di et
consticonsisting of 12 0
deputies
an d th e Se na te by
a pr es id en t, vi ce -p re
sid en t an d
20 se na to rs. Ow
ing to th e se pa ra tio
n of Danzig
from Ge rm an y an d
its position as a Fr ee
Town, it
ha s co nt in ue d to
develop from an
economic
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the port
poin t of view and the increase of activ ity in
pre-w ar
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than
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of Danzig, whioh is now 7 times
town
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latio
times, is a proo f of same. The popu
ns}.
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popu
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The stree ts and buildings of Danzig are exce eding
val
e
Medi
a
ing
prett y, the centr e of the town bear
uments
character. The most inter estin g artistic mon
nd.
Pola
to
origi nate from the perio d when it belonged
two
to
ly
Danz ig owes its artis tic appe aran ce chief
called
styles: the Late Brick-Gothic style, the so
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Vistula style, which is repr esen ted by a
larg e number
of secular and ecclesiastical mon ume
nts and the
special- kind of Renaissance styl e calle
d the Danzig
Renaissance, which is an imit atio n of
the Flem ish and
Dut ch Renaissance. Many beau tiful publ
ic buildings
date from that period, mos t of them bein
g the work
of the municipal arch itect Anth ony
Van Obbef'ge•
(159 4-16 12) originating from Belgium
(Malines).
We find in the Old Tow n abou t a
dozen streets
bord ered by rows of old, narrow, patr
icia n houses
with deco rate d facades and two or thre
e fron t windows. Some ,,Beischlage" (terraces)
are still to be
seen before several buildings in som
e of the side
stree ts (Frauengasse, Jopengasse).
Visiting the town. On leaving the railw
ay stati on
we pass thro ugh the mod em distr ict
which has
developed
n the place formerly occupied by
the anci ent ram part s. The names of
the stree ts
situ ated ther e, such as Stad tgra ben,
Dominikswall
rem ind one of the historic walls. This
distr ict is
closed on the Dominikswall side by the
High Gate
(Hohes Tor), buil t in 158 7-9 accordin
g to a design
by the Fleming, Wilhelm von dem Bloc
ke originating
from Bruges. It is shap ed like a trium
phal arch and
was erec ted by the tow n as a toke n
of hom age to
the Polish King Sigismond III on his arriv
al in Danzig
from Sweden (1598). In 1903 this gate
was tran sfor med into a guar d-ho use and a mon ume nt
to Wilhelm I
on horseback was placed before it
(designed by
Borroel).
Among the old buil ding s stan ding clos
e to the
High Gate the two anci ent Goth ic towe
rs rem aini ng
from the old walls: "Th e Torture Tower"
{Peinkammer)
and the "La ska Tower" (Sto cktu rm), also
calle d the
"Pri son Tow er" (1346) are well wor th
seeing. Both
were reco nstr ucte d at the end of the
XVI th century in the Renaissance styl e acco
rding to the
design by Ant hon y Van Obbergen.
Opposite
the Lask a towe r stan ds the anci ent
shooting house
of St. George (1490), now used as a
flori st's shop.
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Langgasse is closed on this side by the ancient
,,Long Gate,, (Langgassener Tor) constructed in 1614,
designed by Abraham Van Dem Blocke.from Bruges.
One gets a marvellous view of the main street from
this point of Danzig, the Langgasse forming a semicircle and the beautiful Town-Hall tower standing
at the end. There are still very many old patrician
houses in these streets. They are narrow and high
with ornamented facades, portals and bas-reliefs.
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All of them date from the Polish period . The most
remar kable is the ,,Upbagen Hous e'' (Lang gasse 12),
which may be visite d durin g the summ er mont hs
from 9 to I and from 3 to S (50 pfennigs), and from
10 to I (every day) durin g the winte r.
It was ~estored
in 1776 and its interi or, which is now chang ed into
a muse um gives a very good idea of the home
of
a patric ian of Danz ig durin g the reign of King Stanislas Augu ste {1764 -95), it is very richly arran ged
from an artist ic point of view. The furnit ure dates
from the same period.
The Town-Hall surmo unted by a beaut iful high
tower (82 m.) forms the hands ome termi natio n of
Langg asse. It is a Gothi c build ing of the XIVt h century, which was restor ed after a fire (1556) durin g the
reign of King Sigism ond Augu ste (1559 -1561 ) and
finall y recon st ructe d in the Flem ish Renai ssanc e style
at the end of the XVIt h centu ry (de ·ign by Antho ny
Van Obbergen). The visiti ng of the interi or of the
Town -Hall is very much recom mend ed (open to visitors from 8 to 12 on week -days and from 8 to II on
Sunda ys, (50 pfennigs). The halls are magn ificen tly
and richly adorn ed in XVIt h and XVII th centu ry styles. The most beaut iful ,,Red Hall" is situa ted on the
groun d floor. A porta l ornam ented with a Polish Eagle
with the coat of arms of King Sobie ski ,,Jani na"
(1673 -97) leads to the above hall. Close to it we find
the Winte r Chamber of the Councillors with a vault shaped like a cross. The arch- stone s bear the coats of arms
of Polan d, Lithu ania, Roya l Pruss ia and Danz ig. The
White Room also on the groun d floor, has a mode
rn
palm Gothi c vault restin g on a single pillar. The
walls are hung with pictur es by mode rn artist s representin g scenes from Pruss ian histor y. A beaut iful,
spiral oaken stair-case, very chara cteris tic of Danz ig,
datin g from the first half of the XVII th centu ry, l~ads
to the first floor. The ancie nt chape l of St. Marti
n
was recon struct ed and is now chang ed into the Room
of the Burgomaster. A clock striki ng the minut es, which
was offered to the town of Danzi g as a rewar d for
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its fidelity to King Stanislas Leszczynski, is to be
found in this room. The town-hall is surmounted
by a tower, 82 m. high, covered by an exceedingly
high Baroque roof counting among the most beautiful
specimens ot such work in ancient Poland. On the
top of the tower stands the high gilded copper statite
of the Polish King Sigismond Augusk {1561). The huge
clock placed on the tower is connected with many
bells, which Chimy every hour.
On one side of the town-hall is the Langermarkt,
(Long Market-Place), a big open square, which is used
as a market. H is as beautiful as Langgasse and is
surrounded by ancient houses in beautiful style, some
of them having kept the characteristic terraces
(Beischlage). Near the town-hall stands the well of
Neptune ornamented with sculptures cast in bronze of
Augsburg (1633); the lower part of 1he basin richly
carved in sand-stone originates from the XVIIIth
century.
Beyond the well, we find the ,,Artushof", where
the Exchange is located. This building contains the
most beautiful hall of Danzig. It is a Gothic building
dating from the period of King Casimir IV Jagiellonczyk erected in 1477-81 for the festivities of the
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townspeople; since 1742 it has been used as the
Exchange. The facade was reconstr ucted between
16o1 - 17 in the Dutch Renaissance style;
and adorned with the medallions of the Polish Kings:
Sigismond III and Ladislas IV. The large hail has
a star-shap ed vault in the Gothic style, leaning on
four pillars. It is very richly ornamen ted with paintings, bas-reliefs and statues from the XVIIth and
XVIIIth centuries. Among the pictures the best are:
,,Orpheu s" by John Vredema n de Vries (1592); and
,,The Last Judgme nt" by Anthony Moller (1602).
We also find here a sculptur e of King Casimir
IV Jagiellonczyk and portraits of the Kings Stanislas
Auguste and Leszczynski. Near the wall stands the
statue of King Auguste III in white marble, represented as a Roman Empero r (1755) by J. A. Meissner
(the Artusho f may be visited every day from 9.30-12
and 3-5, entrance fee: 50 pfennigs, and on Sundays
from 9.30-12 , free of charge. Ladies are not allowed
to enter during business hours from 12·-1).
One enters the ,,Artushof" through the house
standing close to it, which was formerly the
house of the Municipal Councillors. It was renovate d
in 1901. I ts vestibule contains many Danzig antiquities belonging to the collections of L. Gieldzinski.
At 4 Langerm arkt, we find the house of the Steffens
family with a facade richly decorate d by H. Voigt
(1617).
The Langerm arkt is closed on the side of the
Motlau by the Griines Tor (the Green Gate),
built in 1564 in the Dutch Renaissance style and
adorned with the coats of arms of ·Poland, Danzig
and Royal Prussia. It is believed to have been
used as a dwelling house by the Polish kings during
their sojourn in Danzig. It is now used as a Museum
of Natural Science possessing collections of archaeological interest and collections of Natural Science; (the
· museum is open on Sundays from I I to z, on W ednesda ys from 1 to 4 free of charge; foreigners may visit
the museum at any :ltne when notice is given.) The
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most interesting among the collections is that of A,mber
consisting of more than 30 ooo exhibits.
Beyond the Green Gate extends the ,,Griinebriieke" (The Green Bridge), crossing the Motlau
just near the Danzig harbour. From here there is
an exceedingly beautiful and very characterist ic view
to be obtained of the Motlau full of vessels and boats
and its banks lined with characterist ic old buildings.
The street to the left is called Langebrucke {the Long
Bridge}, where stand the well preserved gates of the
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city, which were shut at night in order to protect the town.
A Polish eagle is to be seen on the Gate called ,,Brotbankertor". The next gate, called Frauentor (1599)
conta ins an astron omica l obser vator y. A most interest ing crane (Krah ntor) is to be found behind
the Gate of the Holy Spirit . It is a G,Qthie building
of the XV th centu ry provi ded with a wooden appar atus
for lifting the masts of ships. TheFischnzarkt tFishmarket) is a conti nuati on of the Long Bridge. Here we find
a bastio n of 14u near which form erl~
Teutonic castle, which was destro yed by the inha bi tants
of Danzig in 1454.
Several old street s with beaut iful buildings run
parallel to Langg asse and the Lang ermar kt. In one
of them, the Brotbankengasse, stand s the English
Ho,,se (No. 15). It is situat ed near the gate and was
used as a store-house by English merch ants (erected
in 156g by John Kramer).
The most chara cteris tic street of old Danzig, the
Frauengasse has preserved to the greate st exten t the
archi tectur al appea rance of ancie nt times. The
houses stand ing in this street are still provided with
,,Beischlage" or terrac es.
At the end of Fraue ngass e stand s the large Church
of St. Mary (Marienkirche) which was formerly Catholic
but in 1577 given to the Prote stants . It is the larges t
churc h in the territ ory of ·ancie nt Polan d and after St.
Paul' s Cathe dral in London, the largest Prote stant
churc h in Europ e. It is 105 m. long, the transe pst 66 m.
and the nave 35 m. wide; the churc h itself being 30 m.
high. It is a building of the Gothic Brick Vistula
style, in the form of a cross, with three naves.
Its const ructio n was begun in 1343, and was com.. pleted in 1502, durin g a period, when Danz ig belonged to Poland. The tower 78 m. high, domin ating
the town, has never been completed. In case
the churc h is shut, the visito r is reque sted to apply
to the churc h-gua rdian , 4, Korkenmachergasse
(50 pfennigs).

a
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The interior of the church makes an imposing impression by its immensity, but like other Protestant
churches, it is rather bare and also rather dark. The
celebrated picture ,, The Last]udgment" by John Memling, a Flemish painter (d. I495), over the altar situated
in the chapel of St. Dorothy (north transept) is the
most valuable artistic ornament of this church and also
of Danzig. It was painted in Bruges before I473 and
stolen by Danzig pirates on their way to Florence.
Ill. Railway Guide. II.
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When visiting the church one should also visit the

tower which has 325 steps leading up to it. On the top
there is a platform from which a splendid view of the

town and its surround ings extendin g as far as the
sea, may be obtained .
From the other side of the church of St. Mary
extends the pictures que Jopengas se, where old Beischlage (terraces) are also still to be found. It is closed
to the west by the arsenal (Zeughaus) the pearl of
the Danzig Renaissa nce style, erected in 16o5. Its
facade is richly adorned and gilded; executed by the
Anthony Van Obberge n alreaady mention ed several
times in this guide.
Not far from here on the Kohlenm arkt stands an
Empire theatre with a flat cupola (1794- r8o1). In the
neighbouring Holzmar kt we notice the German W a,
Monume nt (:rgo4) by Chr. Behrens.
In the northern part of the town the Catholic Royal
Chaf,el standing in the Heiligen geist Street, and erected during the period :168:r-1685 accordin g to the
design by Bartel Ranisch , by the generosi ty of King
John Sobieski is worth visiting .•
We find in the neighbouring St. John's Street
a Protestaftt Chureh of St. John, a Gothic building
with one nave and two aisles, the construc tion of
which was begun in 1214. It was reconstr ucted in
146o and has · a beautifu l star-shap ed vault.
The tower is 63 m. high. Behind the pulpit is the beau ·
tiful tomb of its founder, Zachary Zappio, 1664. There
. are many old portraits and epitaphs on the walls
and the pillars of the church. Beautifu l brass cantklabra. hang from the vaulted ceiling. The high altar
made in stone in the early Baroque style, dates from
the beginnin g of the XVIIth century and is counted
among. the most magnific ient in Danzig. Behind it
stands a beautifu l baptism al font in brass of the
XVIIth century surround ed by a beautifu lly wrought
Baroque brass grille. The chm:ch possesses a very
large organ of :1902. (The church guardian lives at 21,
Johanne sgasse.)
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Close to the above church stands the Church of
St•. Nicolas (formerly belonging to the Dominicans),
the largest the most beautiful of the Catholic
churches of Danzig, full of artistic pictures and sculptures. It is a Gothic building with one nave and two
aisles, surmount ed by two towers. Most of the walls
date from the XIVth and XVth centuries. In the neighbourhood we notice a picturesq ue Gothic defensive tower called ,,Kieck in de Kock" (Look up), erected in 1410.
The oldest church of Danzig, the Protestan t Church
of St. Catherine, endowed in the Xlllth century by
the Pomerani an Princes and enlarged and reconstructed in the Gothic style of the XVth century, stands
in a most picturesqu e place situated on the Radaune
in the district called ,,Old Town" (Altstadt) . The
tower is surmount ed by a beautiful Baroque roofwork, restored after the fire of 1905 in its primitive
style. The tower clock, which is connected with bells,
peals every hour; it is the largest dock of this kind
in the whole world being of greater size than similar
docks in Belgium. The sacristan lives at 17, Mtihlengasse. The large Water-Mi ll contructe d by the Te11tonic Knights in 1349 worked by water power from

DANZIG: CHURCH OF ST. NICOLAS

the Radaune stands close to the Church of St.
Catherin e.
Near the church of St. Catherin e stands the Catholic
Cbureb of the Order of St. Bridget, a Gothic building
erected during the period from 1394-14 02 and reconstruc ted in the Renaissa nce style after a fire,
which ruined it in 1587. The interior has kept its
Late Gothic star-shap ed vault, beautifu l Baroque
and Rococo altars and pictures ; (the sacristan lives
at 17, Nonnenhof). There are several pictures que
old lanes in the neighbou rhood, such as M alergasse,
Nonnenh oj etc.
The Town-Hall of the Old Town stands at the corner of Pfeffers tadt St. (No. 33) over-loo king the Radaune. The Old Town has possessed its own municip al administra tion and autonom y since 1327. The Town-H all
is in the Dutch Renaissa nce style (1589) and was
construc ted by Anthony Van Obbergen. It is adorned
with a small tower, a picturesq ue roof and an exceedingly beautifu l portal.
In Weissmonchengasse we find the Catholic Cbureb
of St. Joseph, which formerly belonged to the carme-
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lite Brothers and is now used as a parish church. It
is a Gothic building dating from 1380 containing
many Polish tomb-stones. In the neighbourhood, not
far from the railway station stands one-naved Evangelical Clu.trcli of St. Elisabeth, a hospital church
built in 1396.
The southern district is called the Suburb (Vorstadt).
In its western part, in Fleischergasse stands the
Church of the Holy Trinity, which formerly belonged
to the Franciscans, and is now Evangelical. It was
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DANZIG:

CHURCH OF THE HOLY TRINITY
AND ST. ANNE'S CHAPEL

built between 1431 and 1514 in the typical Gothic
Brick Vistula style and has a richly ornamented
Gothic facade. Close to this we have the cha,pel of St.
Anne, also a Late Gothic building endowed by King
Casimir Jagiellonczy.k in 148<> for Polish church
services.
A beautif ul Late Gothic court-y ard with arcades
of the early XVIth century and a series of halls with
star-sha ped vaults on the ground floor have been
preserved from the ancient monast ery of the Franciscans standin g close to the church. It now contains
the Municipal Museum (open from April 15 to August 31,
on Sunday s from II to 2, on week-days from 10 to 2
and from 4 to 6; entranc e fee: 50 pfennigs; in
Winter : every day from IO to 2; on Sunday s from II to
2. There are plaster casts and collections c_
onsisting of
specimens of the artistic industr y of Danzig in the
halls situated on the ground floor and in the courtyard surroun ded with arcades, and a picture gallery
on the second floor, where chiefly the works of modern
Danzig painter s are exhibited.
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To thee ast of the Church of the Holy Trinity, at Pog:genpfuhl we see the magnificent walls of the Calvinist Church of St. Peter and Paul, built between
1425-1521. It is a Brick Gothic building with
one nave and two aisles and original Late
Gothic covered-in steps on the facade. The
church is bare, but the beautiful late Gothic vault
attracts the attention of the visitor. (The sacristan .
lives at 9, Petrikirchgasse).
Beyond the Motlau lies, very characteristic for Old
Danzig, the Isle of Granaries (Speicherinsel), which
is almost entirely covered with granaries, several
stories high, relies from the Polish period, when the
Polish grain transported by the Vistula to Danzig,
was stored in these granaries before being exported
abroad. The main street of this island, Milchkannengasse is closed on the east by two bastions of 1519.
An original granary of the XVth century, called
,,Graue Gans" stands in Judengasse, a street parallel
with Mikhkannengasse street .
Strong ra-mparls surrounded by moats full of water,
which have still preserved their appearance from
the middle of the XVlth century, are to be seen in the
southern and eastern parts of the town. Most of
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the bastion s bear the names of animals , such as
,,Wolf' , ,,Bear" , ,,Rabbi t", ,,Ox", ,,Lion", ,,Horse ".
,,Rhino ceros".
Some hills extend to the west of the town, beyond
the railway line. Throug h them runs the Neugarten
(New Gardens) Street. Here stand many buildings
constru cted for offices during the few years immedi ately precedi ng the war. The most remark able are the
following: the Diet (Volkstag) No. 23, erected in 1882 ;
opposit e to it the Senate (1880); the Polish Gene,-al
Commissariat (No. 27) and the Law Courts (Justizgebaud~) built in 1910.
Beyond the railway line we find Promenade
Street turning to the right, which leads along the
foot of the Hagelsb erg above the railway lines of
the princip al railway station . There is situate d the
shooting house (Schiitzenhatis) with a garden restaurant (orches tra). The little street near the Tax
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Hagelsberg, where formerly
office leads to th
the Pomeranian prince~.
of
astle
stood th
Grab) recalls the
(Russisches
The Russian .J.f01u,me-nt
attack of 9th May 1734 during which many Russians
were killed. Here the Prussians built forts, which
after the Treaty of Versailles were transformed into
a Students' Hostel. A splendid view oj the touin may
be obtained from the top of the mountain.
To the south of the Neugarten stands the Bishop's
Mountain (Bischofsberg), where formerly stood the
palace of the bishops of Kujawy. Very strong forts
were also constructed in this place by the Prussians in the XIXth century. After the Treaty of Versailles they were changed into sports stadiums. Her
we have a view of the town as beautiful as that obtained from the Hagelsberg. The best way to the
Bishop's Mountain leads from Heumarkt through
Sandgrube St., Schwarzes Meer t. and the Gros c
Berggasse.
To the north of the town lies the villa district
Langfuhr, constituting apparently a separate to,\Tl1
of 40 ooo inhabitants connected with Danzig by th
renowned Grosse Allee (Avenue of lime trees), 3 km .
long, bordered on either side by a double row of tre . ,
planted during the reign of King Stanislas Auguste
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Poniatowski in 1770. Durin g the summ er it is
the
favourite prom enad e of the inhab itant s of Danzi
g.
Ther e are many villas belonging to Danz ig functi
onaries, capit alists and officers of the Army . Large cafes.
The Stefle ns Park exten ds to the right of the
main
avenue. At the end of the latte r stand s the Polytechnical School erect ed in 1904 in Danzig
Renaissance style according to a design by Thiir. A crema
tory (Feue rbest altun g) is to be found at 70, Micha
elweg.
The port of Danzig is its chief objec t of interest.
In order -to visit it one must certa inly be provi
ded
with a 1nap (Phar us. Plan des Danziger Industrie-G
eHindes) and make an excursion on board one of
the
boats plying betw een Danz ig and Zopp ot or Hel. These
ply durin g the summ er mont hs only, starti
ng
from the landing-stage on the Motlau near the Green
Bridge. We go first of all down the Motlau, which
const itutes an interi or port for smaller passe
nger
and sea vessels. On our right we pass the Isle of
Granaries and on our left the Old Town with its nume
rous
city gates. Just before leaving the Motlau the
boat
passes the ship- yards of Klaw itter, situa ted on
the
right. We then follow the ,,Dead Vistu la" (Tote
Weichsel) to the left, where we can see
the
Danzig and Schichau ship- yards provi ded with
high
cranes. Steam ers going to Heub ude, tum to
the
right , up the river passi ng on their way many timbe
ryards on the bank s.
Steam ers going towa rds the sea enter directly
the Imperial Canal (Kaiserkanal) after leaving
the
mout h of the Motlau; to the left we find the Holm
Islan d and the work -shop s of the Danz ig shipyards;
to the right the ,,Tro yl" with railw ay work-shop
s,
barra cks for emigrants, a chemical facto ry and a
paper-mill. Beyo nd the latte r stand the huge Petro
l
Tank s of Nobel Brothers.
On reaching the place where the Impe rial Port
joins the Dead Vistula, the steam er turns in a north
easte rnly direc tion and passes near the villag
e
Weiebselmiinde on the right bank , and below,
the
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ancient Polish fortres. From here begins the suburb
Neufahrwasser on the left bank. The sihp passes
further on through the Port Can<1l (Hafenkanal) constructed in 16<)6. It is 3 km. long terminating in two
stone piers, at the end of which lighthouses stand,
where the canal reaches the sea. A branch of "the
Port Canal turns to the west at some distance
from the entrance to the port. It is called the Free
Port (Freihafen) constructed in 1879.
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·Danzig

po sesses man y large industria
men~, the larg est of whi ch are ship buildi1t l establish·
g

yards. The
oldest is the ship -yar d of KlawiUer
(Klawitterwerft),
founded in the mid dle of the XIX
th cen tury , where
formerly war-ships for the Pru ssia
n nav y were constru cted .
The ship -yar d of Schichau stan ding
on the left ban k
of the Dea d Vis tula is one of the
larg est in Europe,
3 ooo wor kme n being emp loye d ther
e. Lar ge vessels
are con stru cted here; it possesses
the larg est Crane
(Riesenkrahn) of Danzig.
Bet wee n the ship -yar d Schichau
and the mou th
of the Motlau, we find the Danzig
ship-yard (Danzigerwerft) covering a larg e area.
Before the war it
was kno wn und er the nam e of ,,Im
peri al ship -yar d"
(Kaiserliche We rft). It is the larg est
in the Fre e Town,
employing 6 ooo workmen. Bef
ore the war only
war-ships and sub mar ines were con
stru cted here . The
sub mar ines U 9 and U 21 and the
cruiser ,,Em den "
renowned dur ing the Gre at
Wa r were built.
Thi s ship -yar d now belongs to
the Inte rna tion al
Shipbuilding and Eng inee ring Com
pany.
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WEICHSELMtJNDE

B. THE NEIGHBOURHOOD
OF DANZIG
The neighbourhood of Danzig is exceedingly picturesque and varied; on one side Danzig is bordered
~y the sea and on the other by wooded mountains.
Several sea-side bathing resorts such as the "Weiehselmiinde" (Mouth of the Vistula) and W esterplatte
lying near the mouth of the Vistula (may be reached
by ship or tram) have developed there. Six km. to
the north o~ Danzig (tram. No. 8) lies the port district
,,Neufahrwasser", which is a mariners town. The
Evangelical church with two towers of 1904 can
be seen from far out at sea. The ,,Free Port" mentioned before is very interesting.
Two km. to the west we find Brosen which may
be reached from Danzig by means of the trams Nos. 8
and 9 or the local train. It is a small bathing resort
with about a dozen villas.
Four km. to the east of the mouth of the Vistula lies
Heubude (may be reached by steamer or motorbus).
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We also find here a small salt-water bathing resort.
The Kurhaus stands by the Langsee (Long Sea).
All the above mentioned localities are situated on
the territory of the Community of Danzig.
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